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and D r .  George Martin, Program Manager. 
bibliography was reviewed and cataloged by D r .  George Martin and Mr. J. F. 
Moore . 
The l i t e r a tu re  compiled fo r  tuff 
- 
AaSTRACT 
A comprehensive l i t e ra ture  survey was conducted as one phase of work 
performed under the NASA and A i r  Force contracts ident i f ied i n  the Foreward. 
Literature re la t ing t o  nondestructive tes t ing theory, techniques and equip- 
ment was collected and indexed. Material re la t ing  t o  ultrasonics and ultra- 
sonic tes t ing equipment and techniques was of primary in te res t ,  however other 
f i e lds  of nondestructive testing a re  a l so  included i n  the survey. Related 
subject xmterial concerning honeycomb and sandwich contruction, coxposites, 
and bonding, a re  included t o  provide helpful background information. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This bibliog-aphj i s  c o q r i s e d  of reports a3d a r t i c l e s  researched In  
seeking informtion relevant t o  developing nondestructive t e s t ing  techniques 
for  honeycomb and ne ta l l ic  fiber-matrix composites and mterials. 
are subjects covering var ious  t es t ing  techniques, theories, and equipment, 
and general background information. 
Included 
"he l ist  is intended as a general compilation rather  than one providing 
al l - inclusive coverage. One report  alone quotes over 7000 references on 
ultrasonics up t o  1954. Therefore, i n  compiling this l ist ,  an attempt was 
mde t o  confine the e f fo r t  to re la t ive ly  current information. 
reparts and a r t i c l e s  providing valuable background information a r e  also includ- 
ed. 
Some earlier 
Ute ra tu re  listed herein represents only that  which has been collected, 
The docunent l i s t i n g  is arranged by major catagories which appeared 
reviewed, cataloged (by author and catagory), and ins ta l led  i n  the laboratory 
fi le.  
best suited t o  the current investigation. 
divided f o r  convenience i n  re t r ieval  of information. Documents within each 
subdivision a re  arranged alphabe,tically by author. 
between some subdivisions and l i t e r a tu re  cataloging is recognized. However, 
again the final decision was based on present and f'utire 
Each catagory is fur ther  sub- 
The apparent overlap 
program effor t .  
When available, abstracts were included with the l i s t i ng .  In  some cases, 
a ske le ta l  abstract  or description of the subject material was prepared. 
Listings.which do not include e'ther abstract  o r  description, although per t t -  
nent, were considered too brief or  general i n  nature to  warrant abstracting. 
Literature presented i n  this bibliography does not include any classified 
information, but it  does include l i t e r a tu re  generated by DOD and NASA that, 
a t  time of survey, was not cleared for  publication. 
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wm-m-53-373 March 1962 
w-P Am 
These reports cover basic and applied research in the  materials \ 
area being conducted by the Metals and Ceramics, Nonmetallic 
Materiale, physics, Manufacturing Technology and Appllcatione 
Iaboratories of t h e  Directorate of Materials and R-OC~SLICB~ I 
2 
I 
- - _ _  
ADVANCES IN N O I I D E S ! l R E " ~  MEIIAL TEStZNG 
B. Banks I 
September 19, 196k 
-' r 
A short  survey of nondestructive tes t ing  techniques was 
presented. Included in  the discussion was radiography, 
par t ic le  acceleration, Xerography, X-rays ,  and ultrasonice. 
A, B, and C scan unite, multi-probe systems and the use 
of square wave pulses with extremely short  rise and decay 
times were among the  ultrasonic methode discussed. 
I' 
O f  obvious interest. 
Spectrum Anal. - 
NONDESTRIICTIVE 
D.D. Dodge 
I 
- 1 
Mechanical Engineering 
PP 38-43 
August 1962 I 
I 
A general review of the Various methods of nondestructive 
ultrasonics were the win topics covered. 
an elementary introduction t o  basic techniques. 
on NMI testing methob) 
t e s t ing  was given. Radiography, eddy current techniques and ! 
I 
i 
The a r t i c l e  provides 
(c00a table 
- 1  
cat: ll 
NA-65-813 
I 
I - -  G ASKE Pub 65-m-9 i .L _ -  
The paper proposes a new se t  of requirements f o r  non- 
destructive t e s t s  when quantitative data are required fo 
provide a b e t t e r  balance between quality and costs. 
requirements are discussed i n  the l ight  of improvement8 
and new appmachee needed to advance NIX' methods fhwm the 
current qual i ta t ive s ta tus  to a sorely needed quant i ta t ive 
level. Of all requirements, two are  of uppermost importance. 
These are: (1) ~ a ~ d n g  NDT indications meaningful in terms 
of fabrication deficiencies, and (2) relating the eev%dQr 
of MD'J! indications t o  engineering performance. - 
! 
I 
i 
i 
I These 
- A  
RHXSICS IN NONDESTRUCTIVB TES!fIMI !- 
I 
Metal Progrese I i .  
PP 132-136 
I 
A higbly qual i ta t ive report w a s  given on the  1963 Symposium 
on physics and Nondestructive testing. Cavered in the report 
I were physic8 of failure, ultrasonics, the Mossbauer effect, 
1 radiation and properties of materiale. The ul t rasonic  section 
was primarily concerned w i t h  methods of determining the L -  
,  
A 
I magnitude of internal  stresses. 
-8 __ - - _ -  - - .  -__ 
NO"DlBI!FtUCTJNIC !LESTIN(l 
W. McConnagle 
1 
i 
I 
1 
I 
International Science and Technology" July 1961 
--- *Reprinted In Materiale Evaluation December 1961, 
' PP 561-571 
I 
i I 
- I 
! NEW lEVEL0pMENTS IN "l OF SMALL COMRJNENTS AND TBRi-(MGE 
MATERIAIS r 
R.C. McMsster , 
ohia State University (paper) 1965 i . 
A Columbus. Ohio - _  - . L  
r 2. .- 
I 
! 
.:-- 
R.C. McMaater 
Metal Progress 
PP 70-79 
The constant Increase in competition coupled with the 
growing demand for quality has caused manufacturln8 
induetriee to concentrate on nondestructive testing ae 8 
means for reducing waate and improv iq  reliability. A 
number of the general aspects, including both production 
and economic standpolnte, to be considered in e p p w  
! 
I 
i < 
I 
i 
such testing m e  diecussed in  the artiale. - - _- - - - - ..- - - - ---A 
i 
! 
LE. Rush 
m 
PP 30-3 
Discussion of 1) Dimensional inspection, 2) Superficial I --< 
i I. 
inspection, 3) rnsc. inspection, 4) Physical pmpertiee 
of parte. 
EDDY CURRENT TESTTrJT) - SAE 54-25 
__ ~ _ _ _  - _ _  ._-  
I 
. -- \ 
0 
1 
._i SAE Information Report (Report of Iron end Steel  Tech. Comb) June 1960 
i 
1 _______- I 
ST~UsDt’iiiDs OF NDZ 4 
\ 
- 
I 
I 
I 
sin 
-_ SOC. iU’M‘, LA Section 1 9 6 5 4  I - 
PmSmJ pp 2447 ‘ 
X l isting of stadard txies of iC.lT and aommonly 
used speciiications and standards. 
, 
I 
r 
.I 
3 
. .f.: 
i 
The increasing complexity of air weapons systems has resulted 
i n  increased dependence on nondestructive testing 88 a m e w  
of assuring the confonnance of aircraft materiale and com- 
ponents to design criteria. 
inherent i n  existing nondestructive testing methods, as w e l l  
88 tbose Inspection problems for which no present noPaestructt 
test  l e  adequate. In addition, the shortage of eldlled 
personnel, end the necessity of establishing traning pr0gr-8 ! 
! I s  cited. (continued on back) 
This survey reviews the problem 
1 
___ - - -- - ---- - 
TEST IT, BUT DON'T BREAK I T  
Dun's Review and Modern Industry' I J-uery 198, A- --- ~ 
! - -1 PP 50-53 
NiYT methods used in industry, ewlo- vibration, 
nilgnetisxa, radiation, optics and electronics are 
reviewed in U&ht of the need f o r  hqmVing former 
I 
._ -- testinv ---c)- techniques. -_ -- _ _  _- 1 I 
I 1 .  ' 
I 
a 
A 
i 
I 
/-- 
IIVZSTIGAmON OF METXODS FOR DETERMINING ACTUAL FLaU SIZE 
L.J. Anderaon 
November 1963 
The work e f f o r t  under Contract AF 33(616)-7279 was directed 
towscrd the development and evaluation of techniques fo r  deter- 
m i n i x  actual  flaw size, orientfttion and geomtry i n  materlsls 
by nondestcuctive ultrasonic means. 
development of a practical  prototyp? breadboard i n s t m n t  
which is  capable of presenting an isometric projection of 
inconsistencies i n  metal parts.  This development has been 
This has l e t  toward t he  
- 
made possible through the design of a unique sinele o s c i l l a t l q  * 
transducer. To obtain the three dirrensional pictures, a specid ' 
mechanical manipulator and presentation system were deslgned 
and bu i l t .  The special mechanical manipulator moves the trans---,-* 
ducer in a path which allows complete volumetricscannlng -( cont, I 
I 
TFE GATED VDDULATOR-A NZW WAY TO MEASURE SOUND V E L O C I ~ S  i 
SMALL wms I , I 
i 
I 
b . 
L 4- - 
I 
DOL, Arenburg 1 
I .  
r -  Proc. of the IEEE February 1963 --, 
V O ~  51 NO. 2 
(reprint) 
I 
I __ - - 
I 
GENERATION, DETECTION AM) KEASURFdBNT CIF ILTRASCwM) 
1 
i ---- A. Baroae / 
j 
Handbuch der Physics 
Acoustics I1 1962 
pp 74-152 VOX uJ2 
I 
' In this  a r t i c l e  a general exposition of the production o f  
ultrasound i s  given and some methods of measurement, based 
on the  physical phenoiwna which accoqany the pmpwation 
of ultrasonic waves of s m a l l  amplitude are discussed, The 
ultrasound i n  the investigation of the molecular and et ructura l  
properties of matter are dea l t  w i t h  in other chagbre of t h i e  
i 
i- 
physic& erieccr,  nn--A- --=-*--A y r v u u b ~ ~  l..- WJ k4nh -p annrrrfnsz ----- ana __ the ___ URe _ _ _
* Y C l O P d &  
L 
5 
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I 
U/S RESEARCH EEBl3lD TEE XROH ClRTAlX 
-- . 
I 
i 
j 
I 
1 . 
U/S FLAW DETECTION - A REVIEW OF FAC’JBRS -(I TBB 
SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS OBTAINEX) BY ECHO SOUNDING (E’rench) 
I 
I B.R. Byrne 
i 
Memoires Scientifique de la Revue de Metallurgia July 1959 t 
! pp 231-256 LVI BO. 2 
0 
_- - - .  ----_ _ _  
i 
INVESTIGATION OF MEXHOIDS FOR DETERXMXG ACTUAL FLAW SIZB IN 
MATERIAIS BY NONDESTRUCTIVE UL!J!RASONIC MEMS 
Contract AF 33(616)-7279, ~2 (61-1519) is a continuation of a 
previous program performed under Contract AF 33( 616)-7279. 
These contracts are administered by Aeronautical Systems 
Division, A i r  Force Systems Cormand, United States A i r  Force. 
The work performed under Contract AF 33(616)-7279 is reported . 
i n  ASD Technical Report 61-205. This new effort was directed r‘ 
tomrd optimizing the  single transducer ul t rasonic  nondeetruct! 
flaw analysis syatem. This program will incorporate a unique 
high speed volumetric scanning system, L) multiple diaplay 
~ 
HA-65-813 
__ .. _. -__- - 9 
DEF'ECT ASSESSMENT USIW ULTRASONIC WAKES 
D.G.W. Claydon 
I 
September - October 1959 
I 
! Po Kaprlelyan 
September 1959 I Aircraft 8s Missile8 Manufacturing 
I 
> 
I 
usee; increasing specialized tasks in R & D etage. I 
1 PP 6-12 
*I. 
Cleaning, gaging, flow detection and machining are mor 
. __ . ----- - __- -4 
! 
EXCERPTS FOR ' S O N I C  A l l  ULTiwSONIC WAVES IN AIR, W A m ,  AND 
I SOLIDS' I 
I 
V.A. Krasil'nlkov - ?  
I January1962 I I U.S. Joint Publications Research Service 
I 
i 
1 
I h g A a f l U x  corp. 
i-hgnafacts, Vol 13 i;o. 3 p ll SurrPier 1965 
I 
I 
I 
i 
7 
_- 
f 
.. 
! 
. 
.. -. 
W.P. Mason 
Pmceedings of the IRE 
’ PP 134-1384 
A short  historical review i s  given of the development of i 
I 
-.I-’ 
ul t ra~onics .  
dispersive and nondispersive delay lines, ultrasonic inspec- 
tosco?es, and c rys t a l  and mechanical f i l t e r s .  
applications, the very low internal  f r i c t i o n  of metals snd 
fused silica provides very low losses, while the @ded wave 
properties of various shaped transmission paths provide 
e i ther  dispersive or  nondispersive t r a n d s s i o -  
Uses in t he  low-aqlitude range are sonar systems, 1 
In all of these 
- -  - - ___ - - - - . -_- 
! 
The various industrial uses of ultrasourd weee qualitatively 
described. They were divided in to  three groups: (1) LOW 
power which included flaw detection, thickness gaud=, and 
f r i c t ion  reduction (2) Medium parer applications such as b l s y  
l ines ,  and (3) High parer applications such; a8 reduction in 
grain size. 
This a r t i c l e  has iome value a8 a report  of what is currently 
being done In ultrasonlcs. 
- -.- Pulee, -. Reson - God k f o .  
’ u/s In me 
I 
W.J. McGonnagle 
U/S News 
i 
March 1958 
I 
/ 
? 
i 
- ---_ .__ PP 13-17 --I 
ULWO;JIC E N G ~ I N G  ( m e r  OLI& Year) 
R.C. Mckter 
News in - n e w  
--. (Re: CoupUng, Transducers, e t a )  
I 
I 
I 
memb~ 1963 
i 
, 
i .--- 
8 
* 
-_ - - - _  I __-7 -  
1 INV%STIGATION OF ?@EiIODS FOR li3- AClTJAL FLdu SIz6 IcA MATZRIALS BY NOhTDEmE!l'rVE ULTRASONIC "NIQUES 
GeJo PO8akOny~ MeR. h t S  
MC-m-59-302 (Contract Ar' 33 (616)-57~) Jy9g !, 
I 
The inveatigation of methods t o  determine actual  flaw 8 ze 
materials by ultrasonic nondestructive techniques has led to the 
development of breadboard equipment capable 
_--. 
- ---- _ _ _  _ _  
i 
NONDESIIRU=TrVE !Em r 
Okla,. State  Unlv. School of Chem. Eng, Sti l lwater  Armed ServZcea 
I 
! 
I 
I i 
Tech. f i f e  Agency, AD 289555 
I PP 45-51 
1 A basic treatment of t h e  generation, use, and type8 of ultra- 1 
sonic waves was presented. A qual i ta t ive description of long- 
i tudinal,  transverae, and surface modes was included, Tbe t I
article provides an'excellent introduction into the field of ; 
I u l trasonic nondestructive testing. 
I '  
. -- -- 4 -  - I  - - -- L- - 
/ 
ULTRAwm I14 mm I 
R.G. Neswald 
International'  Science 
"When a powerful body 
and Technology 
2 
, of sound theory I s  f inal ly  matched by 
experimental advances, the r e su l t  is  a wealth of able tools. 
But when the u8e8 outst r ip  theory and measurements, the result 
j 
I I s  apt t o  be chaotic." ___- 
.- 
I 
8 
I 
' I  I . i ) I l ? F ~ I W  Il? U/S TASTING Or" iARIOUS T.iATri;RIALs 
/ c 
J.B.Ibrgan 'i 
I 
J. NDT p U l  Ih-Apr 1963 1 
i 
I 
- _. _ _ ~  ____- 
I 
U L T M O i Z C  IJOIJDiSliXCTIVd UTS i 
! '3 f-4 ?'-?""ter (&tp) 
4 I 
I 
Ab. U . I ' IC.Lnc) 
SIJT Handbook of X/D Testi ix 
Sec VI, Chapt &.I4 
Carborundum Coo, N,Y. 
Y ! i  1958 
i 
I 
_ - - -  - ' 
I 9 
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of the  searching unit (transducer); and the  performance of the 
ultrasonic instrument 
-- I 
,- 
! 
I 
.\ 
I 
I 
SOME FACTORS OF I E ' O R W E  IN U/S TESTDIG. 
J.B. MorgM 
i . 
I --- DEvEIx)pMENT OF UL!LRASONIC "IQUES FOR DEFECT WALUA!FION 
J.B, Ramsey, W,M. Rowe 
~63-15710 February 1963 
An experiment i a  described i n  which the effects of forming 
method and heat treatment on ultrasonic signal response in s0me ; 
newerdloye were investigated, I n  addition, specific a c o u s t i c d  j 
impedance, attenuation values and shear and Rayleigh wave char-) 
ac te r i s t i c s  were studied. Rolled material was found t o  have , 
a consiatantly higher response, transmission of ultrasound 
improved with heat treatment, and the effects becam? m o r e  pro- 1 
nounced as the teat frequencies increased, 
techniques were also lnveatigated. 
- 
Image conversion 
. - - ____- ---- _ _ _  - 
Contribution t o  SNT Handbook, Section VI, Chapter 6.14 
I 
: Report discusses 8ome of the basic theory of natural  fD5qUenCy 
t e s t ing  a6 a method of detecting s t ruc tura l  in teg i ty ,  
Descriptions and equations for  the natural  resonance behavior 
I 
mentioned. Tne report def in i te ly  eu2porta the natural  frequency ' 
approach t0 b6tiII43 honeycomb atructurea from only a single side0 I 
of equipmnt, techniques, and several applications axe 
10 1 
? 
t I 
.. , 
I 
I sul ted in the separation and determination of important 8cuuc1- 
t i c a l  properties that were expected t o  indicate the cause for 
differences i n  the transmission of ultrasonic energy in the - d c - x c .  
A nine page pamphlet of diagrams of t e s t ing  methodo. I 
i 
1 
~ 
~ 
- -  - _ _  I - -  
AN ELECTRONIC "LAR FOR CERTIFYIFJC R E L I A B m  
R. Spain, N e  Schubriw, M. Diamond 
Paper presented at Nat. S;iE Convention 
Natiral  frequency vibration t e s t a  were used t o  ce r t i fy  the 
qual i ty  of complex solid retal parts,  fo r  example, crankshafts, 
The natural  fie 
amplitude, decay rate, and frequency dis t r ibut ion were the 
factorg t h a t  yielded inforration. 
that the natural resonant Prequencies of complex structures ,- 
will yield information concerning the material integrity. 
Conventional electronic equipment axeas used thraughout the , 
study, 
concerning the presence of diebonda on either side of a honey- I 
----- A--+amn h n m  i Comb p M e 1 - w ~ ~ ~  WZUVIA.~, nn1v --.. one side, 
1962 
were i n  the audio range and were either : 
fundamental Analysis of the reverberation 
The proJect def in i te ly  shows 
, 
It appears that t h i s  approach ahould yield information 
t 
11 
H. Thielsch 
Welding Design & Fabrication 
r"' PP 4.0-42 
1 Discuaslon of mass production testing, standards, field b a p e 6 t a  
8nd weld quality. - . _ -  - _-_ - i 
I 
1 
1 
! 
1 sylspoaium on NDT i n  the Field of Nuclear Energy A h  Special Publication A p r i l  &18,19~ 
no. 223 
"The purpose of this paper is t o  furnish a background of basic 
information I n  the field of ultrasonic nondestructive tes t ing  ' 
I __ -. _____ -____ --, 
1 -  
i 
for those not familiar with the field." 
- ___ .  
--.. t -- I--- I 
. i  
I, Woloshyn 
Ultrasonics (magazine 1 
pp 14-26 
I January-March 1963 i 
i 
The author surveys the long and complex his tory of ultrasonice 
i n  the U.S.S.R.,  d e s c r i b i x ,  f romthe 19th century t o  the 
the organization of its research and developmnt. The survey 
i s  supported by a l i s t  of references which, t h o q h  lengthy by 
any standards, indicates only a par t  of t'ne voluminous Ruesian 
l i t e r a tu re  on the subject. 
t o  subject matter 80 a8 t o  be a guide t o  fbrther detai led 
information e , -  
present day, the  grovth af the science, its applications and 
, - j  . 
The references are grouped accordin 
C a t :  12 
t 
! 
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1 13. ,SADWI'IVE METHODS I 
ADVANCEMENT OF TEIERMAL 'EST METIIODS I I q  NIYT OF AIRCRAFT 80 MISSILE: 
COMPONENTS (HONEYCOMB) 
J. Borucki 
Metal Treating 
pp 9-10, 12-14 
8 
June-July 1962 
R e v i e w s  advancement i n  thermal NDT as applied to brazed honey- 
comb. 
i t s  advance8 and i t s  industrial appl icabi l i ty  as  an accwate,  
rapid, feasible means for nondestructively inspecting brazed 
honeycomb and similar applicable structures. 
Also discusses the Bondcheck Tiernographic Process; 
-- . ___ - .. - -- -- 
RADIOGRAPHY 1, FAA: Bureau of Flight Standards 
1 
BONDCHECK cI"IIW',RAFHIC TEST SYSTEM 
Elagnaflux Corp. 
I 
Xagnaflux Form No. 16690-1, lM, 1-64, MX 
(bul le t in)  ! 
I 1 I i
i 
i 
w -65 -813 
APPLIED RXSEARCH To ESTABLIS Z\ERLWD DZTECTION METHODS FOR 
NONDES?RUCTIVE AiAYSIS OF lGXCAILIC AND cERAI.IIC STRUCTURES 
D.R. Nialey et. al. Part  If 
ASD-TDR-62-385 
Automtion Industries; Inc. 
Boulder, Colo . 
The second year ' 8 continuation -of the program under Contract 
A F  33(616)-T/25 has been devoted t o  flirther study of the feasibi-  
l i t y  of thermal nondestructive eval-uation of mterials. Em- 
phasis has been on metals. 
previously on the prosam was ut i l ized  t o  study miterial pro- 
per t ies  through the inspection of heat t ransfer  rates. 
introduced Into the mterial establishes R heat  transfer rate 
which i s  monitored by infrared radiometric surface temgeratwe 
measurements. 
indicate certain material properties which have an effect on heat 
t ransfer .  
A t h e r m l  tes t ing  system developed 
H e a r  
These temperature neasirements are used t o  
Properties detected t o  date a re  voids, (continued) 
- - .-- -._- 
APPLIED REXEARCH To E m L I S H  IlVRARE D DETECTION METHODS FQR 
NONDESTRUCTIVE ANALYSIS OF 1ETAI;tIC AND CERAMIC STRUCTURES 
D.R. Maley, S.W. Maley Part 111 
ASD-TRD-62-385 
Automtion Industries, Inc. 
Boulder, Colo. 
The feas ib i l i ty  study on thermal nondestructive evaluation of 
materiale has been continued. Various material properties or 
defects i n  sanples have been evaluated by one or  both of two 
basic testing methods, knovn as the s c m  heat technique and the 
heat support technique. 
t h a t  heat t ransfer  rates through a material a re  dependent on 
the properties of the material and the presence of in te rna l  
defects. Heat i s  introduced a t  the surface of a sample. 
tranofer away from the surface in to  the sample i s  &axed by 
continuous monitoring of surface temperature w i t h  (continued) 
Both ;;.ethods operate on the principle 
I t a .  
;I. B . ;kIntosh, Jr . Ge J . X .  Yoder i 
. 
14 
R.W. Parish, D.A.W. Pullen 
Brit ish J, of M)T 
PP 3-9 
March 1965 
The re?ort -describes techniques developed which make poseible 
the radiosaphy of highly radioactive materials. 
radiography is used i n  each of the two nethods described, and 
no elaborate or  expensive equipment is used other than a 
standard 200 IdV, half wave, 4mA, portable X-ray unit. 
Projection 
- I - - -  - -  . -  
1- OPTICS 
Valpey Corporation 
Transmission and absorption character is t ics  of typical infYared 
optical  mteriale ( b a l e t i n  - no sate) 
- -  - -  - -- -- --- 
AW TOOL FOR NONDESTRLICTIVE TESTIN0 
Wen (magazine) 
PP 142 
August' 1965 
.. . _-- 
I 
FEASIBILITY STUDY OF A NOXDEST3UCTm Ti3STINc) INIWUED 119- . ' 
SPECTION SYS'X" FOR BOIJDUG FIAW DETECTION 
P. Yetitto, R, German 
In te r in  Report No. 2 PE-m-5959 
Perkin-Elmer ' Corp. 
Nor~alk,  COIIII~ 
April 1961 
This interim report  detai ls  the r e su l t s  of work conducted on 
Contract No. DA-19-020-ORD-5243 fo r  OXRO, Watertown Arsenal 
en t i t l ed  "Feasibi l i ty  Study and Development of a Nondestructive 
November 1960 t o  30 A p r i l  1961, 
contractual submission,md serves t o  expl ic i t ly  es tabl ish 
the s t a t u s  of the program, with regard t o  accomplishmente, 
direction and goals at this time. 
Testing Infrared iiis?ec-ciun " - -  OJ e---+-- uGrrL, ' I  nnverins "". -* _ - -  the pr id  1 
This docurlent is an extra- 
NA-65-813 
I 
! 
\ 
I N F R I E D  DF’LICATIONS FOR N0”RXTNE TESTRn 
J.H, Yoder, R,B. McIntosh 
Barnes Engineer- 
S t d o r d ,  COM, 
December 1964 
I 
16 
t I 
I 
' ELEXTi3OVACiu'ETIC IWT"I'HDS OF TESTING METALS 
! 
R. Hochschild 
i 1 Progress i n  NET 
, The XacNillisn Co. N.Y. 
j pp 59-126 Vol. 1 1959 1 
I I 
' A review of methods and theory concerning discrfmination b e t k e n  
lvar iab les  as rel8ted t o  electromagnetic means of tes t ine,  with 
p emphasie on the more important $leas end techniniaan----- 1 
rl 
i i I 1 
I 
I CORONA DETECTION "IQUES AS A NONDZSTRUCTIVE NEXXOD FOR 
WATING VOIDS IN FILWNT-WOUND STRUCTURES 
I : E.W. Lindsay, C e N e  Works 
1 
I Standards for Filament-Wound Reinforced p l a s t i c s  
! PP 213-276 I 
I 
.! 
i The various corona detectios c i r cn i t s  are reviewed and the 
I 
! f eas ib i l i t y  of corona test methods as a nondestructive test for  ' i  locating voids or flaws within filament-wound structures are dis- I The various types of corona detectors used for flaw 
inveetigation and developent a re  necessary i n  order t o  perfect 
cussed, 
detection, the present art i n  relating the s ize  and shape of the ai 
void to  the corona pulse ch%racterist ics,  and the areas where 
the test method are pointed out. 
' I  . 
' 
: 
- __._ - - - 
i 
I 
I 
I 
E.W. Lindsay, C.N. Works 
Standards for FilamentiWound Reinforced Pl&ics 
. .  
PP 273-285 
h e  various corona detection c i r cu i t s  a re  reviewed and the 
f eas ib i l i t y  of corona test methods as a ncndentructive t e s t  for 
locating voids or f l a w s  wi th in  filament-wound structures are 
discussed. The various types of corona detectors used f o r  flaw 
detection, the present art i n  re la t ing  the s ize  and shape of the 
void t o  the  corona pulse characterist ics,  and the areas where 
investigation and development ere  necessary i n  order t o  perfect 
the t e s t  method are pointed out. 
- -  - - - -  - -  
S Z N S I M  EDDY CURRENT TESTER ID I S DEFECTS 
Ketal ~ r o g r e s s  (magazine) January 1964 
P 7  - - _ _  __ -- -- - 
IXSPZCTION PROCESS, MAGNETIC PAR'l!ICLE 
Y i l  spec m-1-6868C I February 1965 
Specification covering general requirenents and tests for per- 
- -_ forrdnr* -.-d-.- rospetic p -g t i c l e  inspc t ion .  - 
EELXAXICAL NEAsuREmNT-UsE OF TEE MIL EFFECT 
M. Naleca 
Electronic Technolo6Y January 1961 
c 
I 
' C.K, Neiders 
I 
Thesis: Ohio State  University 1959 
Tne work described is related tokchniques described by 
Dr. F.J. Tischer i n  hi6 book, I4XROWELLt"JM b E S S T E & W . . .  
NA-65 -813 
. -- 
! 
' C . J .  Renken 
PiiOGRZSS REPORT ON N / D  EsrT;Tc; BY EEC'inOEXXi%!IC " H O D S  
i 
f 
I 1 
I 1 I 
i , ANL-6414 Argonne, I l l .  I Argonne National Lab July 1962) 
1 
! 
- i 
i 
; 
' 
f and Application. 
7-
Tnis  report sumarizes new developments and improvements in 
electrorragnetic and eddy current t e s t  methods and equipment. 
reported i n  ANL-5861, A Status Report i n  Eddy Current Theory 
I 
I 
It i s  peant t o  be a continEation and outsowth of the work 
! 
1- 
I 
i 
STATUS REPORT I N  EDDY CUFWW" THXORY AND APPLICATION 
C.J. Renken et. al. 
ANL-5861 
Argonne llational Lab 
Lemnt, Ill. November 19s 
This status  report on Eddy Current Tneory and Application 
summarizes new developments and improveaents i n  nondestructive 
tes t ing techniques by neans of eddy currents. It represents 
the work of the type carried out by the Nondestructive Testing 
Group of the Metallurgy Division during the past  two years. 
Eddy current tes t ing  techniques are  s t i l l  i n  the i r  infancy due 
to a lack of basic knowledge concerning eddy currents and the 
lack of adequate instrumentation. The inforration contained i n  
t h i s  report w i l l  assist i n  su22lying some of the basic knowledge 
and will be the basis for providing some of the needed instru- 
mentation. 
MICilOMAVES: NEW VISTdS 3'03 GAGIIG, 93STING, ANALYSIS 
Steel  (magazine) 
pp 60-61 
I 
July 20,1964 1 
NA -65 -813 
i 
1 
.’ . I 
: C.W. Weaver, e a .  
i 
i 
: PP 286-293 
Symposium on NDT i n  the f i e l d  of Nuclear Energy ASI’M SIT-223 
i 
, As par t  of a Westinghouse Atordc Power Dj,vision (WIPD) program, 
i a study was mde of rcethods by which nondestructive inspections ’ of the core-to-clad bonds in coi,;;?leted, flat-plate fuel 
I assemblies could be made. Xorrdly, these inspections are made 
’ on sin@& fuel elements by frost t es t ing  or ultrasonic 
methods. 
’ 
could be used on complete subassemblies because they are not 
’ usable i n  long t h in  passages. Therefore, It was necessary t o  
’ 
develop a new inspection mthod. 
However, none of thcse techniques, a s  usually apglled, 
I :  
1 Cats 14 
I 
1 
. - , . - . - . - _ .  . I 
i- -----I 
i 
I 
; *  
20 ,’ 
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..... 
Bulletin ~ ~ ( 5 8 )  Re- 
Arenberg U/S Labor> sry 
This booklet deals w i t h  the use of ultraso.-Ac t e s t  equipxent, 
par t lcular ly  with re fersnce  t o  ultrasonic C q 1 ' ~ j r  lines 
proceeures and rograms are the sane for otzer  a?plicet:-3s ;.:?A 
as r;,easurement of t h e  baslc r.xhanical propert.i.es of r. .ti rr for  
theoretical  purposes, dete:;..-L-,?tion of flaws for !mxt ica l  appli- 
cations, tnis ciiscussion w i l l  hl- 0- -5sistance t o  those being 
introduced t o  Gltrzsonics for  ; ; , e  first time. 
a brief secttm re la t ing  t o  general ap&>lications w i l l  be included 
i n  a later 6 . t - z  :assion. 
Since the  
For t h i s  purpose, 
- - . _ _ _  - .~ ___-_._ _-_- L- 
Bulletin 'E69 
Arenbery U/S La'ooratory 
Jamica Plain, bhs6. 
1964 
- - _I_ ---- __ .- 
L O W  FRSQUENCY lXDWmiE !I?JXXR, E-6504 
Bulletins 9374, TZ21, m82, et a1 1964 
Arenberg U/S Laboratory, Inc. 
Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
j Bulletin TE62-1 
Arenberg U/S Laboratory 
Jamaica Plain, bliss. 
1965 
I -- - - . - 
Ck!iXLGG OF TEXHXIQUES FO3 :.'3CROSYSTEM ZXXC!FRONICS' 
P.B. Myers 
. 
I 
August 17, 1961 , 
I 
t I i - ---- I 
21 
J. Towers 
Research/G?velopnent Mag. 
PP 24-27 
Xovenber 1963 
- _ _ . _ -  - -  I 
I 
i 
4 sperry Products 
!- - -  ____- 
_ _  --- - - - -  
8 i 
I 1.wT EQvm.r;3I?'i! AND APPLICATION 
1961 
I ' Bullet in  00-105 ! 
' Daubury, Conn. 
I I 
__I__._-- _.- - - - -  - 
I 
I 
! 
COlvPU'ITR S m D S  SURFACE PLAm I?jSPXCTION 
E.C. Varnun, D.L. Sherman 
'Lool. in~ Insp. yagazine 
ipP 82-85 
! 
June 1965 
I I Concerns use of corquter i n  relation t o  ins?ection of surface pla tes  by optical nethoda. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
__ -__I .--- --- - -  
i 
! 
- i 
I 
i-. -- 
I 
I 
I 
22 
16. MA?'GsIAL RESPONSE 
June 1965 
W c G a r r y  
I Standards for Filanent -Wound Reinforced Plzstics 9 J 
Apr 1965 
! I  
it 
I 
33Ai,ISTIC UPROACH TO IXSViTIOX 'j%STING 
N. Scott, R. Steiner 
Pa2er - 
support, ~ a s k ~ n g t z n ,  8 E I I ~ S ~  1963, ~n T e c h i c a l  Session 36. 
An analysis of the history on d ie lec t r lcs ,  folloved by a review * 
of the basic natural laws zovernin(; tkese r a - k r i n l s  resulted 
in a series of recommenbtior-s towzr6. the realist ic iise and nom 
destructive testiG of insul t ing rnterials. 
presented at the Internstional Confzrence on kerospe.ce i 
I 
I 
I 
1 - - __ - 
1 
23 
Comerce Dept. CAA 
1 .  
Q u l i t y  Control Digest 
I NO. 2 
Pecetrant inspection has beer. develo??C RS cnother  nondestructive 
t e s t  retho8 t o  help in swe  the use of only somd p w t s  i n  new 
plar-ies, and to locate &?.aged 3a-ts d-cir.z t h o  l i fe  of the plane 
so t'rizt catastro?hic fa i lures  can be elirzinated. 
i 
d 
Penetrant inspection is not apre-a11 for  our defective miterial 
problcn; but, if  used propyly i  it trill locate surfccc defects 
econonically arxi accurately. Like a l l  nondestructive testing, 
the scccess of t h i s  method de-nds on aC;lerence t o  instructions, 
fraintng of operators, developyent of s " a i h r d s ,  and the  in-. ' 
ter2r etation of indications. - - -_..-.. - .__. -
. 
Research Fern0 
KO. 1104 
m;/iiocketdy;le 
F - 2  I r e p r t  describes the effcl-t e :qeded i n  dewloping a photo- 
elast',c i n spc t ion  tecftniqm x.5 :.?3licK2le a2gnratus for 
Teflon exp.hion bladder s t r e s s  z z l y s i s  to 'oe used In 
acceptance tes t ing  of Gemini ex2Jlsion *o;-LZiers. In scope, the I 
re?crt re la tes  the work con6~cteZ on SZ-6c.nd SE-7 TeTlon ex- ! 
i p~lsion bladders. However, the icZoz-rition, technique, and 
a??aratus result ing *om the su'olect efi'ort i s  e2glicable t o  
n'ct-erous stress analysis applications of S l a s t i c  f i h  r a t e r i a l s  - -- --- 
:Lip.:lUji Corp. n 
24 
I . '._ 
. -  
, .  
TdST UinT STILI, PAYIiEG i>IViD;!DS 
1.a3.laflWc Corp. 
Jiagnafacts, Vol 13 XO. 3 pi) C-9 S u i i r  1965 
Use of Iiagnaflux equipmat i'oi- ;C of various. tmes 
of chain in chain mufoc tur ing  plant, 
Tooling & Production 
P 190 I S e p t  1965 
i Brief description of a LiodCTII foxdry  in ?&via, Italy 
wliicih use3 u/s inspection quip ien t .  i 
! 
Nrm PAYS ITS WAY IN VAmNANCE, TOO 
C.J* Vlah08 
Mill & Factory 
I 
pp 60-61 
! 
, 
1. 
August 1965 
Mo longer res t r ic ted  t o  production, nondestructive tes t ing  is 
now cut t ing maintenance costs - In  pel-enting expensive and 
dangerous failures of ecpipnent and rrachinery. 
25 
I TfB APPLICATION OF NMI To PIASTICS 
A.M. Anzalone 
Plas t ic  'Pechnical Evaluation Center 
w-in810 July 1961 
The l i te ra ture  has been search fo r  docw,ents which provide in- 
formation on nondestructive tes t ing  techniques as applied or 
which are applicable t o  p las t ics .  
which the past f e w  years k a v e  seen nnrked advances, t h i s  search 
must be considered a status-report. 
I n  a field of effort i n  
The items located fall roushly in to  two groups: 
which involve ultrasonics a d  those which do not. 
basis  for the nethod of presentation, i n  which Part I covers 25 
references on the ultrasonic techniques m d  P a t  I1 presents 
16 references on the non-ultrasonic approaches 
information not available i n  rezort  form is presented in Part IIc 
those techniques 
This has given 
Other related 
- -___-.- 
-__I- I
i 
I PRySICS OF UEJRASOMCS AND KY?2RSOmCS %LLI)S AN A"oTAm 
BIBLIOGRAPHY ! A.A. BeLtrem 
septe-m 1960 I 
I Special Research Bibliogra2hy m-60-9 ' Wckheed Missiles and Space Div., Sunnyvale 
Ultrasonic and hypersonic radiation ranging from several meea- 
cycles t o  above 1000 megacycles; i t s  generation, aetection and 
propagation i n  solids i s  covered i n  t h i s  annotated bibliography. 
Piezoelectric sources of ultrr.soriic radiation; optical ,  m e c ~ - .  
i c a l  and e lec t r ica l  methods of Betection; xeasurement equipment, 
i 
i 
i 
i methods and resul ts ;  and pro?aGation, attenuation and absorption I are included, . ____CCC_--. 
I .  
I 
I 
. . . . . . -I 
i 
< 
26 
a 
I .  
. .  
. .  
H. Berger, R.E. Dickens 8 
ANL-6680 Juiy 1963 
Yethods for  detecting ultrasonic h a z e s  i n  nondestructive testiq 
systems were presented and compared f r o m  the stand2oint o f ~ e s -  
hold sensi t ivi ty .  
effects ,  opt ical  and mechanical techniques, end electronic methot 
vere considered. It was found thzt a Betector should be capable 
of respondix t o  ultrasonic in tens i t ies  of lO'%r/crn2 t o  be of 
pract ical  use. Electronic methods were concluded t o  be the most 
promising detection method. 
Photogmphic and cherrdcal methods, themal 
Aside from the valuable optical scanning i n f o m t i o n  in  t h i s  
a r t i c l e ,  the selected annotated bibliography provides a fund of 
references -- - -  I ---- - - -- 
C.  Briggs 
h r t i n  Company L i t  Search July 1962 
A bibliography of a r t i c l e s  and reports on Nondestructive testing 
for  the years of 1961 - 1962, 
NO. 15 
. _-_. - -- - - _- - ___ __ 
HONEYCOMB BDBLIOGRAPW, 1960-61 
Hexcel Products 
TSB -118 June 1962 
Hexcel Products 
Berkeley, C a l i f '  . 
I_ 
~ - 
ULTRASONIC PHENONENA AND WX'HODS OF !GASVXX.3"3!: A BIBLIOGRAPdY 
t I 'c.A. Xomar, J. Paeini 
I 
I 
! Information Circular 8146 
i 
! Bureau of Mines 
United States Department of the Inter ior  
1963 
C.T. MorraW 
John Gliley & Sons, New York-London 1963 
1964 
Abstracted i n  Acustica Bookreviews 
p 237 Vol 14 
0 .. - ~ ___ . .  - _ .  .-< 
Report No. 63-1298 
November 1963 
S C I E N T l F I C  A C T N I m S  OF !E! CGTI!Fm OF BASIC T2CKNICA.L P3OBL;EM 
OF THE POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIEXCZ IN 1961 
R - 1 9 6 1  Poland 1963 
-. I 
t 
' ULTRASONIC INSPEX!CION 
j 
1 
i 
SAE Information Report SAE 5428 
Report of Iron & S t e e l  Technical Corni t tee approved June 1960. i 
1 
I 
This report  is a bibliogra?hy of periodical articles on ul t ra -  
sonic measurement published in Er@ish during the years 1953-1962 
. - ______ - -  
NO;~STRUCTNE ?IESTING OF ADHESIVE BOLQED JOINTS: A PARTIALLY 
ANN0"rAmi) BlBLIOGRAPRY 
r - -  - - - -  
i 
& 
Ja.nuary 1962 
This report  is a survey o f  the l i t e r a tu re  on the nondestructive 
tes t ing  of adhesive bonds. 
period covered is from 19k7 t o  July 1961. 
i 
: nica l  reports and re fer  t o  u1traso:'lic testin:: methods. The 
I 
Most of the items l i s t e d  are tech- 
.- - . - --- 
I 
: B ~ L I ~ :  PROPAGATIOX 07 XGH FREQUENCY s m s s  WAVES IN 
SOLIDS i i I R. Truell 
! No. 50-301 
, 14etals Research Lab 
Brown Univ. Provldence, R.1, January 1962 
- - . __-___ 
I 
L _- . 
ANL-6515 (Areonne National La3oratory) 1961 
The uses of positive-ion accelerators arii neutron soumet3 f o r  
material evaluation and analysis are 6escrib3d i n  te rns  of basic 
experimental resu l t s  obtzined on c va;.icty of ?roble=. Surface 
and volume activation techniques are a3praised from data as w e l l  
as *om theoretical considerations. 
radioactivlty detection are  Ciscussed *om the viewpoint of re- 
duction t o  practice in the industr ia l  laboratory. 
Problems of neutron and 
- -  - ---- - -_- .----.__ 
s?eci;r,ens and Ir,axim.n tensi3.e shear strength, as established by 
the  Forest Products bbora tory  years ago . 
D E E  C O " T I 0 N  REXORD, 
lEEE 
. m, Few YOrk, N.Y. b C Y  1963 
I 
: Covering Bio-medical electronics,  Geoscience electronics, 
Ultrasonlcs ewineering, 
3RE CONVENTION RECORD, PART 6 
- ~ .  ___-_ - -- ~- 
t 
1962 
' Covering U/S welding, machining, cleaning and wide band spectrum 
--- - Fie* I 
I 
\ 
' I  
j 
! 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I EXbfPOSIuM ON ?1zS'I"IG ADI-ESNES FOR D W I L I T X  AND PERMWEXCE 
STP 
No. 138 
Jbne 1952 i 
i 
I 
~ 2 .  U/S METHODS AND 8QUIPhENT . 
t 
;The dlktracteristics of a piston-type transducer that must withstand , 
0 '  
i PP 93-95 
I Concerning methods and problems involved i n  generating and handline 
I microwave 89unds i n  the gigacycle . - - - - -_ range. - 
21. TRANSDUCERS AND COUPLANTS 
1 VAi3IABLE ANGU "iSDu=ER WHEELS 
. -- - 1 
I . I 
i Stamford, corn. ' Branaon Instruments, Inc. 
'I LBulletin - To2223 -- _I Fekm?ly_1_964 J . 
t 
i 
I 
I PRELOADINO OF ACOUSTIC 'IRANSDEERS FOR HIGH PRESSURE OPE3ATION 
1 
31 
W.G. Cady 
Wescon Proceedings 
pp'18-21 Vol, 1 Part  No; -9 
1957 
A non-technical account i s  given of the General character is t ics  of 
piezoelectric transducers. The types used i n  sonar, in research on 
the  acouatic properties of materials, and i n  various other 
applicationa, bo th  resonating andmn-resonating, are described. 
Special attention is  given t o  the uses of barium titanate ceramlco. 
There follows a diacussion of e lectrostr lc t ion,  with special  refer- 
ence - -. t o  the  recently developed _--- elect,p@rictivc! - relay. 
VIBRATION M3ASURm APPARATUS 
February 18,86 
5.8.  Arnold, J.O. krtner 
U.9. Patent Office 
. *  NO. ?.121,327 
I" DEVELOPMENTS IN U/S llRATjSDUCERS & THEIR APPLICATION TO FDT t 
J.P. Bacon 
m May-June 1961 
P 184 
I 
The theoretical  and pract ical  a2plication of new crys ta l l ine  mat- 
erials fo r  ultrasonic f l a w  detection are discussed. Factors which 
influence resolution and sensi t ivi ty;  es tabl ish the need fo r  cornpen- 
1 s a t i n g  a d  matching networks, and Govern the desi@ requirements 
Also a new "Delta" type 
~ transducer having operational capabi l i t ies  over the frequency range 
c. I of _ _  30 - kc -- t o  5 megacycle8 is discussed. 
(31 the pulaer and receiver are oulined. 
- 
. I  
RECENT DEVEWPMENTS IN FERROELECTRIC TRANSDUCER MA'IERIALS 
D. Berllncourt 
CRE Prof. Group on U/8 Enelneering, 'I\rnnsactlons 1959 1'; 
I 
1 
t .  
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TRANSDUCER PROPERTIES OF IEhD TITANATE ZIRCONATe CERAMIC8 
D.  Berlincourt e t  al 
IRE Convention Record pt. 6 
pp 227-240 
19% 
Qyaica l  properties of two commercial ceramics of the Bead t i t a n a t e  
zirconate family are presented and are  compared with data f o r  t y p i -  
c a l  barium t i t ana te  ceramics. The importance of d i e l ec t r i c  loaaes 
is stressed. 
functign of nonresonant strain amplitude rathe than electric-field 
amplitude. 
ceramics vary l i t t l e  from each other,  while lead t i t a n a b  zirconate 
Preference is given t o  showing heat generated ab a 
In  t h i s  type of presentation, common barium titanate 
ceramics -- are -- quite outstanding. -- - _ _  
EXCITATION AND AmmATION OF HYPERSONIC WAVES IN QurrR'mr 
A.E. BOI!UUelJ K. Drsnsfeld 
I 
The Physical Review March 1960 
pp 1245-1252 Val. 117 NO. 5 
A method for  the generation and detection of hypersonic wavea, whicl 
has only been b r i e f ly  described ea r l i e r ,  together with some ab- 
sorption measurements In quartz, i a  discussed i n  8ome deta i l .  
Further measurement8 of theQy-personic absorption in  quartz a t  diff- 
erent c rys ta l  orientations and a f t e r  neutron i r radiat ion are rcpcPted 
The re su l t s  are i n  quali tative agreement with a phonon-phonom re- 
laxation process. -_ .- . _- - ___ - 
4 TUNED CAPACITIVE DETECTOR FOR HIGH F3EQUENCY FIBRATIONS 
P.G. Bordoni, M. Nuovo 
Scustica 
pp 351-362 Vol.  8 
1993 
4 new apparatus for  studying the longitudinal vibrations of $labs .; 
in the megacycle range has been developed using an e lec t ros t a t i c  
i r ive  and detector. The mechanical t ib ra t ions  are converted to M 
5-2 a?p.al. by zems nf a d-c polarising voltage applied t o  the  
probe as I s  normally done for e lec t ros ta t ic  microphones. 
The detection c i r cu i t  is tuned on the vibra'tion frequency; i n  t h i s  
m y  a high sensitivity has been obtained. Detailed information 
.is given on the c i rcu i t ry  and on upper frequency l imi t s  for the 
j r o p e r t i e s  of   la tea. 
! 
I application of the app measurement of the mchanical 
I 
i 
D.E. Church 
W e  acon Proceedings 
pp 4-12 Val. 3 Part Ao. 6 
A 
PP 381-387 
1959 
0 
i The launching of ultrasonic shear waves generated by a crystal transducerinto a solid medium is  d-iscussed, and the method whereby 
the transverse osci l la t ions are coupled from the  transducer to the 
medium by the application of a steady mechanical pressure i s  mom 
particularly examined. The mechanical design of a s ingle-cryam 
transducer, and of a four-crystal transducer which enables per- 
pendicular planes of polarization t o  be readi ly  aelected, i r  
discusse8, toGether with methods of a p l y i n g  the steady pressure 
(which i s  typically about 20,000 lb/in2). The design of a shew 
weQe which permits the  axis of polarization of a transducer t o  be 
readily determined is also given. 
i 
'I 
_-_- - -_ - _- -_--. -- 
P ~ Z ; E O E ~ C T R I C  TRANSDUCERS YIELDS ULPU HIGH WAVES 
J. deKlerk, E ' S .  K c l l y  
September 14, 19641 
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A REvlEw OF PROCRESS M4DE IN “E DEVELOPMENT OF vIBRA!i!ING.SAMFTB, 
AND WBRA!LTNG COIL MAGNETOMETERS 
D. Feldmann, R.P. Hunt 
A i r  Force Materials Laboratories ML-TDR-64-306 
w-P AFB 
December 1964 
”he authors are engaged i n  research on ferro- and ferrimagnetic 
materials and their magnetic anisotropies, 
investigations they both b u i l t  or modified a vibrating samgle 
magnetometer. 
ture surveys in this area. 
both suthore i n  revieKing the development of Wbratlon magneto- 
meter8 UP. t0 &?!? C u f i e n t B b * . -  _ _ _ _  ~.~ - 
I n  the course of the: 
During this  work they performed extensive litera- 
This report  combines the  e f f o r t  of 
;NEW TYPES OF U/S TRANSDWERS - TWO U/S TRANSDUICERS USE C A D m - S U L -  
FIIE+ -. 
Electronic ‘Design April 13, 1964 
Yncluded, p 133 
;A.P. Foster 
i p  103 
- _- __ - _- - - - -- - r 
iAppARTUS FOR THE DETECTION OF PIEZOEmmIC COUP- I I L. Frenkel 
I 
I 
0 
Journal of Research February 1963 
h c~pratiIS for the investigation of the piezoelectric coupling i n  
granular powders is described. 
of Giebe nnd Scheibe b u t  em?loys the sensit ive detection and record- 
i n g  methods commonly employed i n  the study of nuclear quadrupolc! 
--c3onmces. Some sample recorder traces are aliown. The traces ln- 
dicnte tha t  the apparatus is a workable qual i ta t ive too l  with at  
least the possibility of some quantitative usefulness. 
pp 197-199 V O ~ .  67C NO. 3 
I 
The apparatus is “uaacd GZ the mpt.hcd! I 
- .  
I .  
I 
i 
I 
..* 
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A ,XEXlTd OF PROCRESS W E  IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF VIBRATING SAMPLE: f 
I 
December 1964 
1 
This report reviews the development of Mbrating co i l  and v i b r a t i v  
sample mwnetometers The measuring principle i e  compared with ather 
methods of measuring magnetization. .The principal advantages of the 
osci l la tory method are  s h a m  as well as the main sepects which have 
t o  be considered i f  one wishes to build such an instrument. Twenty- 
nine references are  Included. 
! 
I 
U/S l2lTZN3ITY G A I N  BY COMPOSITE TRANSDUCERS 
W.J. Fry, F. Dunn 
J. Acoustical Soc. America 
pp 188-192 34 NO. 2 
'February 1962 . 
. >  
The radiation of plane acoustic waves in to  a medium by composite 
l a p r e d  transducers composed of a piezoelectric element and two 
lossless  coupling media I s  described analytically.  The Increase 
i n  acoustic intensi ty  I n  the niedlum receiving the radiation produced 
by the composite structure over tha t  produced by d i rec t  coupling 
(piezoelectric element In contact with the medium), fo r  the same 
value of the e l ec t r i c  f ie ld  strength, i s  considered quantitatively 
&id the resul ts  axe presented Taghica l ly .  
of the type described can be expected t o  achieve considerably 
higher ultrasonic in t ens i t l e s  ( 1000-fold increase .) i n  both unfocueed 
and focusedbeams than have heretofore been realized. 
Composite transducer8 
L '  
t 
! 
f 
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POIIJT COY'EUCT IRANSUXXX ?G XLZ"L7FONIC TESTING 
. I  
I 
O.R.  Gericke 
Watertown Arsenal hborator ies ,  Watertown 72, Mass. 
ReBort No. W A L  !E3 l43.5/1 
pp g - i l l u s .  
i 
June 1962 
I , 
The f eas ib i l i t y  of employing point shaped ultrasonic transducers 
which d i rec t ly  amplify the  detected ultrasonic signal was investi-  
gated. Two a2proachee were considered, one used a semiconductor 
point with a depletion layer a t  the very t i p  produced by a bias 
voltage, the other employed the variation of contract resistance 
with contract pressure. 
and found suitable for  the detection of ultrasonic energ.  
addition, experiments are described i n  which high-frequency sparks 
were produced at  the  specimen surface t o  generate ultrasonic vib- 
rations, __ 
The latter me'thod was explored experimedd& 
In 
A METHOD FOR E F X T  DISCRIMINATION IN AUTOMATIC l 4 K L W  p(ANsDu=w 
INSPECION SYSTEM3 
W.A. G u n k e l  
b t e r l a l  Evaluation 
pp 80-84 
February 1964 
' A  system of four transducers and nine channels which had been used f b ~  
f l a w  detection and discrimination on pipes was described. Because 
each channel provided different information concerning the defect, 
it was possible t o  determine not only the'locatlon of the f l a w  but 
also the s ize  and the type of flaw, _ _  _- .- 
I 
EFFECTS OF EXTRANEOUS MEDIUM UPON TRE SENSITIVITX OF DEFECT -!CION 
BY U/S 
A.K, Gurvlch 
I 
Zavodskaya 
26 No, 9 
September 1960 
. .  
. r.. 
i 
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4 
’ We& met, BeL, B o d  
University of CUfornia UCRL - 7931 
h e n c e  Radiation Laboratorg July 198, 
Cri t ica l  analysis of the  geometdc and operational 
characterist ics of a system used for xaaklng undergrourd 
contained equation-of-state measurements is presented. 
Equation-of-state paremeters f o r  a well-known material were 
measured within uncertainties of less than 1 percent. 
Adequate shock pin reports were recorded for &aut 99 percent 
1 
I 
i 
,’ I 
TRANSDUCERS FOR SONIC FATIGUE MEASUREMENTS @ 
R.D* blly 
Tech Report AFFDL-TR-64-171 F e b m y  1965 
WOP Am 
This report dLsCUsSe8 the rrachine e r rors  of transducer systems used 
for  the Eeasurement of dJrlwnic input and res2onse data during SOX& 
f a t i p e  testing. The specific types of t r a x d u c e r s  covered are 
acceleronietera, microphones, and s t r a in  &ages. The basic operat- 
principles,  i n t r in s i c  inaccuracies, environzientally re la ted  in- 
accuracies, and usage inaccuracies are described. 
are broken down in to  errors  occurring in%e transducer, cabling, 
and s ignal  conditioner, as well as those due t o  system operation. 
I n  addition, methods fo r  rninirnizlne theae e r ro r s  are given, 
These inaccmades 
PITF'AUS OF OFTICAL MEASUREMENTS 
I 
'H. Lamport, H.H. Zinsser 
I 
J. Acoustical SOC. America 
pp 435-438 31 No. 4 
An eas i ly  fabricated, bifilar w i r e  s t r a i n  gap wound he l i ca l ly  about 
the h i l t  of an U/S magnostrictive transiiucer measures amplitude and 
is more convenient than opticed methods. 
cal method are illustrated end discu86ed. 
P i t f a l l s  i n  the usual optl- 
I 
i. 
TRE TRANSMISSION EFFICIBIEY OF LIQUID COUPLANTS ON ROUGH SURFACES 
WKEN USING LONGITUDINAL WAVES 
J.D. Lavender 
June 1963 
I 
Concerning tes t ing of couplants used i n  U/S t e s t ing  by means of con- 
I ---1 c t a c t  scanning techniques;.-- - - - -. - __ 
SPECIFICATION FOR R STUDY OF THE FUNDAEENTAL C F l A R A C ~ I S ~ C S  OF
ULmASoNIc "SIKICERS 
I 
NAAILAD Report May 1963 j 
A _  NO. . LA-63-141-0 - -- - - - - - -- -- ,. 
RECIPFUCITY CALIBRATIOX OF EUCCROACUSTIC TRANSDXERS 119 ED! TI!@ 
D O W  i 
A . F .  Niemoeller 
J. Acoustical Soc. America December 181 . 
A method of d i rec t ly  evaluating the impulse response of a reciprocal 
electroacoustic transducer is presented. 
ciprocity method. The transient response of a coupled pa i r  of id3dL. 
cal transducers i s  used to compute the inqulse response of either of 
the pair. 
and i s  &horn to be equivalent t o  the numerical solution of a real 
convolution integral. equation. 
pp 1712-17lg Vole 33 NO. 12 
The method i s  essent ia l ly  
tbe-d-in of AL bile C ; V L I V G L A b A U A A C L I  - - - - - - -&a a m - 1  f \.LLC-xUbb&b~-u--, h . - r r . . a - . r ~ + - A ~ - r 4 r .  1 M- rc-- 
A numerical method of obtaining a solution i a  presented 
_. . 1 
I 
I 
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BORIXG SWiLTi ROUS IN EARD PATERIALS 
/ 
A NOVEL MAGKETOSTRICTIVE u/s i i ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ k i i  TYPE ROTATDG DRILL FOR 
N.K. Marshall 
Wescon Proceedings 1957 
pp 18-21 Vol. 1 Part  No. 9 
A new technique for  ultrasonic d r i l l i n g  of precision small-diameter 
holes i n  glass-hard materials such as ceramic magnets and ferri te 
cores i s  described and demonstrated. A specially shaped waveform 
is used t o  drive a magnetostriction transducer at  an operatine f're- 
quency of 28 kc/sec t o  produce a novel rotat ing "jack-hammer" action 
whichrpeeds up the d r i l l i n g  process and increases the accuracy of thc 
i -- finished holeL-. ___-_ _ _  - - . _____. _ _ _  -__- - - -  - . L-- 
A BARNT4 TITANTE !lRANSDUCER CAPABLE OF LARGE MOTION AT AN U L ~ S O N E  
FREQUENCY 
W.P. Mason, R.F. Wick 
J. Acous Soc h e r  
pp 209-214 Vol. 23 No. 2 
By using a barium t i t ana te  cylinder 2oled r sd in l ly  a lengthwise m k t ~  
can be excited i n  the cylinder whose resonact frequency is controlled 
by the length of  the cylinder. By using a 4 2ercent lead titaaate- 
barium t i tanate  combination, stresses u? t o  1000 pounds per square 
inch of cross-sectional dimension and motions up t o  50 par t s  i n  106 
times the length of the cylinder are available for  static or slowly 
varying voltages of 15,000 vol t s  per centimeter along the r ad ia l  
dimension. t s  resonant frequency 
the naximrn s t ra in  appears t o  be limited t o  10 by heating consi&n- 
h e n  such a cylinder i s  driven a t  t 
_ -  , t ions i f  no cool-ing is used. . .___. 
EFFIC3Em LOW COST U/S TRAYSWCERS FOR USE IN Xf3Nm CONTROL AND 
CARRIER FREQUENCY APPLICATT6NS 
I 
F. Massa 
1 
IRE In t .  Convention Record 1960 
pp 243-245 NO. 8 pt. 6 
A sm3ll efficie.nt U/S tranaducer is  described which incorporates 8 
specially electroded piezoelectric disc  bonded t o  a second plste .  
NA-65 -813 
j JAG. vdue, J.A. h a v i t t  1 I 
IRE National Convention Record 
, pp 143-146 Part 2 1958 1 
' Discussion dealing with three metfiods for  mcasuriag transducer re- 
sistance: the variable external shunt, the Q-meter, and the admit -  
1 
I 
-____- _ _  _ _  L 1 tance bridge. _- -___ 
A XEYTHOD OF IDPNTIFICATION, k?EXsutiEmhT, AND HECOFtDIIiG ULaUSONIC ' *  
TRANSDUCER CHARACTERIS'JXCS . 
JeT. MdElroy 
Autacation Industries Technical Report 64-22 June 1964 
A method is described vhereby the  frequency, damping, acoustical  
imp&ince, and beam synnetry of ultrasonic transducers can be 
accurately measured. 
the transducer and anedyzing the out put on 8n oscilloscoper 
The system consisted of pulse exci ta t ion of 
This method might be good for obtainiw the character is t ics  of any 
transducers we design. 
---- ~- c. _ _  .. 
.' 
PERFORWEE OF HIGH FREQUEhTY B.I\RIUM TITANAm TRANSX.&ERS FOR , 
GEN%RA'i?hG U/S WAVES IN LIQUIDS 
H.J. McSkhin 
J. Acoustical Soc. Of America 
pp 1519-1522 Vol. 31 No. 11 
November 1959 
A stukv is made of high f'requency b a r i n  t i tmate  transducers 
radiat ing in to  water, withbhn.d wicith and eff ic iency being of princi- 
pal  concern. Focusing radiators, as well a0 p h e ,  were teatid,  
_- .- 7 
J.B. Morgan 
Iron Age 
PP 131-135 
Result8 me comparqle to immersion method Kithout bmrslng the 
work. Derectts but /8 In. below the surface of aluminum CLFC 
defkcted. The devlce consists of a water column in plastic tube 
-With -or Kithout metal-llaphrans. 
SHIFT IN TAE LOCATION OF RESONANT l?REQUEXCIES CAUSED BY LARGB 
~ T R O M E C H A N I C A L  COUPLING IK !rHrcKNEss-MorJE msoNAms 
H.F. 0stern;k;r 
IRE National Convention Record 1959 I 
pp 213-218 Part 6 I 
Discussion concernine the problem Incident t o  malntalning high le- 8 
of efficiency and performance i n  U/S Ins ta l la t ions  a6 regard6 
-cad ta t  1 0 n ~ e r o s I o n ~  ~- - - , ..* 
1963 
The fundamental and overtone resonant fYequenclc8 of a thickness- 
mode, piezoelectric resonator depart from an 1nteet.al-mltiple re- 
letionship when the e lec t romchmics l  couplin& of the reaonator 
material becomes large. 
anharmonicity is In the de terdnat lon  of the coupline factor  from 
the ra t ios  of the  measured fundmental and overtone resonant fre- 
quencies. For this  purpose, roots of the ft-equency equation are 
tabulated for values of mode number raneing fiom 1 t o  4 and of coup. 
ling coefficient -. ranging I_ - - from 0 t o  0.9 i n  Intervals  of 0.01. 
Aa irqortnnt prac t ica l  application of this 
CAVIT4TION EROSION OF SOlpIC R A D I A m  SURFACES 
J 
i 
0 
I 
0 
0 .  
1 A search un i t  i s  described which generates Lanib Waves far the 
l Inspection of discontinuities cloae t o  the surface. In particular,  
I mention was mde of the method's a b i l i t y  t o  t e a t  and reveal shallow 1 
' laminar type defect6 auch a8 those that ex ia t  in holyycopllb to 
i sheet bonds, th in  aheet laminates, flat plates, etc, 
7 4 
I ! 1 LAMB WAVE SEXRCH UNIT 
Electronic Industr le8 (magazine) 
j PP E2-ES 
I 
.i 
I 
I 
June. -1963 
' A qual i ta t ive diacusslon on the types of transducers, applications 
of transducers and the l imitation of tranaducera m a  presented. 
, Piezoelectric, ferroelectr ic  and magnetostrictive transducer8 were 
Considered. A good discussion of the basics of transducer techno- 
1 logy is presented. I 
ij*ys';O I N ~ w  Tm w O ~ T I O N  OF u/s FLAW DhyscToRs 1 
1 
D.S.Shraiber & B.G.Golodaev 
Zavodskaya Laboratoriya Jan 1962 
Vol 28 140. 1 pp 60166 
It is shown that the mthods f o r  increasing the 
resolution of an U/S flaw detector a re  t o  decrease length 
of the driving pulse aid duration of the f r e e  vibrations. 
The proposed method of obta in ing  &Dulses of v&~ils lefi@= 
abd oiwers,,.is based on a time select ive electrical 
compensation of the  free vibrations in an undamped piezo 
c e l l  during emission with a subsequent e l e c t r i c  or 
acoustic compensation during reception. 
i -  
i (Znglish translation) 
I .  
1 
I 
1 
i 
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SURFACE WAVE SEARCH UNIT 
A transducer l a  described which generate8 surface waves i n  nretd.6. 
The surface waves will detect diacontinuities on the surface or $.Wt 
below of diatances of up t o  10 feet. The theory of operation I 6  
b r i e f l y  described, 
w. 
The transducer may be of use in honeycdib te6t- 
- -- ___I --- 
BONDING METBODS i?& A BONDING CLAMP FOR U/S MEASUREMENTS 
I 
* -  P.F. Sullivan 
I 
J. Acoustical Soc. of America 
The resul ts  of an experimental inveatigntion in to  the techniques of 
coupling the transducer t o  the specimen i n  making ultraaonic mea- 
~ surementa are  presented. Two major couplants, glycerine and phenyl 
salicylate,  were subjected t o  t e s t s .  As a r e su l t  of. these t e a t s ,  a 
1 bonding clamp m a  developed t h a t  great ly  increased the reproduci- 
I b i l i t y  and accuracy of the measurements. 
December 1962 
pp 1879-1882 Vole 34 NO. 12 
f 
-- -__ - -- L ____ - - 
.* * 
I 
~ R E A S I N l  B M I " S  OF U/S RADIATORS 
H.M. Thaxton, 0.L. Gallagher , 
Signal-to-noise r a t i o  1s improved by propagating Raylelgh U/S wave80 
I 
1 
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September 1963 
EFr"ECT OF EUCTRICAL & M E M C A L  TERM1INA!TRG RESIS"XS ON IDSS 
AND BAVMDTH ACCORDZNI; To THE CONVENTIONAL EQUIVAJ.ENT CIRCUIT OF A 
* PIEZOELZTflIC puNsDu=ER 1 R.N. Thurstm 
IRE National Convention Record Par t  6 1959 
, pp 260-268 
i 
The paper includes a rather complete analysia of transducer loss 
and bandwidth as a huiction 3: "he mchmica l  and electrical 
terminationa. 
makinl; uae of an approxinrate correapondence with the shunt ca8er 
R e d t 8  t o  be expected Without a tuning inductor are  ah0  Indicated, 
The case of a series tuning inductor l a  t reated by 
- 
I t I 
E L E C T R O ~ M ,  COUPLING AND coMF()sm m m  
L 
. ./- 
- W.J. MIS 
I 
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 
pp 74-80 Vole 35 No. 1 
1963 
Neaaurements with composite types of transducer8 indicate that both 
the c l a s s i ca l  definit ion of the electromechanical coupling factar 
and the equivalent c i r c u i t  for a piezoelectric transducer require 
reviaiona for  improved consistency. 
i c i en t  depends on the proportion of the piezoelectric material 
t h a t  i 8  employed electromechanically ra ther  than being independent of 
it as implied by exiating definit ive formulations. 
The effective coupling coeff- 
L _-- -- __-- --- - --- 
EFFECT OF LACK OF PARALZELISM OF W L E  FACES ON MEASUREMENT OF U/S / 
A"UAm0IV 
R. mell, W, Oater I 
1 
J. Acouatical So, America 
pp 1382-1386 Vola a5 no. 9 
The measurerent of ultralsonic attenuation and velocity a t  megacycle 
frequencies demands that the  sample faces be pa ra l l e l  within limits 
tha t  require extreme care. The importance of maintaining $ne 
toleruncea i n  queetion is  s h a m  i n  terms of the echo pat terns , for  
varioua cases i n  which the tolerance8 are held and i n  which they are 
not. A t  t he  h i ~ h e a t  frequencies attained thus far ( l e e ,  about 2 5 O  
Mclaec) With ultrasonic atress wavea; the limit8 on parslleliam 
are 80 aevere that  there are at preaent no instrument8 capable of 
making the neceaaary meaaurementa t o  control the  aamgle parallelism. I 
I 
HA-65 -813 
1 This paper disousses the design of three new high-efflciency 
i magnetostriction transducers ranglng i n  parer-handling capacity f'rcml 
1 50 watts to 1600 watts continuous input. Complete cxpcr-ntsl per- 
, formance data are sham which indicate over 40 per cent actual cm- 
w-ral_on of e l e c t r i c a l  input i n to  measured acoustic e r .  
u/s Probe0 
Sheet no. 1 and No0 2 
1963 
TRMSDIEER MARXET W S I S  
0. VonVick ... 
Instruments & Control System 
I 
Jsnuary 1965 
PP ~ 7 - I . l 9  Vola 38 
I 
L -  marketina of-~-new-transducer . - - - .__. ____- , Discussion of problems associated with the selection, desigr and 
PIEZOELECTRIC PROBES FOR IMM3RSION ULTRASONIC TES1II3Jo 
D.C.B. Walker, R.F. Lunib 
Applied Yater lals Research . ' 
PP 176-183 
July 1964 
Discussion of the propertlee of vssious piezoelectr ic  Crystals 
available for manufacture of U/S probes. 
evnluated and methods of collimating or focusing probes are U U S -  
Msterial properties are 
.trated4Yreference-~-~sartic~iLar_aPPlicatlon 4 (I -
46 f 
. . 
i .  . .  
. 4 
PROPERTIES OF PIEZOELECTRIC WTE3IALs 
t 
Army Mat'l Res, Agency AMRh MS 64-05 
The purpose of t h i s  monograph is t o  provide a source of data on a 
I w i c k  variety of piezoelectric materials which will be uaef'ul to 
those conducting reaearch i n  t h i s  ares as w e l l a e  t o  the engineer ' deeigning ultrasonic tranaducera, f i l t e r a ,  and other piezoelectric 
devices. 
8378tem in accordance with the 
&re the symbols employed. 
I '  1 
The numerical data are given i n  the ratiomUize8 MKS 
Standards on Piezoelectricity,  ao 
- - -_ - 
Convention Record 1961 
pp 304-3Og Vol. 9 Bart 6 
* u s 0  reprinted i n  IRE ~ a n a a c t i o n s  on U/S -6. . July1962 
. The depletion layer tranaducer is an ultrasonic tranaducer for  urn 
a t  UHF and microwave frequencies. 
high effidency, large bandwidth, and comparative simplicity in 
fabrication, 
waves i a  a th in  flat high-resistance depletion layer, such aa a p-n 
junction or a rect i rying netal t o  semiconductor contract, In an 
ext r ins ic  piezoelectric semiconductor'. 
a plied t o  the material, the depletion layer behave8 i n  a manner 
s f m i l a r  t o  M extremely t h i n  piezoelectric cryat+ bonded t o  the 
, PP 21-27 
> 
I t a  potent ia l  advantages are 
The region vhich generatea or detects the ultrasonic 
When an ac voltage I s  
r r .  . 
-- - L conducting subatrate - 
I 
DESIGN OF ICCCKEL MAGWXS!TRICTION TRAmSDWERs 
BeA. W i S e  
International Nickel Co, Inc. (H.Y,) ' 1960 
I 
I Summary of experience in deaign of special  transducers -1- , 
i magnetostrictive prupertles of nickel. ! 
47 
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characterbtics, and applications. 
;Cat8 21 
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Description of an U/S scanner developed at  Argonne flat. Ldb., to  
0 
I w*rJ* Beck 
! Symposium on NMI in the Field of Nuclear Energy 8/16-38/51 
c 
0 
I 
! 
i 
ASTM Special Publication RO, 223 April 1957 
USES OF STATISTICAL ME!IBOES FOR ULTRASONIC INSPEXTIOIV PROBUW 
M.J. Bratt 
Nonde s t r u c t  bve Te stl& 
Basic concept8 of s t a t i s t l c a  are outlined, 
i l l u s t r a t e  the use of statistical method8 in analyzinQ; data obtained 
in typ ica l  test  problem. 
Septeinber -October 19% - pp 282-287 
Examples are given t0 
- - .  
Nondestructlvb Test- 
PI? 17-25 
October 1955 
The r e s u l t s  are presented of an evaluation of the Ultrasonic Flaw 
rlolrt,uab E q t t i p ~ z t ,  c Cevice which involves i n  combination such 
novel features as modulated water stream acoustic COuplingJ plan and 
crossdseCtion view p ic tor ia l  presentation of f l a w  images, a d  a man- 
uerlly operated aearch 8canner capable of coping with a Wide variety 
of specimen geometry. 
-- -LA>-- 
0 
49. I 
Nondestructive Testing -azine 
PP 27-31 
November -December 1963 
I n  t h i s  paper an attempt ha8 been made t o  show the requirements for 
a conplete description of in te rna l  flaws:' the depth t6 the i l s w  
and i t s  area or boundaries should be preaented by organized data 
collected fiomtwci scans or views of the part .  
aries c m  be given i n  a pl&n view as though one &re lookine down on 
top of the  part and flaw. The "B" scan or cross-section view shows 
the position of the flaw in re lat ion t o  the upper and lower surfacea 
of the metal  and gives a very eas i ly  interpertea display. Whenever 
8 desired t o  ascertain t h e  extent o e flaw a d  wher ver IC 
recorded while the B-scan or  cross-section i a  being observed cm the 
The area or bound- 
procedure al lows,  it i s  recomnde d t h a t  the plan d e w  d,ad?k 
-_ -_______ - - A television-tube. _ _  
SWERSOMC m- 
w.8. Erwin 
I 
Steel Ma seine 
pp 181-1 %8 
use of U/S apparatus i n  performing e t a 1  inspection of aircrart 
* \  
A NEW SEARCH IM;3INIQUE FOR ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF SHEET Sl'EZL 
S.D, H a r t ,  L.C. C a r d i n a l  
Report of NU Progress . 
pp 4-10 
. k r c h  1964 
Discussion of an U/S device with rotat ing tranaducera which ha6 been 
designed and conatructed t o  detect  a r t i f i c i a l  flaws as small 61 
0,005 inch deep and 0.25 inc> long in-g-oteel p la te ,  . ___ 
I 
DM3RSED ULaUSONIC TESTING AND RECORDINCI 
W.C. H i t t ,  R.D. McKown 
SAE paper 48s 
Automotive Engineering Congress 
January 8-12, 1962 
NA-65 -813 
. _- _______- 
AX EVALUATION OF AN uL?RASOI?IC INSPECTSON SYSPEM EWIOYXW "I= 
i *ma'*' 
, J.E. Jacobs et .  al. 
I .  
' Materiala Evaluation 
' pp 209-212 
An ultrasonic imaging systemwas described which differed *om 
standard systems i n  than an electron multiplier WBB added in  the 
camera tube. The inage system was found t o  be equal or better 
than a mechanically scanned through transmission system at detectm 
flaws. It was concluded that the system would be useful for 
detecting disbonds, voids, and inhomogeneity with seater resolving 
j powerer. 
--- - -- 
1 .  
lp16 
NEW ULTilASONIC NfYI!HOD FOR INSPECTING THIN SREET 
Light Vital @ February 1964 
A description was made of a new detection device called the Vml -  
able Angle Wheel (developed by Sperry). 
generating lax& waves ofwious  angles, and consiats of one or  more 
transducers located i n  the axis of a wheel f i l l e d  with water. The 
method has the advantage of requiring minimum couplant conditions, 
high t e s t ing  speeds, keepins variations i n  back angle ref lect ions t o  
i 
The u n i t  is capable of 
I #  and elimination - -  - of tanka. - - -  i a mininu? 
SPOT mm scm AND RECORDER SYSTEM - also - u/s BUTP WEIS 
SCA"G/RECORDING SYSTZM ( B W T ~ )  -2 ea.- 
W s h a l l  Space Fl ight  Center 
Bulletins-Fr_om Technoloe;~ Status - and Trends - - Symposium. 
(no date) 
ULTRASOLED MAPS FLAWS IN BONDS i 
i 1 W"* Iron Age 
I 
J a n u q  23, 1964 
PP 9-59 
I 
hn autonatic U/S t e 3 t  13ySte% provide6 detailed maps of the unbonded 
, f h w s  i n  uranium-filled fuel elements. 
j the sensors, v i s u a l  and audible alarm are triggered, 
When a defect m o v e s  pa& 
i 
0 
J.A. Sargrovs 
JOUrtIm B r i t .  IRE April 1962 ' 
PP. 25-58 
Introductory addresa concerning p a t  and present developments In the 
field. -of- automatic inspection and nondestructiv?? -*sti.nng( . 
s c m  SysmMs 
P. Underhill 
American Rocket SOCm ARS No. 2304-62 
Solid propellant Rocket Coni. 
Paper diacusaing autormtic scanning systems used t o  locate the size, 
January 24-26, 1962 
,sh-ape and location of flaws within Solid propellant - mOtOr8. 
AN AUTOMATIC UL'IfusOMC !CEsI?NG I K W ! I ! I O N  FOR VERY M E  WEAL 
FlXATES 
Ultrasonoscope Co. a 
1962 -Technical Communication go. 393 . ._ _ _  
PRESENT mNDs IN u/s msl!lm 
H.E, Van Valkenberg 
m May-June 1963 
pp 178-180 Vola 21 NO. 3 
I 
I 
4 
IMPROVED METRODS FOR MEASURING U/S VEmm 
G.W Willard 
J. Acoustic81 Soc. America 
pp 83-93 Vole 23 No. 7 
1 
I>iacuaeion of improved sound wave interference methds for 
measuring longitudinal and transverse U/S velocity i n  opague and 
transparent aolids by use of-th>-UlS lipht d i f f ' r w t i o n  svstem. 
1 
52 i 
0 
‘ 0  
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- 1 23. SPECIFIC METHODS (LONGITUDINAL WAVES) 
1 U L T ~ ~ I J I C  APPAMNS mii TIL ~JDT‘OF S T ~ C T U R A L  m m  
J .So Arnold I 
b U.S.Patent IJo. 2,851,876 16 Se-8 
ULTRASOKICS SPECTRUM ANALmRS 
I 1 AKB No. lo&l July 1962 
h e d  Services Technical Informtion Agency 
A report _ _  bibliosaphy. __ - - i L- 
I 
SONIC PULSE-ECHO INSCRUMENT DESIGNED FOR EXlliEME REsoulTION (SPmR) 
FOR NONDESTRlCTNE T E S ” G  - 
1 
1 
I R e  Jm Bot8CO 
I 
I PDL Report No. . .  CD-3803 A w t  1964 
I 
Report presenting the basic Vneory and operational characteristics 
of a Sonic pulse-echo instrument designed for extreme resolution 
--. - ___ __ _ L@PIDER). 
I 
i 
1 
XETKOD OF ND ANALYSIS FOR LATENT DEFECTS 
T, De Forest 
I 
1 
i 
I U.S. Patent Office 
Patent No. 3,031,334 
i 
1 
53 
4 
i 
. .  . 
E.F. Feldman 
Elec tro-Technology June 1964 
Diacuasion of the frequency-analysis technique peculiar t o  the  three 
fundamental types of wave forms encountered in measurement and 
analysis of noise. 
PP 36-41 
, GEOMETRY OF HIDDEN ClEFECTS DE- BY U/S PULSE ANALYSIS AIVD 
, sPEcTRoscoPY 
' O.I.R. dericke 
I 
I W A L  TR 830.5/5 
I 
. I  
Watertown Arsenal Lab, (Mass) DeceEber 1962 
A novel ultrasonic t e a t  method ie described u t i l i z ing  ul t rasonic  sle 
nala  which contain a broad band of f'l-equencies, and, i n  analogy to 
optics  J can therefore be considered as "white" ultrasonic pulae13. 
The form and spectral  energy distribution, or "color", of such 
ultrasonic pulses ie influenced by the geov t ry  of a defect fromtjhlc 
they are relected. Hence, an analysis of the defect echo yields  In. 
formt ion  on the defect t!onflguration. 
ULTRASONIC SPECTROSCOPY OF SEZL 
O.Ra Gericke 
Materials Research and standarb 
PP 23-30 
Diecussion of method6 and r e su l t s  of measuring the frequency cam- 
ponents of the echo obtained i n  U/S testing, and applicaticm to 
U/S tenting of steela 
54 I 
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D E " A ! I T O N  OF !DE GEOMXRY OF HIDDEN DEFM=TS BY UL!l!RAsOIVE 
ANALYSIS msrm 
O.R. Gericke 
Experimentation was described t o  determine the effectiveness of wide 
band pulses Cbhlte pulses") r i ch  i n  Fourier components. These 
pulese were compared t o  narrow band or "monochromatic" pulses cm 
various defects. The white pulse method was considerably more 
effect ive than the monochromatic method. It was concluded that the 
main advantage of t h i s  method was that differences i n  coniiguration 
or  orientation of concealed defects can be delmmlned. 
a r t i c l e  esents anexcel lent  and easy t o  understand discussion: 
of pulse=spec F rum analysis t es t ing  which appears t o  be easily 
applicable t o  honeycomb panels'. 
- -_ -.- ------ 
DUAL-FREQUE" U L ~ S O M C  PULSE-EHO m m  
O.R. Cericke 
Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 
pp 313-322 Vol. 36 No. 2 
A method was described along with reports of subsequent t e s t  whereby 
simultaneous tes t ing  at two different  frequencies u s h e  one trans- 
ducer was possible. The key t o  the method was electronic response 
curve equalization somewhat by aqplification a t  various frequencies . 
It was found tha t  t h i s  was not suited for  near-surface defect-size 
determination, t ha t  coupling conditions exhibit frequency dependace, 
but t ha t  the method offered various advantages over conventional 
February 1964 
one-frequency testing. 
promising one for testing purposes but is ideally suited for other 
specialized purposes. It was suggested t h a t  multiple frequency work 
might yield better reaults. 
This a r t i c l e  containea some new and u s e m  ideas for consideration 
It was concluded th& the method is a 
lth r a r d t o  NDT. 
--. - --- m. .-- Eat: _ _  --- % 
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SPECTRUM AND C0”IQUR ANALYSIS OF U L T R A ~ N I C  PULSES FOR I M P R W  
ITONDESIIRZICTNE TESirilJG 
O.R. Cericke 
R e p o r t  No. W A L  !CR 830.5/1, 
Watertown k a e n a l  Laboratories, Watehown, MBSO. 
Decenber 1960 
A novel technique for  obtaining the ultrasonic attenuation f’requenq 
relationship i n  a single operation is  sweated and Investigated. 
This new Eethod employs ultrasonic pulse8 which contain energy mer 
a wide band of fYequencie8, and uses a spectrum analyzer t o  detect 
the frequency depondence of ultrasonic attenuation, - -  - 
FINAL REPORT ON DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH-FREQUENCY L&TRASNIC WECTRW 
ANALYZER 
F.G. Haneman et. ale 
RADC -mR-62-343 
Airborne Inatrumenta Lsboratory June l.56 
Lone Island, N.Y. 0 
A spectrum analyzer was developed tha t  provides a frequency resolu- 
t i o n  varying from 20 t o  60 kc over the 10 t o  16 Mc operating range. 
The analyzer used ultrasonic and opt ical  techniques to accomplish 
the separation and display of the signal frequencies t o  be analyzed, 
The e lec t r ica l  enerey wns converted t o  sonic energy i n  a water 
medium by a quartz transducer. 
echelon reflecting diffraction grating and then focused by a fOCU6- 
i n c  reflector.. 
This energy was diff’racted by an 
The display waer obtained usfna a schlieren readout 
I  
Y -  - 
system. 
ta ia inn the focused sonic energy t h a t  is dist rbuted .*2&4?%& 
Coll imated light 3 8  transmitted t h o u  h the reg on c n- 
56 . 1 .  
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RESONANCE TESTING WITEOUT CONTACT 
ReVo 
U/S News Winter 1960 
PP 10-15 
Use and application of the V i a e  in U/S pulse echo f l a w  detection 
I 
FREQUENCY DEFEIDENT EFEECTS IN U/S HESONANCE mS!IZMl 
R.V. Harris, JOEe Bobbia 
I 
' M3T Journal 
, PP 327.332 
i 
Thickness measuring w/ VI&-. 
- --- 
__---__--.----_I
. .  
, sPEcTRuMANALYSI8 
Application Note 63 
Hewlett-Packard Company 
Theory and application of apectrum anmbl80  
I 
July 1964 
l 
e 
b 
e 
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'DETZRMINATION OF SlZE OF DEFECTS BY U/S I3- EX330 =OD 
June 1959 
! 
Much t o  the  detriment of ultrasonic tes t ing  and a l l  attempts at 
standardization, It  i s  not yet possible t o  compare the results from 
different  kinds of equipment regarding the echo of a b a a  w a l l  or a 
smll defect, 
echo heicht, distance and size of circular  disk defect are brought 
Into eimple md universally applicable forms. It i s  shown that the 
first back echo of a simple p la te  is the most convenient reference 
, echo. With the help of a calibrated gain aont ro l  as accessory to a 
' usual flaw detector and a graphical representation of the f o d m ,  
, an equivalent circular disk defect can be at t r ibuted t o  the a c t u d  : defect. 
I n  order to f a c i l i t a t e  t h i s ,  the relat ions between 
d 
I 
ANALYSIS 
J.J. McCuire 
Watertown Arsenal Lab. (%88) 
MAL TR 830.5/2 
I 
This report  describes the application of U/S pixlses of almost a 
rectanguW envelope t o  pulse-echo tes t ing,  rcesulting i n  the a i d -  
taneous transmission of a wide band of U/S f'Yequencies. 
MATERIALS !ESTING MiTII ULTRASONICS (KRAUTKRAEW) 
L.D. Rooenbrg 
' Comment: cri t ique on Krauthamr,  bibliopaptigr. 
- .  
HA-65 -813 
1 C.P. k r h l b  
Watertown Arsenal Laboratory, Watertown , Massachusetts 
1 I WAL' !l'R 143.7/1 - Janusry 1963 
I 
I The determination of f l a w  geometry and flaw orientation is a comgba 
and difficult.problem whose solutio;? has been sought since the 
beeinning of ultrasonic testing. Significant advances have been 
made toward solution of t h i s  problem, but  many details have ylea 
t o  be resolwd. 
The fYequency bwS7;Xth effects In  re la t ion  t o  the above pioblam 
and the influence of bandwidth ox amplitude indications *om test 
bloclts commonly used t o  calibrate equ.ipment sens i t iv l ty  are d i a d  
I n  addition, an out owth of the above work is a real izat ion of the 
necessity for  perlo % c evaluation of transducers. 
_-- & _ A _ _  
- I  
, 
U L ~ I S O ~ C  SPECTRUM ANALYZER. RESOUNCE BETHODS 
, I 0 
' R.M. Wilmotte ' Report No. 10, Proj. 101 September 1955 
Rapond M. W i b t t e J  Inc. 
Washington , DOC 
Sonic resonance, quarter-wave Gections as jmpedance transformers J 
experimental units and measuring equipment . 
I 
R.M. Wilmottp 
Report No, 1005, ProJ, 101 
Raymond M. W I h o t t e J  h c ,  
Washington, D.C. 
A survey of transmission E d i a  includinG U/S properties i n  ~0lid8, 
and measurement techniques. 
I 
1 
I 
.. 
. 
59 
. 
Frequency partltioniag methodo, saale expansion, and amglitudo 
Indicationr . , 
. .. . 
I' 
. 
Cat: 23 
. i  
i 
.? 
r 
'. 0 
i 
F.A.Firestone & D.S.Ihg, Jr. a 
! '  . Sperry Products, Inca 
' TR 50-6001 , . i ' 1958 \ 
a .  
. .  
: . 
I----- - _.._- 
I .  
I R o A o d i  N d  
LAM3 WAVES - TH&R USL IN NGlUSTHUCTIVii TESTING 
! 
I 
AiiL-6630 8 Far 1963 
Argonne National Latoratory 
A study was rad0 to deterndno the effectivenese of 
Lamb waves with respect t o  shear waves for the testing 
of thin plates and tubes. S h l a t e d  cracks were made 
. bjr ocratcliing the Sarples and tests  were made with both 
shear and h u b  tlodos using pulse echo teclmiquee; . 
results are presented. . 
L _._ _ -  _. 
SOME: NONDESIRUCTIVE TESTS FOR FILMEXP-WOUND STRIERIRGS 
J.A. Hendron et. al. 
Stds. for Filament-Wound Reinforced Plast ic8 
PP 261-m 
Experimental results are given for  several  nondeatructive t e s t a  de- 
s iped  t o  measure the resin t o  glass ratio, t o  measure thickness, 
and t o  locate voids. 
using a radioactive 60urce show promise fo r  monitoring the reain 
t o  glass r a t i o  especially as an in-process control. Two methods 
of measuring the thickness of nometa l l ic  m a t e r i d  are diaCUsae6 
and the r e su l t s  of thickness melrsuremente i n  the range from sero t o  
3 in, are eiven for  an eddy current "lirt-off" measurement method 
and for a capacitance measurement method. 
sure thickness from one aide only but both require a metallic con- 
' ductor on the other aide. The "corona method" l a  described and Its 
The measureolent of back-scattered beta par t l c l  
Both of theae methods mea 
detection of voids in resin-glass strk9xres is discus& 
- 
- .  . .  
61 I 
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‘ ULTRASONIC FLAW DEEC!lTOIQ IN PIBES BY MEANS OF SIlIWR WAVES 
C.D. Morlarty 
Trans. Of Am - .  A p r i l  19s 
Shear Waves were discussed as a re l iab le  means of f l a w  detection 
i n  pipea. A f t e r  a brief introduction i n  which the theory of shear 
waves was diacussed, experlnental method8 are l i s t e d  for generating 
and u t i l i z ing-  shear waves-in pipe -testing, _- 
INSPZCTION OF METALS wI13tI UL!FRAsoMCc SURFACE WAVES 
W,C. Minton 
pp 1-4 Reprint 50-850 
Nonde 8 tructivrs Tt sting July-Awst 1954 
A brief  theoretical  discussion on the production ofmrface Wbvds, 
t h e i r  propagation and‘ attenuation when traveling In metale, 
nuuber of applications of surface wave methods t o  actual testing 
problem? are discussed and I l l u s t r a t ed  i n  _ _ _  detail, 
A 
c; 
I 
I 
VARWLE DELAY LINE USING U/S SURFACE WAVES 
IRE Nstional Convention Record Part 2 
pp U8-120 
A discussion of a delay l i n e  uaing surface waves that can produce del 
lays up t o  several milliseconds. 
provides a long path length for the surface wave. Barium t i t a n a t e  
199 
A he l i ca l  path along a cylinder 
. elements are used as both tr-mamitting- and _receiving transd=s 
I 
I 
MET”I’HD OF APPLYING LAMB WAVES IN U/S TEsTINa 
D.C. Worlton 
U.S. Patent No: 3,165,922 
I 
I 62 
‘0 
APPLICATIOIVS OF LAMB WAVES IN ULTRASONIC TESTIXOO 
D.C. Worltoi 
# 
. ._ 
U L W N I C  TESTING WITH LAMB WAVES 
D.C. Worlton 
. 
Nondestructive Testing JWy-August19fl  
Lamb waves are extensively described and In particular, differ- 
entiated from longitudinal, shear, and surface waves. 
applications i n  nondestructive testing are mentioned, and the 
advantage of being able t o  uae any pulse length for the teat  is 
emphasized. 
wave theory.) 
Several 
(The article provides a good introduction t o  Iamb 
. 
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25. EL~CTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
MEASUREMENT OF DELAY IN U/S SYS'EMS 
D.L. Arenberg 
XRE National Convention Record Rult 2 
Presents a classif icat ion and comparison o f  the  advantages an4 
l i m i t a t i o n s  of methods used i n  measurement of delay time far 
I 
i .  
I 
1 PP lu-133 ' 
I U/S tes t ing tW.ay-I.ine techniques. 
PROCEDUIW WR TESTING UL!I!EWONIC DELAY LINES 
Arenberg U/S 'Laboratory 1959 
w e t i n  ~ ~ ( 5 b ) ~ e v .  
Discussion of the use of U/S t e s t  equipment with reference t o  
U/S d e h y  l ines,  i nc luang  general application in  U/S testing. 
Jamaica Flain %S8. 
- 
ADDITIOH B - PULSE AMXXMSE m R  
Arenberg U/S Isba 
3amaica b i n ,  M3se. 
w e t i n  76(&) 
U/S DELAY-LINE TERMINATING CIRCUITS & PASSBAND MEASUREMENTS 
M. Axel- 
IRE N a t i o n a l  Convention Record part 2 
PP 147-152 
Description of a single-tuned terminating c i rcu i t ,  that i s  not 
disturbed by series lead inductance, fo r  use wlth high frequency, 
la ree  capacity delay-lines, The c i r c u i t  has been adap ted to  ths 
probleme of meaeuring the band-pass curye of a delay line. 
. 
I 
1 
APPARATUS FOR THE MICROSCOPIC ZNVESTIGAmON OF FAmGUE STRElWS 
Balakhontsev 
1 
t3+vodskaya Laboratoriya 1964 i 
i pp 752-53 Vol 30 No, 6 
1 ' Description of a relrable and convenient micropulrrer ena'lgling 
, microexamination of metal specimens under tensi le-compressl~ 
j fatigue lOad8. Kinetics of epparatus (Fig. 1). Propagation 
of a fatigue crack in  Cr-Mn-Si steel, obsemed after varlcrus 
number8 of load cycle8 (Fig. 2). I - 
I I 
Beckman Instruments, Ihc@ 
Richmond, CallfOrniQ 
Is& File l l 2  
no ate 
Description of equipnt  and techniques for performing time In- 
terval measurements. 
-- - I__-- - 
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS AID HOW TO MAKE THEM 
Beckoran Instruments, Incr no date 
Richmond, Caui. 
Discussion of method6 and equipment for performing frequency mea- 
surements @ 
-- . - _. -___ -. . . . . __ I -^_I_______ ~ 
PRECISION U/S WIDCITY MEA- 
R,L. Former 
6 
i 
1 cc nn a r m  I -  Vol. 33 no. 47 I 
November 18, 1960 
I Article describe8 aninproved sing-around system capble  of detcc% 
ing U/S velocity changes two orders of mepitub m e r  than 
possible with previous sing-aropmd systems. 
I 
_ -  
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MEASUREMENT OF PHASE SHIFT AT AUDIO F'RF,QUENCIES USING A MACIGWCP 
AS A CALIBRATED lWZENCE S!tANlMD 
October 1963 
A circui t  i s  described which permitted a direct quantitative 
read-out of phase shift using a cal ibrated dial in conJunction 
w i t h  a magslip. !Che operator would not be r e q u i r e d t o  make any 
complicated adjustments o r  CRT readings using this method since 
all data could be taken fron the cal ibrated dial. 
t e s t s  with the a p p r t u s  33eid an accuracy of plus or minus 2 
degees  over 8 range of 3Oocps t o  18 kc/& 
PrelimInaq 
PRECISION PBA- 
I 
' Jo K r i t Z  
Electronics b @ e i n e  
I 
I pp 102-106 
1 
October 1950 
Description of a precision phasemeter capable of phase difference I t measurements accurate t o  0.1 degree. Method of dl~plsy, C l r C u L ~  
I developmental problem6 and t e s t  methods are discuesed in  deh& 
f 
a 
t 
66 
1 Instrunents & control system 
I 
' m 91-93 i 
J-=Y 1965 
1 ' Discussion of theory and practices relating t o  obta- 
accuracy in the p e r f o m c e  of pla se measurement. 
L-- ____ - 
I 1 
SPURIOUS INDICATIONS IN U/S CATHODE RAY OSCIIUEMMS 
E. M a n e e c h i ,  T. Tili 
CBARGE AMPLIFIER APPUCATIONS 
Instruments & Control Sy8tems 
PP 81-87 
J a w  1965 
Detailed description of charge amplifier theory and application. 
- 8  - - - -_ __. . L- 
NOTES ON MICROWAVE 
Bulletin k Y  1958 
Polarad Electronice Corp. 
IO- Island, N o Y o  
Detailed description of Poiarad t e s t  equipment and related a m -  
cations. ---- L_. 
A STUDY OF WAVEFORI4S IN "I43 Z X R A T I O N  AND DEmCTION OF SHORT U/S 
PULSES 
i 
l M e  Redwood 
I 
Applied Matls. Research 
pp 76-84 Val. 2 Noe 2 
April 1963 
. .  
- .  
i 
.. /' 
i 
' SOUNDS (IREAT FOR TESTING WITH TIE SONIC CPMPMmR 
Saturn Electronics Co. ' 
Grand Island N.Y. '. 
no date --___ . __ Bulletin - 
FACTORS To CONSIDER IN SELECTING ULZRASONIC TESTING QUIPMENT 
R.A. Seldel 
u/s mspEcTIoIv E Q m N T  PROGRAM 
Sperry Products, Inc. . 
Proereas Report 100. 6 
Contract No, AF 33(600)-29879 
1955 
Series of reports covering investigation and review of equipment 
available for U/S inspection applications . 
- __-_-  - 
I 
ULTRASONIC TESTING INsrtUMENT M k . 3  
Ultraeonoscope Co . 
Specification Sheet 435:O:Oa no date 
i 
- - - ___ - 
ADDITIONAL TABUS FOR DESIGN OF OPTIMUM LADDER NE3VORK.S 
60 
- 8  .. 
0 
I 
I .  
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e '  
9. 
AD-w ~ C T R O N I C S  BuLLETIIv8 
Ad-Yu Electronice Inc. 
mesic, R.& 
1961-1965 
Mgital  Phase Meter 
Video and RF Phase Meter 
Microwave Phase and Time Detector 
mra Low Nolss &e-Amplifier I 
W i d e  Band Phaee Standard 
Brier  of bullet- c o n t a w  dercription and speclf'~ccrt1onS of 
above l i s t ed  em. 
lxral~chamel ~ C h r O n O U S  F i l t e r  
. e  
at: 25 
. 
. .. 
I 
I 
' I  
I L .  # I  
I 
* 31. WAVE MECHANICS 
WAVE MEZHANES OF U/S TESTIN0 
I - :  . .. &Beclanan ' 
A class of aperture distributions i s  examined w h i c h  
is w e n  suited to the realization of 8n arrv hvhg 
very low first sidelobes and a prescribed taper to 
the higher order sidelobea. , 
I - ,.-- r 
I 
I '  
' SOumD RADIATION FROM A FINITE CYL- 
I 
I Method of calculating sound pressure at every point of the field 
originated by 8 vibrating body, 88 applied to a cylwdrlcal shape. 
'I 
4 
I 
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STRESS WAVE PROPOGATJiON AS APPLIED To TBE DETECTION OF FlAWS BY U/S 
i 
INSPEZTIOIf 
DOG. Christie 
Progrees In Nondeetmctlvs Teetlng 
pp 35-56 Vol. 1 
The MacMillian Compsny, IVJ. 
* 1959 
I 
. .  
SURF'ACE WAVES AT ULTRASONIC FREQUJSNCIES 
t 
' E.G. Cook, H.E. Valkenburg 
May 1954 
A review of theoretical and experimental aspects of ultrasonic 
surface wave propaption was presented. 
velocity ratios, and energ relatione were derived. 
of energy and veloci y was descrived and methods of generation wera 
diecuseed. Applications were persented. 
Particle displacement, 
Measurement 
__ - __-- -  
I X E R P R E T I E J O W A V E ~ S  . 
1 .  
' L. deBroglle 
* :  Industrial Research 
J 
i October 1962 
. .  
a 
i 
DANYNIW OF RAYIJ3IcFB WAVES IN AN EUSTIC IAYER ABOVE A HALF SFWE 
. .  
. * '  
.. 
Tech &ern. No. 303 
Hughes Aircraft  h, Apr 1953 
The mtual aoupling between b o  resonant wave-guide fed s l o t s  
on a f i n i t e  ground plane were studied. A n u l l  bridge method of 
measurement was used to deterr,ine the r e l a t ive  f i e l d  ‘strength 
excited in the semnd wave-guide bj mutual w u p h g  between 
the  d o t s  when the generator was applied t o  the first wave guide, 
I 
I 
1 GONALELAmc SYMMEmY 
PROPOGATION OF TRAWLING WAVES IN CIRCULAR CYLINDER HAVING IBXA- 
- 1  I . 
N.G. Einspruch, R. True11 
! 
J. Acoustical Soc. Amer. 
pp 691-0693 Vola 31 No. 6 1 
June 1959 
I 1 DieCUSsiOn of the problem of traveling waves i n  a r igh t  c i rcu lar  
/ cylinder having hexagonal e l a s t i c  sytmetry. ‘Exact expression8 fo r  
the displacement produced by the compreseional and tors iona l  mode.8 
are obtained. A condition re la t ine  the frequency and wave number 
of the torsional wave l e  derived. 
MEASUREMENTS OF MODE CONVERSION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES ON A SOLID- 
SOLID BO- 
Ii. Filipczynekl 
Warsaw, pp 255-263 Vol. 4 No. 3 
Discussion of measurement system and results f o r  measurement of 
U/S waves on a solid-solid boundary. 
Proceedings of Vibration Problem 1963 
i 
* .  . 
I 
I 
O ! . ,  
C.E* Fitch 
Msterials Evaluation March 1964 
pp 124-127 
Experimentation is described i n  which an optical  schlieren system 
, 
0 '  
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I ' 1 E.R. F l t z g e r U  
I 
DlRECTIONAL CHARACTERIWICS AND ACOUSTIC IMPEMNCE OF AN ARTIFI- 
OXAUY-C-NSA'IZD VIBRATING CYLINDRICAL SOURCE . i 
1 
*I M* Frederici 
' Ii 
I 1  
... . 
73 
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EFFECT OF AN IMPURITY LAYER ON SURFACE WAVES 
Physics Rev. 
pp 1271-1276 V O ~ .  ,125 ' NO. 4 
February 1962 
The effects of a homoeenous impurity mass layer on thestucPY=e waves 
of 8 semi-Infinite monatomic square lattice with nearest and next 
nearest neighbor central  springs i s  studied. The relationship of 
t h e  model to the analogous one- and three- dimensional problems iS 
discussed, 
REZTECTIOlV AND TRANSMISSION AT TKE SURFACE OF A METAL-PIATE 
B.A. fn-1 . 
Journal o f  Applied Saienoe 
pp 265-276 Vola Z NO, 3 
Maroh 1931 
An expression is found for  the ref lect ion coefficient applicable i n  
the presence of a diffrected beam, by an extension of the Carlaon-: 
Heine theory, Tables and graphs are included for the coeff ic ients  
associated with electromagnetic phenomena a t  the surface of a metal- 
I *late 
 
EXPERIMENTS ON cm WAVES IN ANALOCY W I T H  ACOUSTIC TECmQaS MAm 
GOTTINGrn 
E. Meyer 
J. Acous. Soc. America 
pp 624-631 Vol. 30 No. 7 
Measurine techniques are compare6 regakding the success of analoglee 
between acoustical systems and electromagnetic wave systems i n  the  
microwave frequency region, with em2hasis on the use of reverbera- 
t ion chambers. The design and performance of absorbing structure8 
of resonant and nonresonant directive microphones and electro-  
magnetic devicee constructed for the experiments i s  discuseed. 
8 
July 195E 
74 
I 
. 
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I 
GRAYPHICAL SOLUTION OF WAVE EQUA'lTONS 
I 
i 
, I. Oaida 
. 
Bri t i sh  J* Applied Physics 
pp 25-29 VOL 18 NO. 1 
January 1961 
Presenting an equation for the determination of the size of defect8 
idealized i n  the form of flat-bottomed holes, using an U/S reflectla 
technique. 
by Krautkramer, is shown, as is confirmation of re-. 
Applicability of the equation vs,  the method proposed 
- 
e -  
BACK REFIECTION OF ULTRASONTC WAVE OBLIC~UELY~ INCIDENT TO SOLID SUR- 
FACE IN WATER 
s. sasaki 
I 
Jam J. Appl. &ye. 2 
P 198 
1963 
- -_ ---- 
DIFFRACTION EFFECTS IN THE ULTFIASONIC FIELD OF A PISTON SOURCE AND 
TREIR IMPORTANCE I N  THE ACCURATE MEASURE~NT OF ATTENUATION 
H. Seki,  A.  Granato, R. True11 
Journal of the Acoustical Soc. of Amerd.ca 
pp 230-238 Vol. 28 No. 7 
Vmch 19% 
A study is  made of the U/S field produced by a circular  c rys ta l  
transducer and the integrated response of a quartz c rys ta l  receiver 
of equal dimensions. The transducer and receiver are taken to be 
coaxial and it is  assumed that t he  transdiicer behaves aii 8 pistoii 
source while the integrated response is proportional t o  the average 
pressure over the receiver area. 
75 . 
i 
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I 
f WELLENAUSB~ITUNY IN UhXEGFEXSkU SKECKEN AND IN SCHIEXBNSFREIF'ERS 
1 
V.K., Tanan, 0. Weis 
1961 . 
It I s  shown that there is an anology between wave propagation In  
infinitely extendedascs or disc strips and wave propagation In in- 
f in i t e  space or In plates respectively. 
dilatational wave i s  replaces by an extensional plate wave; the 6b51 
In the case of disks the 
wave type remains unchaneed. - 
' ACOUSTICAL MEAS- 
. E A .  Thbmton, W.H. Psake 
Handbook of Applied Instrumentation 
McCraw-Hill Book' Co . I .Y 
by Coneidine & Ross 
pp 3-83 - 4-1 
-_  __ --__ ___ 
, 
ACOUSTIC-WAVE-THEORY IN%ERPRE'I!4TION OF OCEAN SURFACE AMD BOT~Y~MA 
REVERBERATION 
L h e l l  e: C. Zlbaum 
Acouetica If 
Iiandhch Der Physic 1962 
I 
, 
. 0 ' A'ITEXJATIOH OF RALYLFIGH WAVES ON ~nVaR1CA.L SURFACES 
I 
I 
I I . A .  Vlktorov 
Saviet Physics - Acoustics i 
p 13 Vol. 7 i 1961. . I The author makes an eqerirental investisation of the attenuation 
I of Rayleigh waves on cylindrical surfmes, It is estatbhllshed that 
on Q concave cylindrical surface, Bayleigh waves suffer an additionti 
attenuation, the magnitude of which is determined by the curvature 
_ _  .__ ... ----- - 
I. A a V i k t o ~ ~ ~  
Soviet Physics-Acoustics -. .. -- _ _  - 
I 
' i  
I THr; biQ'LaS OF SURFAU Du~?LCT'S UW AOTAGA~ON OF 
HAYLiIGH XhV.. 1 
I 
1.A.Viktorov 
Soviet Ph&cs, Vol 3 p 304 1958 
(Doklady Aka. Nauk. US% U9, 2) 
- . 
'I 
i $ 
; 
ATITENUATION & DISPERSION OF ELASTIC WAVES IN A CYLINDRICAL BAR 
J. Zemanek Jr . , I. Rudnick 
J. AcousticalJhc America 
pp 1283-88 v p l .  33 no. 10 
The resonance method has been used to study the attenuation and 
dlsperslon of the first lonsftudinal made of propagation and the 
dispersion of the first f lexural  xode of propagation of elastic 
waves in a cylindrical aluitnun: alloy rod. Q was found to decrease 
nonotoideally 8 8  the frequency increased. 
.J 
J 
I 
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32. WAV3 INTERGCTIONS I N  SOLIDS 
DIFFRACTION EZ‘FEZTS I N  THE ULTRASClNIC FIELD OF A PISTON SOURCE 
I 
’ 
R. Base 
, J. Acoustical Soc. of America 
Diffraction e f f ec t s  In the U/S f ie ld  of a c i rcu lar  piston source are 
discussed with par t icular  reference t o  the measurement of U/S 
absorption i n  liquid6 by the pulse technique a t  frequencies of 1 MC/ 
8ec and above. 
pressure is used t o  develop a new formula representing the apparent 
July 199 
! pp 602-605 Vol. 30 NO, 7 
A relationship given by Williams for  the acoustic 
, attenuation due to diffraction._-- -__ - _-  
I 
INnuENCE OF SONIC FIELD INTERFERENCES. ON F L A W  DETECTION IN SOLID 
BODIES 
I GENERATION OF SECONDARY SIGNALS IN PROPAGATION OF U/S WAVES I N  
, BOUNDED SOLIDS 
I M =  Redwood 
November 1958 
0 
The Phase’relatiOn between secondary signals (secondary wave t r a i n s  
a re  generated a s  t h e  resil l t  of p a r t i a l  conversion of compressional 
waves as the boundaries of the media, i n  sol id  bounded media) and 
C Y l W  _ -  
INTERACTION OF U/S WAVES IN soLxD MEDIA 
’ 
1 the main compressional wave i s  analyzed, reference t o  the propa- 
‘ gation of waves of frequencies of the order of 10 M o / e l n - r J J  * 
1 
F.R. Rollin8 
I 
I J, Applied Phyelco btters 
1 pp 147-148 Vol .  2 No. 8 
0 
I 
. 
0 NA-65-813' .
A i r  Force Materials Lab. Bch. Report 
Pa r t  I rb. ML-TDR-64-a k c h  1964 
The interaction of ultrasonic bems i n  so l id  nedia has been investi-  
gated f'rom both the theoretical  md e q o r b i n n t a l  vieypoint. An e m  
1 in the previously r e p x t e 8  classical  calculztion P a s  been correctea 
and relatively good qualitative ageemcnt now ex i s t s  between the 
c lass ica l  and guantum mechanical cz l rda t ions .  Experbats are 
described vhich verify certain.  theoret iczl  predictions concerning 
the magnitude of W r a c t i o n  and the conditions of resonance. Tech- 
niques have been devised for producing interaction i n  specimens of 
unusual shape. Furthemore, the f eas ib i l i t y  of using tnteract ion 
t e c h i m e s  i n  makin& a three-dimensional analysis of e l a s t i c  miso- [ 
tropy &s been deaonstrated, 
-- - - - _ _  
I 
I 
. ,  
1 
I 
I 
t 
i 
! 
! 
! 
. 
ULTRASONIC WAVE PROPAGA'lION AND I C T I O N  IN SOLD) W'lZRIALS, 
PART 11 
F.R. Rolline, Jr. 
ML-TDR-64-21 
A i r  Force k t e r i a l s  Laboratory 
w-P AFB 
April 196: 
Further exploration of ultrasonic beaq interactions has been con- 
ducted and a review of the state-of-the-art is given. Improvement 
i n  the measurement of ebsolute in tens i t ies  and an independent.eva1- 
uation of the thkd-orser  e las t ic  constazts has permitted a f a i r l y  
accurate comparison between theozetical predictions of intensi ty  of 
interaction and e-rhental  results. 
a lso shown t o  be weaker than  the previously observed three-beam 
interaction. A discussion is also d.lrecte8 tormrd the energy par- 
t i t i o n  that  occurs when ultr?.sonic b e a x  h p i c g e  on a liquid-solid 
A four-beam interaction i s  
boundary. An ultrasonic goniomter  is described for  p a r h l  investl - gcrtion of this e n e r u  D ' l r t i t i o n , _ _ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~  
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I 
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U/S METHODS & RADIATION EFFECTS IN SOLIDS 
I R., h e l l  
J. Appl. Physics 
pp 1275-1278 Vol. 30 No. 0 
August 19% I 
The various mechanisms producing d a n p i q  of U/S e l a s t i c  m v e s  i n  
produced by pinning of dislocation l ines .  Neasurements of U/S 
and discussed. 
sol ids  are reviewed. Attention is given t o  the changes i n  
attenuation in  irradicated single crystals  of N a C l  are 
1 L i
! 
, 
I 
80 
i 
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.-J 33. EFFECT OF MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON WAVES c,. 
I 
U/S A'ITENUATION IN N O W ?  METALS AT L O W  TEMPERATURES 
A.B. Bhatia,  R.A. Moore I 
! 
Phys. R e v l e w  February 15, 1961 
pp 1075-1086 v01. 121 NO. 4 
i 
Expressions fo r  the attenuation and A t  of plane d i la ta t iona l  and 
' shear sound waves are obtained by solving the Boltzman transport  
j equation for the electron function f without assumine the  existence 3 
i of a relaxation time and fo r  the col l is ion term i n  th i s  equation. 
1 
- 
i ' MICROWAVE ABSORPTION AND RELAXATION IN GASES 
I 
G. Birnbaum I 
' Technical Memorandum SCPP-65-39 
I NAA-SC (NU Library) 
L--.--. - -- __ - 
June 1965 
I 
AMPLITUDE DEPENDENT ULTRASONIC ATTENWATION I N  SUPERCONDUCW LEAD 
H,E.  Bommel, B.R. Tittmann 
Physics Review Letter March 1965 
ULTRASOUND T"LCHN1QUES IN SOLID STATE PRYSICS 
P .G. Bordonl et . 81. 
EFFECT OF MICROSEPARATIONS IN STEEL ON THE ULTRASONIC DE"I0N OF 
INCLUSIONS & ON TtIE DENSITY AETER COLD WOFWNG 
G.H, BOSS 
m July-AWst 1960 
PP 237-241 
.- s 
, 
. .  
. .  
. .  
. .  
- 1  
' The three c l a s t i c  moduli of ~.99pt$ pure copper and their associa* 
internal f r i c t ions  have been measured a t  Mc f'requencies between 4.2 
and 250°K both before and after fast neutron bombardment. 
changes produced by the i r rad ia t ion  were used to determine-the dls- 
location contributions t o  the damping and moduli as a fbnction of 
frequency and temperature. The dislocation damping showed the maxi- 
' mum predicted by Granato and Lucke t o  arise from the heavlly damped 
bowing of dislocation loops. By calculating the resolved shear s t m  
factors maa7ring the dislocation density by etch p i t  counts, i t  
Was P O S S l  ebrmine the coefficient B which describes the via-  
'cous drag on a moving dislocation. 
The 
e f0 
__  . - - __ - __ __ 1-- _- __ - 
. c w .L- 
i 
l 
I i U/S A'ITENUATION CHARACrnRISTICS OF VARIOUS STEn ALUYY3 
I ' DISLOCATION CONTRIBUTIONS To THE MODULUS AND DAMPING IIV COPPER Al! 
MEGAcycx33 FREBuENclEs 
I 
G.A, Alers, D.0, !bqpeon 
I 
February is61 
SOUND PROPAGATION I N  NEAR-STOICHIOMETRIC Ti-Ni AUOYS 
i Bradley 
Journal of t he  Acoustic Society 
pp 700-702 Vole 37 NO. 4 
Experimental data on sound velocity i l l u s t r a t e s  the unusual velocity 
temperature realt ionship of near stoichiometric nickel-titanium 
alloys. The e f f ec t  of temperature cycling, annealing, pressure, ex- 
posure temperature and t i m e  I s  also shown. 
0 
.-- 
02 f 
W . J .  Bratina, U.M. Martlus, D. Mills 
J.* App. PhysiCS 
' pp 2415-2425 Vol. 31 No. 5 
1 
! The absorption of ultrasound of 3 Mc/s Frequency was investigated 
in  low carbon s t e e l  as  a function of e l a s t i c  s t r a i n  applied i n  the 
1 presence of constant magnetic f i e lds .  
~ - I - --.__ L- - - - - -- - -- 
7 
EFFECT OF DISLOCATIONS ON THE U/S WAVE ATI!ENUA!CION IN lEFQRM3D CAR- 
BON STEELS a 
W.J. Bratina, Do Mllr 
A c t a b t a l l u r g i c s  . April 1962 
A study of the ultrasonic attenuation component a t t r ibu ted  to  dis- 
locations was made in Armco iron and carbon steels bfore and after 
they hed been subjected t o  plast ic  deformation. An increase In 
damping associated appazently w i t h  the dislocation loop-solute stom 
i 
pp 419-422 Vole 10 
interaction was observed a t  low strain amplitudes 
a t  room temperature, however only in previously cold 
-- r - - -_ --- _ _  8 workedmaterialr ,i- 
\ 
i 
FINITE AMPLITUDE U/S WAVES I N  ALUMINUM 
M.A. Breazeale, D.O. WtQeOn 
Applied Physlcs Letters September 1963 
- - 
t pp 77-70 Vole 3 No. 5 
1 
1- _ _  _ _  . - - . _- . - 
I 
" H O D  FOR MEASURING SONIC DISLOCATION VELOCITIES 
J .A .  Cmlson, J.J. Gllman 
I 
I 
* I  
' T ~ C I E ~ C A I  Report NO. 4 December 1962 
I Brown University, Providence, R.I. 
Presentation of a new technique for  applying dynamic s t resses  to 
elast ic-plast ic  speciments. 
r a t e  can be varied over 8 larger rnage than  most other methods 
allow. 
flov. 
i 
Intensi ty  of the s t ress  and the stress 
The method can be adapted t o  studies of macroecopic plastic 
.. 
. .  
. 
\ 
E.F. Car- et. al. r 
J. Acous. Soc, America October 
AII experimental study has been made of the propagation of ultrasound 
in liquids under both free-field and guided-wave conditions. Free- 
f i e l d  measurementx have been made f'rm 1 t o  20 Mc in low a b s o r b w  
liquids,  employing both circular  and s p a r e  suund 80urces. Them 
measurements indicste that the correction fo r  dif'f'raction 1088 pre- 
dicted by existing theories. is amlicable  only so long BB this loss 
is  mal le r  than the t rue absorption. Attenuation measurements Slso 
have been mde in l iquids  confined in various cylin&.iusl mail rec- 
I 
1417-1425 V o l e  33 NO* 10 
, tangular metall io waveguides. 
I - 
BIBLIOGRAPHY AND TABULATION OF' DAMPIbK3 PROPERTD3S OF N0N-m- 
MATERIALS. 
S.H. Chi 
Tech. Report No. WADD-clR-6O-Sb 
University of Minnesota 
\ 
September 1962 
i 
This bibliography was compiled as an  a id  for  those people interestee 
i n  damping research and re lated f i e lds .  It contains a nearly com- 
l i s t  of references on the damping properties of non-metallic materM 
for  the period from 1929 t o  1959, together with an index on non- 
menclature, units, and t e s t  methods, 
and out-of-phase components of Young's modulus and the shear nodulus 
for. the various materials are  a lso shown, and graphical representa- 
t ions of experimental data indicate the loss factor value6 for  
different materials. 
t o  those of the representative s t ruc tura l  metals. 
Tabulations of the in-phase 
Those values of the loss factor  are compared 
cat: 33 
I 
0 
I 
0 
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ALKALI HALIDES 
B. Chick, G. Anderson, %ll a 
J. .Acoust. Soc. Amer. 1960 
p 186 VOL 32 
i 
An instrument for  measurement of ultrasonic attenuation and velocity 
i n  t h e  frequency range *om 5-200 mc/sec is described. 
incorporates a pulsed rf osci l la tor ,  superheterodyne receiver, ex- 
Wnential  wave-form generatw, precision time delay generator (use- 
ful i n  velocity measurements), CRT display c i rcu i t s ,  and appropriate 
synchronization c i rcu i t s .  Ultrasonic attenuation rneasuremente made 
in  single crystals  of R a C l  and xC1 during deformation and recovery 
- a t  see-ral  temDeratures -&ye reported here .- 
"he mlt 
THEORY OF 'IRE ABSORPTXON OF SOUND IN SEMICONDUCTORS 
Ya. M. Chikvsshvlli 
I 
Soviet Physics, sOlld-Stat8 - 1963 
~ I -_ L PP 264-265 _ _  .- _^__ 
NEASURING PREFERRED ORIENTATION IN BALL BEARINUS . <  
H.L. Dunegan 
Re search/Development . no date 
I 
- -  --p lc8 - -  ---___ __^_+____ . _ _  
Ix)W "€%RAW U/S ATllENUATION I N . T I N  AND ALUhXUM 
. P.H. Filson 
1 
' Phys. Rev. 
pp 1516-1519 VOL 115 NO. 6 
September 15,199s 
According t o  theory based on an ideal  metal, the ultrasonic attenua- 
t ion  should be proportional t o  the square of the f2-equency and to  thc 
eiectricaj .  con6mtp.pity cf the metal. Experiments were perform$ t o  
conpare theoret ical  experimental values of attenuation i n  a frequeiiq 
rznge from 100 kc/sec t o  1 Mc/sec. coupled t o  a 
barium t i tana te  transducer WRS suspended in a chmber, whibh In turn 
was placed i n  a l iquid helium bath. 
was sent through the Kire and the  amplitude of successive r e f l e c l h s  
was measured as a function of temperature and f'requency. The 
e lec t r i ca l  conductivity o f t h e  sample WRS also - measured. 
A lone wire sample 
A short t r a i n  of sine waves 
. .. 
. .  
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ULZ!Rk3ONIC TESTING AS A METHOD OF VARZABIES IIV PROCESS- 
I INQ ZIRCAIXlY AND HAFmslM 
I E.W. Fink I 
' 
Symposium on "J! i n  the f i e l d  of Nuclear Energy 
4/16-10/ 57 
PR 175-180 NO. s3 
ASTM Spec. Publo 
I 
ULTRASONIC A m A T I O N  IN A L 2 0 3  AT ULTRAHIGH lREQUErCIE8 AND I&W 
TEMPERATURE8 
T.M. Fitzgerald, B. Chick, It. Mll 
4 
I 
I 
i 
J. Appl. Phyeice 
pp 2647-2648 Vola 35 NO. 9 
September 1964 
! 
' U/S propagation at  low temperatures and high frequencies I s  discussed 
i n  terms of the relat ions given by Woodruff and Ehrenreich. 
Phonon relaxation times calculated from thermal conductivity mea- 
surements are ueed. 
I 
a I 
\ 
CAVITATION AND CREMICAL EZTEETS I N  U/S STATIONARY F'JEU)S 
\ 
, I. Gabrielli,  G. Iernettl 
I Acustica 
I 
pp 165-174 Vol. 13 
1963 
DAMPING OF ULTRASOUND M METALS, CARBON STEELS AND NICKEL 
P .J .  Gellinge 
1 
, Acustica 
. .  i pp 29-32 Val. 12 
1962 
I 
I An experimental appartus and technique for measuring the h p i n g  
of ultrasound In metals w i t h  a resonant reverberation method i e  
described. Experimental r e su l t s  obtained on a nuniber of carbon 
s t e e l s  and nickel are given. 
c 
0 
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STRAIIO EEASUHEMENT WITIl U/S WAVES . 
R. Gerstner 
bkterialpruf 
p~ 43-46 Vole 6 Mo, 2 i 
February 1?61 
U/S AllTNUATION & VEIQCITY DATA ON ALUMINUM SINGLF: CRYSTALS AS A 
FUNCTION OF DEFROMATION AND ORlENTATION 
A. Bikata  et. al. 
Ultrasonics, Vol 1, 211 9-13 3- 1963 I 
i 
A review of testii; rxtiiods is ;ivzn. 
attenuation s tudies  anci rc:-'lccLor tec:miciues are 
discussed; the effects 02 acoustic iqxdance and 
ahtenuation a r e  considered. 
Pulse-echo, 
1 ~ . - - 
THEORY OF U/S ABSORPTION IN l4EX"i'S: COLLISION-DRAG EFFECT 
T. Holstein 
Phys. Rev. January 15, 1959 
' pp 479-496 Vol. 113 No. 2 
1 
A basic assumption of the serniclc?ssical treatments of ultrasonic ab- 
sorption i n  metals i s  t'nat of "col-lision drag." 
s t a t e s  that, i n  the presence of an inpressed ultrasonic wave, the 
' velocity dis t r ibut ion toward which the conduction electrons relax is 
a Fermi d i s t r i b u t i m  centerec?, ~ n t .  at the origin of velocity space, 
but at  a point, v i ,  equal t o  the l O C € L l j  i rwessed latt ice-displace- 
Eent velocity. In  the present paper, the eq lana t ion  of t h i s  c o l l i s <  
Ion-drag effect  i n  terms of basic e lectron-lat t ice  theory is  investla 
v a t  d for the case of coll isions with therm1 Vi'hrtions. The effect 
fS Found t o  originate from those hizher-order terns i n  the electron- 
l a t t i c e  interaction whose matrix elements are  b i l inear  i n  the ~mpli- 
tudes of impressed and thermal l a t t i c e  displacements. 
This assumption 
c 
87 
U/S ABSORPTION IN LIQUID SODIUK-POTASSIUM ALLOYS * , 
' J. Jarzynskl, T.A. Lltovi tz  
' J. Chemical Phys. September. 1964 
! 
b 
pp 1290-1296 voi. 41 NO. 5 
Ultrasonic absorptian measurements were made i n  sodium-potassium 
al loys at temperatures from 20' (or my) t o  150°C. 
sorption was found t o  be higher than the c lass ica l  absorption. 
l iquid sodium the bulk v iscos i ty% at t r ibuted t o  structural re- 
laxation and the  r a t i o  of bulk/shear v i scos i ty - i s  3. 
i n  addition t o  s t ruc tura l  relaxation, a second relaxation lose was 
observed at temperatures below 8 0 " ~ .  
a l loy  of composition near 33 at.$ of K. 
The measured ab- 
In 
I n  the alloye 
This loss wa8 greatest for an 
. 
AT'XZNUATION OF ULTRASOWD BY ELECTRbNS IN ALUMINUM 
B.K. Jonee I 
Philosophical Magazine 
pp 218-230 voi. 9 
I 
% 
i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
The attenuationoftransverse and longitudinal waves as a function of 
magnetic f ie ld  strength i n  aluminum single crys ta l s  a t  l iqu id  helium 
temperatures is discussed most emphasis i s  given t o  the resonant ln- 
teraction between the electrons and the sound wave observed fo r  H//Q 
when large peaks are observed i n  the attenuation. 
L . . ~ . ~ 
INSTRUMENTATION FOR UL'IRASONIC ATTENUATION STUDIES 
G.N.  Kamm, B.V. Bohm 
The Review of Scient i f ic  Instruments 
pp 9570960 Vol. 33 No. 9 
A 10-350 mc pulse  echo instymentation (capable of perhaps even 
higher f'requencies) with c i r c u i t  d e t a i l s  fo r  350 rnc use a t  l iqu id  
helium temperatures i s  described. 
September 1962 
t 
' U/S METHOD FOR EXPI&!t!TON OF PROPERTIES AND STRUCTURE OF' MIMERAL 
IAyERS 
W. Koltonskl, f..hlecld 
Acoustic8 
pp 307-314 VO~. 8 
The method developed by the authors is based on the sank principle 
as hydrolocation and ultrasonic flaw detection of metals using 
frequencies from 50 to 300 kc/s. 
wave as well as the location of the eventual inhomogeneities of the 
medium is determined on the basis of the size, shape and time of 
passing of the direct or reflected pulse. The experimental mterial 
, collected in the salt mines and quarries proves that the conditions 
of ultrasonic propagation in rocks are exceedingly more complicated 
and subject to changes than in metals or water, but the range and 
1 accuracy of discernment is quite sufficient for practical aims. 
The attenuation and velocity of 
- ._ - -. c -- - __ - ' 
A STUDY OF TRE ULTRASONIC FIELD IN LIQUID 
' B. Labory, and 0.  Laville' 
' C . R .  Acad. Sci. Paris  
' (fiench) 
pp 1401-1403 Vole 245 
.. 
1957 
L 
. - .  
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i ULTRASONIC vKu>cITY AND A”?3IWATION MEASUREMENTS FOR 
THE PROPERTIES AND S”RU=!CURES OF CAST IRONS AND CAST SIEEXS 
J.D. Lavender, A.C. Fuller 
The B r i t i s h  Foundaryman 
PP 34-65 
February 1965 
The reasons for the application of non-destructive testing technique 
for  the determination of the properties of iron and steel castings 
are discussed. The methods by whibh these properties may be mea-, 
sured are  described with particular reference t o  the assessment of 
the  structure of heat-treated steel castings, the form and amount 
of graphite i n  iron castings, t h e  prediction of the t ens i l e  etrength 
of iron castings and the aasesment of the c h i f l  depth or qudity of 
chi l led iron 3?olls. 
U/S A”UATI0N .IN LEAD 
A.R. Mackintosh 
P~oc. RO 1 Sot. January 1, 1963 
pp 88-10 r VOL q l  
The absorption of longitudinal ultrasonic waves has been studied 8s 
a fhnction of transverse magnetic f ield i n  pure single c rys ta l s  of 
lead a t  1-2 OK. The resu l t s  were found t o  be Generally consistent 
with the Fermi surface of leaii suggested by Cold. In  particular a 
detailed study of the magneto-acoustic osci l la t ions,  as a function 
of sample orientation and f i e ld  direction, allowed the determination 
of some of the dimensions of the hole surface i n  the second B r i l l &  
zone and reveaaed a number of new electronic o rb i t s  on the multiply- 
c nnected surf ce i n  the th i rd  zone. 
a?tfnu@& an8 i t s  e nd n e on r nac. t on d i  e t on and on net c 
!The absolute magnitude of the 
WRS s t u d f e p m s  $he rePuftsU?n$erDreFe8 f n  term8 ofqfi; 
t h e  general theory of ultrasonic absorption. - 
Cat: 33 
-. - ---- -. __ . _-_ .- - -.. .--- 
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U/S A"UA!CION 
1 
' L. MackiMm 
i 
i Contemporary Physics 
pp 124-138 Vole 4 NO. 2 
I 
December 1962 
' 
' up t o  24 kMc/s. Ultrasonic waves have been produced In the  laboratory a t  Prequencier The mechanism of the absorption process is exqninec 
and the experimental measurement of attenuation coefficient i s  fils- 
cussed. The types of research problem for  which a study of ultra- 
' sonic attenuation may be useful are summarised. Particular a t t e n t k  
is given t o  the low temperature absorption of megacycle ultrasom13 
by electrons i n  metals; the magnetoacoustic e f fec t  and its usefulnei 
~ i n  evaluating the Fermi surface are b r i e f ly  described. 
I 0 
i \ 
i -- -- - 0 
I 
! 
\ 
SCATl3RING OF U/S S!IRESS PULSES IN POLYCRYSllALLINE SOLID 
M.F. Markham 
I .  
' Appl. Wtls .  Res. 
pp 109-114 V01.2 NO. 2 
I 
\ 
, Discussion of propagation of vaves i n  s i lver  a l loy  and effect of 
scattering i n  polycrystals of s i lver .  
- _ -  - -  
i 
1- - _ _  - -~ 
FREQUENCY DEPENDEXE OF U/S WAVE A?TENUATION I N  N O  IRON & LOW 
CARBON STEEL 
U.M. Partius,  W.J. Bratina 
J. Apple Phy~. W c h  1961 
pp 250-251 Vol. 32 SUpPl. 3 
The Hltrasonic wave attenuation i n  Armco iron and low-carbon steel 
was measured vs increasing and decreasing external magnetic f ield 
s t rength  (G-4=2 0 2 )  & fre;car?cie_s hetween 1 and 7 Mc. The magnetic 
component of attenuation was found t o  increase with frequency. The 
structure sens i t iv i ty  o f the  magnetic loss  mechanism was studied 
by changing the dislocation density. 
v 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I 
4 
1 
By using a pulse  method, atter,x.tiag and velocity mea&ments have 
been made fo r  a3uminvm and 
2 t o  15 megacycles, 
a x e d  t o  the mface  of the rod. 
width of the transmitted pulse afid measurements are made using long 
The reflected pulses 
show evidence of several normal modes which can be Inbindzed by us% 
rods i n  the frequency range fYm 
This wax Joint limits the band 
The somd pulses are generated by crystale 
! pulses which approach steady state conditions, 
/ spec ia l ly  shaped electrodes. 
_I_ - ---- 
I 
ENE3GY IDSSES OF SOUND WAVES IN METALS DUE TO S C A m 3 ; N o  AND DIFFUS- 
ION 
W.P. MBson, H.J. MoSMmin 
J. Appl. Physics 
pp 940-946 VOl. 19 
October 1948 
When high frequency longitudinal and transverse sound waves are sent 
-’ through a multicrystalline rod of metal, attenuation losses  result 
because of scattering and diffusion of sound waves by the grains. 
When the grain size  is  l e s s  than one-third of the wave-length, these 
losses are due t o  Ftayleieh fourth power l a w  scattering and are pro- 
portional t o  the grain volume. The scat ter ing factor  depends on the 
anisotropy of the  e l a s t i c  constants. Two different.factors are ob- 
p i n e d ,  one for shear waves and one fo r  longitudinal waves, These 
measured e l a s t i c  constants the only metals with a low loss are al- 
\ 
actors have been evaluated for  cubic and fiexagonal metals. From t h  
uminum, - - magnesium, __ __ -. - and - tungsten. 
I 
EFFECT OF DISLOCATIONS ON U/S WAVE A!ITENUATION IN bB’DIL3 
W.P. Mason 
Bell System Tech. Journal 
PP 903-942 
September 19 55 
92 
~ 
MEASUREMENT OF ULTRASONIC WAVE vEIxx=ITIES FOR SOLIDS IN.!l'EE W U E N  
RANGE1ooto5ooMl?. 
H.J. MC- 
pp. 404-409 VOl. 34 Mo. 4 
I 
1 
A p r i l  1962 ' J. A ~ o u ~ .  Amer. 
Apparatus f o r  measuring ultrasonic wave veloci t ies  and hence elasti 
moduli by means of phase-comparison methods a t  frequencies a8 high 
as 500 Mc l e  described. Gated harmonic generators for  providing 
pulse-modulated rf of accurately known ca r r i e r  frequency and cir& 
fo r  e l e c t r i c a l  coupling t o  resonant qyxtz-cqystal  transducers are 
discussed. Application t o  measurements on m r a a l l  8pecimeneJ w i t h  
i l l u s t r a t i v e  data for cadmium tellurdde, is made, 
1 
ANALYSIS OF TRE F'ULSE SUPERPOSITION hETHOD FOR MEASURDE U'S WAVE 
VELOCITIES AS A FUIW=!CION OF TEXPEBATWl AM) PRESSURE 
i 
A pulse superposition method of determining ultrasonic wave ve loder  
i n  materials such a s  e w e  crys ta l s  i s  shown to be well suited t o  
measurements fo r  pressure and t enx ra tu re  variations. With t h i s  
method the e f f ec t  of coupling between transducer and specimen can be 
made negligibly mall,  Data are  presented fo r  longitudinal way88 
propagated i n  the X direction of qceztz and for  XV shear wave8 pro- 
pagated in the Y direction of quartz. 
Cat: 33 
"tR x , .,-"-,- - -..I .-.. .- - - - - - . I 
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r 
July 199- 
A pulse technique pwt i cu la r ly  suited t o  diasipative materiale is 
described for  measuring attenuation and phase shif% constants of 
plast ics ,  uebg either tmnsverse or longitudinal waves in the fie- 
quency r a n 5  of 5-50 Mc. 
E thin wafer of the material under test 2s placed between two 
ident ical  fused s i l i c a  buffers; and waves generated by Quartz cry- 
stals a t  the ends of the assembly are transmitted simultaneously 
through the specimen i n  both directions. 
and r flected co onents by rneans of a special balancing circuit 
i e  calculated, ana hence dynamic rigidit ies  and viscoeities. 
Comparison of transmitted 
~rrovises informat "p on form vhich the complex propagation constant CBP 
ANALYSIS OF THE PULSE SUPERPOSITION 1VEI"OD FOR MEASURING UL!l!RASoM;(: 
WAVE VELOCITIES A S  A FUNCTION OF TEWEXATURE AND PRESSURE . 
I 
H. J. McSkimin, P. Andreatch 
I 
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. my 1962 
pp 6Og-610 Vola 34 
A pulse superposition method of determining U/S wave velocities in 
3 n a te r ia l s  such as single c rys ta l s  is s?-~own t o  be well suited to  
measurements for pressure and 'tzmperature variations.  
i 
L-- - - _  - __I-___I- I __-_e_ - 
I 
. IN SOLIDS 
I 
PULSE SUPERPOSITION ~ T H O D  FOi3 NEASURING UL'EiASONIC WAVE VETLXITIES 
: 
I H. J. McSkimin 
J. Acoust. Soc. h e r .  
pp 12-16 Vola 33 NO. 1 
January 1961 
i 
The velocity of Ultrasound was measuret t o  -*-ithin one part i n  5OOO 
for  round t r i p  delays greater than five ci-crossconds, 
by combining several neasurenents of phase delay with a theore t ica l  
analysis of the reflection phRse clngle. (This method may be used 
for  determining the ef fec ts  of Temperature and pressure on rJrrr.) 
This was done, 
1 
.. 
January-April B56 
\ 
IXVESTIGATION OF U/S SCATTERING IN &'DIU 
L.G. krkulov 
Soviet Physics, Technical Physics Part I 
- ---_ - --_ - ---_ 
PP 59-69 -__ 
USE OF U/S IN INVESTIGATING OF THE S'JRXTURE OF STEELS i * 
L.G. Merkulov 
Soviet Physics - Technical physics 
2 Part 2 ' e  
pp 1282-1289 voi. 2 NO. 6 
May-Awst 1957 
0 
U/S attenuation in certain steels is investigated and data provided< 
The problem of practical application of results for purposes of 
monitoring the structure of metals is discussed. 
the results of metallogrpahic and U/S investigations was made. 
A comparison of. 
ULTRASONIC ATTENUATION OF METALS 
J. Mertsching 
\ , 
L Physica Status Solidi 
pp 345-351 Vol. 1 (Not in English) 
ig6i 
I 
SOME U/S MEASUREMENTS IN NORMAL AND S U P E R C O N D U C ~  ALuMIMiM 
R.W. Ihrse, B.V. Bohn. 
i 
. J. Acous. Soc. America 
pp 1523-1526 Val. 31 No. ll 
Ultrasonic attenuation measurements in an aluminum single crystal 
near the superconducting trsnsition tewreture are described. Thea 
include both longitudinal and she= imve attenuations at fsequencies 
of between 11 ana 58 Eiclsec ana a5 ' ~ ~ I i F L a b u \ - o  u1 Y,.--_ _ _  - 
4.2'K, as w e l l  as attenuation 3s a fmction of magnetic field in the 
normal state. 
the transition temperature shows a discontinuity of about 2s of the 
total attenuation, this f'rsction being relatively Independent of 
fYequency. The longitudinal wave attenuation shows 8 sbYP but con- 
tinuous drop at the transition temperature. 
I 
November 19% 
- ' -------J-..-.e- k a + y ~ ~ ~ n  1-0 and 
It is found that the attenuation of shear mvee at 
95 
N,D.G. Mountford, R, Calvert 
J. .of *st. of &ta le  
pp 121.127 Vole  88 
1959-1960 
Experiments show that an ultrasonic technique can be used t0 Invest1 
gate the presence of oxides and precipitated phases in melte of 
aluminium alloys. Conditions and rates of precipi ta t ion and eolutbi 
of these solid phases can be measured, and t h e i r  concentrations in 
di f fe ren t  melts can be compared. The precipi ta t ion a t  lower furnace 
temperatures of Lntermetallic compounds of titanium and zirconium en 
t he  entrainment w l t h  t h e m  of "oxide skins", I s  demonstrated to be 
responsible for faults i n  castings made Pram the melte. The wnrk 
has resulted in the  development of a modified m e l t i n g  technitpe, 
giving better-quality melte for castinge 
- ~ _ -  
, 1 .  
L 
ABSORPTION MEASm OF ULTRASONIC WAVES I X V  PLASTIC SHEETS 
t 
1 
Y.  Nakamurs 
I Journal of A p p l i e d  Physics 
i' A description of an experiment t o  determine the absorption of ultra- 
( sound i n  polystyrene and plexiglass was presented. The resu l t8  
* I  were presented i n  graph form and a Table compared them t o  those of 
i previous experimenters. (Information and teohniques i n  t h i s  paper 
November 1963 
pp 3288-3- Vole 34 .NO. 11 
1 
may a id  i n  the selection of a suitable so l id  couplant.) 
-I___- - -- _ _  __ 
i 
I 
ACOUSTIC ATENUATIOIV IN A SOLID PROPELLANT 
i B.H. Nall 
AIAA Journal 
pp 76-83 V O ~ .  1 NO. 1 
January 1963 
The acoustic attenuation i n  1-in. d i a .  by 15  i n .  long rods cas t  from 
a doublebase propellant mixture has been measured for  longitudinal 
excitation from 500 t o  14000 cps i n  d i scre te  s teps  by the successive 
use of querterwave and halfwave resonance, and pulse techniquce. 
The data are observed to give a reasonable f i t  t o  8 Q of 5.5.  
I 
VARIATION OFAMPLTTUCE - ClEPENDENT INTERNAL FRICTION 9INGT.E CRYS- 
TALS OF COPPER W I T 3  FREQUENCY AND TEMPERATURE 
A.9. I h i C k  
' PhS;s.Rev. October 19s 
The amplitude-dependent internal fYictlon which originates In  the J 
motion of dislocating in single crystals of copper I s  studied as a 
function of frequency and temperature. Quantities are Introduced 
moddus on strain amplitude and it le s h h  that these quantltise 
are significant measures of the properties of a crystal. 
pp 249-257 Val. 80 NO. 2 
' which express the dependence of internalfriction and of young'o 
1 
i 
~ U/S ATTENUATIOTl n& NCBMAL METALS 
I 
I 
Y. Osaka 
Physical Soc. Of Japan 
pp 877-901 voi. 18 NO. 6 
June @6 
, A general treatment of U/S attenuation of both longitudinal and 
transverse wave in normalmetals, valid for an arbitrary mean fYee 
path, I s  given by means of Green's function formal, SM. 
J 
ULTRASONIC ATENUATION AND VELOCITY IN SAEo4150 S'IEEL 
I 
I WAL TR 143k7 
Watertown seas1 Laboratoriee December 1961 
Ultrasonic attenuation and velocity measurements have been made on 
SAE 4150 steel in the hot-rolled, austenitlzed-and-quenched, and 
tempered conditions to study temper embrittlement. 
hardness or the notched-bar breaking energy of the steel. 
attenuation From both elastic hyeteresis and Rayleigh scattering 
decreased on quenching and also 011 tempering. 
It WBB found tha 
The 
the ultrasonic meamu'erneuca -----A- UAU -e+ lLuu uIIu.l ohnw -.., anv onrreln+.lnn -------.-,-- the 
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U/S ATTEXVUATION Ill SW 940 8a 4150 STEEL 
E.P. PapakMe b 
J. .Acous. Soc. America 
pp 1628-1639 Vol. 32 No. 12 
December 1960 
The attenuation of longitudinal ultrasonic waves from 5 to 95 Mc 16 
studied by the pulse technique i n  blocks of S.A.E. 3140 and 4150 
steel to detemine the loss mechanism and to  f ind possible metbods 
for  precision testing the microsfmlcture of mterials. It ie i d  
that scattering by athe grains i n  the polycrystalline steel le rea- 
ponsible fo r  the attenuation in  tempered structure. 
quant i t ies  are the grain diameter and the average squared fPactiont%l 
1 variation in the e l a s t i c  modulue of a elngle grain. 
The critical 
' .  -_ _ _  
G W  SIh3 DISTRIBULTON I14 METALS AND ITS INFuIEm ON U/S 
UATION MEASUREMENTS 
E.P. Papaaakis 
J. Acous. Soc. America 
pp 1616-1621 VOI. 33 No. U 
, A transformation has been derived re la t ing  the number of spheres 
, of a certaln radius R per unit volume ( the "volume dis t r ibut ion of 
qheres")  to  the number of c i r c l e s  smaller than a cer ta in  radius r 
1 per unit area (the "area dis t r ibut ion of circles") appear- on a 
plane cutting through the volinie. The transformation was applied tx 
several hypothetical grain-size dis t r ibut ions for  polycrystalline 
metals to find the resul t ing hypothetical area dis t r ibut ion of grab 
I images on photomicrographs. 
- -  - - _  - -----... -- - 
, D I F R W T I O N  OF ULTRASOUND IN ELASTICALLY ANISOTROPIC NaCl 
I SOME OTmR MATERIAL8 
I11 
E .Po Papadakia 
J. Acoustical Soc. her .  
pp 490-494 Vol. 35 NO. 4 April 1963 
98 
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E.P. PSpsaakiCr . 
J.* Appl. Phyeice February 1963 
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ULTRASONIC A'ITENUATIOIV AND VELOCITY IN TRREE "RANSFORMTION PRODU.XS 
INSTEEL 
I i 
E.P. Papadakli i 
A.B. P i m a  
i 
. Philosophical Mag. 1955 
' pp 1104-1114 Vole 46 
, 
The attenuation of ultrasonic waves by conchction electrons is 
analysed in  terms of the f'ree-electron model of a m e t a l .  
fiequencies that  the electronic free psth i s  smaller than the wave- 
using simpler concepts, but this agreewnt breaks down when the Free 
path become comparable with or larger than the wavelength, A t  very 
high frequencies the attenuation of longl tudhal  waves increesee h 
proportion t o  the f'requenc$without l imit ,  while that of transvlerse 
A t  such lou 
length, the result obkameu * - - =  U ~ C C D  ----- C ~ A U A A  a-ILI. +b-+ ULylu Pn-qnA hv wd n+hpr _ _ _ _ _ _  a11f.hnr8 ---. _ _ _ _  
' wave8 tends to a constant value. 
I 
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' TEIEORY OF U/S ATIIENUA!IZON I N  METALS AND MAGMEXO-ACOUSTE O S C l 3 J A ~ N I  
s 
ROY. Soce ROC. 
gpe ,365-193 Ser A Vol. 257 No. 12@ 
The attenuation-of an ultrasonic wave by d i rec t  interaction w i t h  the 
conduction electrons in a metal is analyzed without making any qzclaf 
assumptions about the ehape of the Fenni surface, The problem is 
, reduced t o  a calculation of the currents set 
l a t t i c e  by forces on the electrom some real 7 due t o  e l e c t r i c  fie@ 
an8 eome f i c t i t l oue  to describe the distwbancee due t o  the passage 
S e p t e m b e r  6, 1960 
In a stationary 
, of the w8ve. 
c- 
- _ _  - 
I .  
ULTRA SCHAL~SsumcElp IN METALIEN UIN GESCHMOLZEXEXJ ZUSTANT WND BED 
' ERsrORRElo 
V. K. 0. Plaes 
' Acustica 
' pp 240-244 Vol. 13 
I 
1963 
' A method is descrived fo r  the detemination of U/S absorption in me- 
t a l  melts a t  15 t o  50 Mc/sec and temperatures up t o  4-00 deg. C .  The 
,' acousticalbehavibur of the melts during sol idif icat ion is  described 
~ and interpreted.. 
\ 
I 
.- - ___- - -___ 1 - -  - _- 
ABSORPTION OF RAYLEIGH WAVES I N  A IXXJ LOSS PEDIA 
. F. Press, J. Healy 
J. Apply. Physic6 ' pp 1323-13q6 Vol. 28 No. 11 i November 1957 
! 
160 
DERIVATION OF FREZ-SPACE SCALAR GREEN'S FCJNCTIOrJ 
(on wave equation, et.  al,) 
W A L  143/14-14 I 
' Watertown Arsenal Lab. Report M Y  1951 
- - - - - - __ i- - -. - -__ _ _  - .L 
i 
: THE INFLUENCE OF METAL GRAIN STRUCTURE ON THE ATTENUATION OF AN U/S 
WAVE 
1 , R.K. Roney 
' E D  m-esk2 Cal. Tech. 1950 
I 
f 
Apparatus is described for  t h e  study of the  propagation of U/S 
accoustic waves i n  solid bodies and its application i n  metallurgy. 
. In  particular,  the anistropy of attenuatton In cold worked aluminum 
and the effect of anneal a re  demonstrated, 
i 
I 
R.L. Roderick, !Fruell, Rob 
i .  
J. ApP, P h y 8 i C S  
pp 267-279 voi. 23 no. 2 
1 
February 1 99? 
Pulse techniques for the measurement of attenuation i n  solide have 
been extended an6 refined suff ic ient ly  t o  obtain dependable warn=  
mente over a frequency range from 5 t o  50 megacycles. Understanding 
of the relative importance of beam spreading, geometrical boundaries, 
and method of coupling has been improved. Coupling by mean8 of walm 
buffer and d i rec t  mounting is discussed In  detail. 
_ _  ~ - - _ _  L - -. -  - - - - 
I 
f 
1 Q I 
101 
R.E.  Rowley 
" w  krch-April 1960 
pp 119-120 \ e 
-___- - _ _  - -__--_ _________ 
i 
1 
? 
U/S DETERMMATION OF TRF: SUPERCONDUCTZIQG~EENERGY OAP IN 
G . A .  Saunders, A.W. ];aweon 
J. App. Phyeica November 1964 
! pp 3322-3324 Vol. 35 No: 11 1- - -. - _ -  ________ - - - I - 
1 
I IEFEZTS OF ENERGY IRRADIATION ON TRE PLASTIC IYEZWMATION OF M3'PALs 
J 
E. Schmia 
Materialprui. August 1962 
I 
- - _ -  -- , - pp 274-283 - -_- Vole 4 NO. -__ 8 
t 
1 
1 , PROPAGATION OF ULTRASOUND IN mmomcramc METALS AT LOW T E M P E X A ~  
f 
' ,  0. Simon 
1 Phya'. Rev. 
I 
pp 161-167 Vol. 128 No. 1 
October 1962 
The theory of cyclotron resonance absorption of microwaves and of 
U/S waves In ordinary metals i s  extended to ferro-magnetic metals. 
Formulas for velocity and attenuation of e last ic  waves are derived. 
I 
1 
I U/S AWEWATION M CAST ALUMINUM 
I 
H . Smolen, H .  Rosenthal 
I Modern Castings (Vag) 
i PP 55-60 
c 
W Y  1959 
, 
1 
\ 
WIRASONIC RELAXATION Ix)SS I N  SiO2, Geo2, B203 AND A S 8 3  GLASS 
* ,  R.E. Strakna, H.TA Savage 
J. *Appl.  Physics b WY 1964 
pp 1445-1450 V O ~ .  35 NO. 5 
Measurement of the temperature dependence of the longitudinal and 
shear U/S attenuation from 5 t o  50 Mc/Sec were made i n  select eampb 
of glass. I n  each case a relaxation lo s s  with a dist r ibut ion of 
Lr_eI.axat,on times wasAoundl- - 
L 
i 
: u/s DOUBLE REFRACTION IN WORKED METALS 
; P.F. Sullivan, E.P. Papadakls i . 
I 
* J. Acorn. Soc. Aiuerlca 
pp 1622-1624 Vole  33 100. 11 
1 
November 1961 
I 
The double refYaction observed while measuring the attenuation of 
U/S transverse waves i n  heat-treated 4150 s t e e l  w a s  investigated. 
Calculated valves of f ract ional  velocity differences are diven. 
1 -. - 
i 
ABSORPTION OF U/S SOUND WAVES IN ALUMINUM AT HIGH TEMPEZA"URES 
The sound-echo impulse method has been used t o  measure the abeorptia 
of longitudinal U/S waves i n  two alloys of aluminum and i n  a single 
crys ta l  of aluminum. The measurements have been made i n  a frequency 
range from 5 t o  72 Yc/sec and for  temperatures varying from normal 
-- - _ _  - koom temperature t o  400 deg. C.  - ~ .  ._ _ _  
1 Acustica, Vol U p l2'7 1961 
io3 
D.L. Worlton , I i J.,SOC* mMI 
i pp 24-26 VOL 13 NO. 6 
November-December 1955 
1 
, and the ampage grain diameter 
The degree to whikh U/S energy is absorbed in traveling thru brass 1 
shown to  be related to the wavelength associated with the U/S wan8 
f the m e t e l .  
 
f 
f 
APPLYING ULD?ASONIC VISCOMETERS To WLYMER PROCESS8 
A.M. Wotrlng, T.B. McAveeney 
ISA Journal October 1960 
pp 67-69 Vol. 7 No. 10 
The article reports on orieinal Monsanto research done to learn in 
which polymer systems the U/S viscometer can be used ana t o  develop 
t 
t typical viscosity c m e .  
I 
'I 
STUDIES OF ELASmC WAVE A!l"UA!ITON 3cN POROUS WDIA 
M.R.J. WyUie, et. ul. 
Geophysice 
pp 569-589 VOl .  27 140. 5 October 1962 
were performed to measure sttenuation i n  the frequency 
cps by t i  resonant bar method. Alundum bars were 
the validity of the theory. Experiments W e r e  ab0 
made with natural specimens of rock. 
. 
’ G.A. Alere, P.A. Flew 
1 
Jo~rn. AcOUSt. Sot. A m e r o  
Measurement of strain amplitude i n  eolids, using standing wave anb 
Jw 19@ 
i pp 1297-1304 VOL 36 NO. 7 
i 
1 pulsed conditions, using four different methods to provide data 
f 
. .  
: . 
. 
J o  ACOUS. S o o r  - 0  
p~ 80-83 V o l o  23 NO. 1 
It l e  shown that w l t h  or without U/S lenses or other devlces for I2 
concentration of  U/S energy, by ultrasonics, images csn.be made on 
Jsnuary 1946 
I 
1 
a photo-sensitivs emulsions. 
CRYSTAUIZATION OF ALUMDNM-COPPER ALLOYS AS A IZESULT OF U/S OS- 
C W I O N  \ . 
1 i 1 0.1, Eekin, Z.NT FrIedlyandew 
-__._- .__I”_ - . _ .  -. . ~ 
U/S =TS ON SURFACE REACTIONS 
1 
1 
BASIC PRI”IZS OF ?RE APPLICATION OF SOiJIc AND U/S E“ 
E.A. Hledemann 
Chem. Ew. h e ; r e S 8  symposium 19s 
pp 51-56 Vol* 47 100.1 
Ultrasonics 
! 
1 
I 
, 
EFFECT OF SONIC AND ULTRASONIC RADIA!t'ION ON SAFETY FACTORS OF ROCKETZ 
AM, MISSUES 
AIAA Journal 
p~ 80-83 Vole 1 NO, 1 
January 1963 
, 
Results obtained f'rom studies of basic phenomena of direct U/S 
radiation of metals, and a discussion of the-theoretical. ampecte 
- - - - _. inmi=a, - presented. -_ - - 
CHEMICAL EFFECT OF ULTRASONICS 
AC OUSTO-ELAmCITy 
Armour Research Foundation 
Spring Issue, pp 26-30 
Discussion o f  the use of polarized, transverse sound mVe6 hl Order 
to develop a stress analysis technique similar, but Bugerlar to, ths 
I technique of photo elasticity, 
! 
c 
~ c t a  *talltlrgica 
f p 160 Volr 10 
I 
i 
I 
! 
February 
Izvest. Akad, Nauk SXTSTR; Otdel, 
Tekh. Nauk, (Rueelan) 
PP 33-36 No* 9 
35. EFFECT OF STRESS AND STRAIN I 
Presentation of a method whereby polarized high f'reqyency sou114 
waves are used to check for residual S h 6 ~ 8 .  , - __ .- _ -  _ _  - 
AN U/S METHOD MIR "E I E E F W I N A ! F I ~  OF SlRESS 
R.W. Ben6on 
(Abstract only) 
1959 IHE Wescon Convention Record Part 6A x5s 
_- __ _ _  
, u/s STRESS AHALpsI3 
ROW. Beneoa 
, EFFECT OF STATICALLY APPLIED RIBESSES ON TIIE VELOCITY OF PROPAWTIm 
OF uLTziAsONIc WAVES 
J, &plied Phyelccr December 199 , 
This paper gives the reeults of an experimntal investigation of the 
changos in the velocities of U/S waves propagating transverse to 
the direction of applied stress i n  an aluminum column. 
pp 1736-1738 VOX. 29 NO, 12 
DISLOCATION CONTRIBWION To UtTRASOMC RARYONIC GENERATION 
A.D. Brallefard 
Communications * January1964 
PP 2256-2257 
i 
! 
' Sperry Reprint m0. 50-809 1 (Nondestructive Testing - 1960) I 1960 I 
- - -- 
' A MomooRAM FOR F'HOTCETA~IANS ! 
i D.M. Camgbell 
1 
Experimental Mechanics 
- .  
1. . 
HIGH TEMPERATURE DYNAMIC MODULUS MfUSuRE~NTS BY USE OF UL!CRAS)IVES 
1 
H.L. hrnegan - 
aterials Evaluation 
PP 266-273 
'Jrine 1964 
A new technique i s  presented for measuring velocity of ultrasonic 
waves i n  iootropic Sol id6  a t  temperatures t o  1600 F. A unique fea- 
ture of the technique i s  t ha t  tho specimen design allows both 
longitudinal and shear velocity data t o  be obtsined with one trans- 
ducer by virtue of using a mode conversion principle. A detai led 
description of the theory, specinen p rep ra t ion ,  instrumentation, 
and experimental procedure are given, along with some experimental 
result8 of the variation of Young's m 0 t l r f l w J  shear modulus, an8 
Polssonts ratio in hafni~m, 4340, and Hastelloy "C" to temperame 
of l600 F. 
RECEmT ADVANCES IN SCREXS ?43ASURE3ENT BY ULTRASONICS 
H.A. Elion 
Elion Reports April 1960 
Val. 1 NO, 2 
. 
0 
HA-65-813 
r 
f 
I 
' CALORIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF U/S ALUIY PRODUCED STRAINS IN SOLIDS 
I 
A LJX'EXAm SURVEY ON THE EFFECTS OF ENERGY FlELDS ON SURFACE: 
1 REACTIONS 
1 
j K.R. Freeman 
I 
I 
NAAW TFD-64.283 A p r i l  rn 
i 
N O I V D E ~ ~ T I V E  ". NSUE !t!ES!EP?G' OF CAST IRON 
I 
' W.A. Fel ix  
Metal Progreee February 1963 
PP 91-95 
!EIEORY OF MECHANICAL DAMPING DUE To DI:SLX>CATIONS 
A. Granato, K. Lucke 
June 19% 
A quantitative theory of damping and modulus changes due t o  dis- 
location8 I s  developed. It i s  found t ha t  the model used by Koehler 
of a pinned dislocation loop oscillating.under the influence of an 
applied etrese leads t o  two kind of loss, one frequency dependent 
and the other not, The frequency dependent loss is found to have a 
msxiumum i n  the high megacycle range. The s2cond type of loss is a 
hystercsis loss which provee t o  be independent of frequency over a 
wide frequency range which includes the kilocycle range, This loss 
has a strain-amglitude dependence of the type observed in t he  kilo- 
cycle range. The theory provides a quantitative interprebtion 
'this loss. 
0 
I 
. 
110 _ _  
November 1964 
Article concerning mechanical -properties of aluminum alloys by meam 
of conductivity t e s t s .  
i-. -- - - _  ._ -A- --- 
i 
I 
I 
SOUND REVEALS SWESS PATTERNS 
Iron Age 
pp 58-59 VOl. 191 HO. 5 
January 31, 1963 
_-- 
NONDESTRXTNE ANALYSIS OF THE BRITIZF: FRACTuRe BEZAVIOR OF CERAMIC 
MATERIALS 
J.H. Lauchner et. d, 
February 1963 
A technique for calculating msxinum s t ress  in an e l i s t i c  loop was de 
veloged and applied t o  the rressurerezt of the strength of glass f&m 
f ron three t o  seven mils i n  diameter. The strength values w e h  
re lated t o  surfwe condition by surface decorations techniques. 
Surface flaw decoration of cleaned and polished surfaces was per- 
formed by condensation of wrlter on the s,wface. 
mated to  be l ese  than lo00 1 deep were eas i ly  revealed. 
Minute f laws esti- 
Capacltance behaviors of polycrystalline materials were studied. 
sidual s t r e s s  effects  were observed under s t a t i ca l ly  loaded con- 
--- , &ions. . - _ _  _-___-__----.- - - _ -  - . 
! 
CRACK GROW" 
C.E. Lsrutzenheiser e t .  ala 
Paper o u t l i n w  the various techniques employed and the resuits o b  
t s b e d  on U/S t e s t s  performed on various vessels. Included is a 
brief  description of the theory of how U/S waves are propagated, 
I 
i 
I 
I 
111 
Experimental Mechanics 
PP 356-353 I '  
Description of the technique and test system dewloped for a ShQle, 
rapid and accurate U/S pulee-echo technique developed for meamwin8 
' the dynamic elast ic  constante in metals at elevated teqperaturee, 
METHODS OF MEASURING MEcHAmn=Af, PROPERTIES OF PLASTICS WTEI HIOH 
FREQUENCY ULTE?ASOUND , 
H.J. McSkimin, RmPm Chambers -a 
, 
Bell Telephone Lab8 February 1964 
Description was made of two methods, water immersion and a method 
involving them1 bonding between the specimen and two solid rode 
of quartz, whereby wave velocities and attenuation of very high *e- 
gency ultrasonic waves were measured* 
The techniques used In these meaauremente my be userul for 0- j measurements in mews. 
L._- - ____________ _ __ 
USE OF HIGH FREQUENCY ULTRASOUND FOR IETERMMING 'IXE ELAsmC MODULI 
OF SMALL SpEcpllElPs 
HmJ. Mcskimin 
Flat ional Electronics Conference October 1, 19% 
I 
I 
. .  
, .  . .. , . .  
a 
A NLW INTUt.FWiO~TiUC WTHOD OF TWD DIWSIONAL 
S T l W  ANALYSIS 
11. Nisida 8t H . S a i t o  
\ 
A discussion of the use of interferometry in obtaining 
both the sum and difference of principal  stress 
taneously i n  two-dimensional s t r ees  distribut;lan. 
ULTRASONIC DsT&CTION OF C H i U U S  I N  THE iLAsTIC PNDpE;R‘pfEs 
OF A 30-70 IRON NICKXL ALLllY UPON HEAT W A T ” T  
1 g,ppapadakiS 6r Reed 
J, Applied Physics 
U/e attenuafAon and velocity measurements were made by 
t he  pulse-echo method on s p e c h n a  after various steps 
i n  the i r  transformstion from austensite to  martensite. 
voi 32 NO. 4 pp 682-687 Apr 1961 
I 
I -  
I 
ULT&ASOI?IC ‘ U S P N G  OF INCON&-X PLATE & COmu~o~ 
OF U/S TfiT lJITH KiiTALLURGICAL AND bECHANICU  PROP^^ 
I 
M.G.Pltlutin 1 
0 -  
NAA/IAD PDL LBb. & b m  NO. FS U-&3 Dec. 1958 . 
~ _ _ _ .  ------- I--. 1 
STUDY OF ldTHODS FOR IJOIDESTRUCTIVE 1WWm OF 
I USIDUAL STRESS I 
F.R.R~llins ! 
I .- 
WADC TR 59-561 h g  1959 
Nidwest Research fnst 
New techniques of measuring residual s t r e s s  are inves- 
t igated,  including a study of various physical phenomena 
which exhibit stress dependent relationship. L’itrasorika 
was chosen f o r  further investieation. A technique baaed 
on the  double refraction of shear waves, for measdng 
t h e  average s t ress  t h o u @  certain specimens ia described 
and sources of error are ctiscuesed. 
. 
1 
r 
I 
STUDY OF ULTRASONIC TLCHNILJUA OF TH8 NONDLSTAJCTIVE 
&EASUM%NT OF WIWAL STHISS 
F.R.Rollina & P. Waldow 
May 1963 
I '  
MADD TR 61-42, Part 111 
I-iidwest Research Inst. 
(Final report) 
is generated a t  the ttpointtt of intersection and has 
been experimently observed in samples of f i s e d  silica, 
polycrystalline aluminum and magnesium. 
method of 3-dimensional s t r e s s  analysis is discussed. 
transparent sol ids  iB described. 
A theoret ical ly  predicted ' third beam 
A potent ia l  
I * An optical system f o r  studying beam interact ion in 
I R. A. Shahbender 
b 
IRE lfeacon Conv, Record, Part 6A 1959 
1 
Discussion of the effects of s t resses  on the velocity 
of propagation of ultrasonic waves. 3 
i 
1 
-- --  -- - -- _ _  _ _  
NONDESLIRU=TINE MEASURFMENT OF TENSILE AND COMPRESSIWS GIREsSeS 
R.A. Shahbender 
Wesoon Proceedings 1959 
pp 13-18 Vole 3 Part NO. 6 
The paper diacusaea the experimental r e su l t s  of an investigation to 
determine the e f fec ts  of streases on the velocity of propagation 
of ultrasonic  wave^. !Che test  data indicates measurable changes i n  
I the velocit ies of shear waves propagating transverse t o  the d i r e C -  
i of applied streas. 
I 
I 
36. FATIGUE EFFEcls 
I 
UL"AS0NIC EhTHODS I N  THL STUDY OF FATIGUE AND 
DidUiibATION IN S I N m  CRYSTALS 
' 
'B. Chick, e t  al / 
. , ASD-TDR62-186 APr 1963 
Brown University, R.1. 
Report on the use of u/s methods (and some electrical 
conductivity measuremert s) f o r  s t u W n 6 d e f e c t  formatbn 
and motion in connection with defcrmation and stress 
cycling experiments in Al and N a C l  dn&e crystals. 
--- 
T U  ~ V ~ I x I p L ~  AND l$VAWIATION OF AN U L m G  
FATICUS UNIT 
T.G.Clifton, et al 
College of Aerohautics, Note u$- 
Cranfield, &&and 
.A f a t i m e  t e s t  apparatus operating a t  20 Kc/s is 
described. - r i c t i v e  drive system as used in high energy s t r e s s  wave 
generators, Some typical r e su l t s  on t e s t s  on Al allow 
are presented. 
&w 1963 
The unit is based on a standard magnetos& 
--- - _. - - - - - ~ - - .  
ULTRASONICS PWV&S I T S  k?OKi" IN WTZCTING FATIm 
POINTS I N  ROLUR EW&IlJCS 
I. KoWd & R*T.Rosyd 
U/s  techniques a r e  used in locating potent ia l  fatigue 
nuclei  in  r o l l e r  bearings, differentiatif ig between 
poor, average and good qual i ty  bearing steel  in*temma 
of group l i f e  performance. 
e 
PUDICTING FATIW FAILLIRIS 'iEi" ULTRASOIIQS 
bietal Progress Magazine 
I 
Yo1 84 NO. 5 Nov 1963 
I 
0. ', . '. 
115 i 
NA-65-813 
. .  
I ULTRASONIC CONTROL OF FA'i'IcxTE DAT-UZ TO MTLRIAIS i 
P.V.Ponomapev 
Zavodchaia Industrial Laboratory 
V O ~  28 NO, ll pp l.429-31 . July '1963 
A discussion of the relationship between the accurmlatdon 
of fatigue damages in a material and absorption of 
ultrasound during the process of fatigue inspection. 
--_ -- ~~ -- 
PRLDICTION OF FATIGUE F A I W  USING ULTRASOMC 
SUHFACr; MAW i 
J J . G . R ~ ~ H U ~ S ~  
Krautloramer Ultrasonics, Inc. 
Reprint No. 901 1962 . .  
A description to the solution of the problem of ! 
. . .  
NA165-813 
.. 
I 
c 
z 
i 
I 
1 .  
! . . 
U W  OF ULTUSOXIC h~;THODS TO IUT&KIXE FATIGUE 
GFFfiCTS IN UiiTAIS 
R. Truell, et al I I 
WADC-TR 59-389 Nov 1959 
Brown University, R.I. 
This report discusses observed changes in u/s attenuation 
and velocity i n  commercially pure UOO Al when subjected 
t o  slow continued stress cycling and a delayed mcoverg 
phenomenon t h a t  appears when cycling ie interrupted. 
t .  , 
I 
._  . 
8 
ULTRASOIJIC BitSTHODS mi3 ‘AYZ STUDY OF STRESS CYCLING 
EFFiCT IN EIETWS 
R .  Truell, e t  al 
W I D  !fR 60-920 Apr 1961 
Brown University, R.1. 
The measurement of changas of u/s attenuation and velocity 
during s t r e s s  c ~ c l i n g  are shown tozether with accompanying 
changes in the metallopaphic character of the surface 
sample as deternjned by acetate repl icas  and optical  method8 
as well as &de replicas and electron nicrographs. 
ment developed for the automatic recording of attenuation 
and velocity changes is also discussed. 
a 
! Bquip 
l 
f 
c- 37. AMPLIF. AND RESONANCE EFFBCTS. 
APPLICATIOIJS OF UU 
S o  Aveyard & R.S.Sharpe 
L 
Detection of disbonds by the change in interface 
damping characteristics when using standng wave 
interference teclmiques; use of interferometer 
I 
I 
- _-_ - die CU68ed. 
I t 
I ’  
I 
dXCITATIOi1 OF HYPLX3Oi.IIC WAVii  Ky F’A~IUOMACNISTIC 
RF;soNA” ! ! 
H. Bommel6tK. Dransfeld i 
I 
Physical Review Letters Julp 1959 I 
Vol 3 No. 2 pp 83-84 
! ____ 
I 
UL”ICS AS A TOOL FOR THE STUDY OF SUP&CONDU~VITX 
i l  H . E . B o m d  . 
I 
Bell Telephone Laboratodes 1957 
Paper presented at Proc. Low Temperature Conference 
a t  hdison, Wiacomin. 
1 
1 
1 
I 
- -- . 
G W ; E J T I J I W  UN F0LGSRUU;iGdJ AUS D i i  I&%SUNG VON 
I 
I 
I J. Kaiser 
GLRAUSCIU a1 Z U W G ’ d U C H U N G  VOIJ I~~TJUJSCH&N WHKS”ZN 
I 
4 
I 
I Archiv ibr das Eisenhuttenwesen I 
. .  PP 1-3 I 
Jan-Feb 1953 
iI I 
NAA/SC 
. -Phonon danping 
-Standing waves ... in f .c.c.  crystals 
-dectrochexical kinetics 
-1.agneti.c structure, Au-Fe al loy systeon 
-lG3chanical propertiex of souds 
NA-65-813 
. .  
. .  
P W S W  DISTRIBUTION IN THE ACOUSTICAL FIiiLD EXCITED 
BY A VIBMTRiG PLATS 
J. Pachner 
I 
J. Acous SOC America 
V O ~  2l No. 4 pp 617-625 
Pressure distribution in the acoustical field excited 
by a vibrating circular plate clamped a t  the edge i n  
an infinite w a l l  is calculated for the points the die- 
tance of which from the center of the plate iS greater 
than l0-20 times its radius. 
I 
! 
I 
i -  
-- 
I 
Soviet Physics - Acoustica 
V O ~  8 NO, 4 pp 303-319 Apr-June 1963 
, 
* 
I 
Cat: 37 
. 1 
4. MYT METHODS OF BOND wdpscnomr ___ __.- .L --- -- --t 
1 41. ADE3SIvE _- BONDS I . _ _ _  +m 
1 J.S. h o l d  & C.T.Vinc& 
i WADC Ti3 54-231, P a r t  I I* 1954 , Stardord Research Institute 
! It is  found that no aspect of tho low frequency'behaxior is 
\ ind ica t ive  of jo in t  stren$h. Techniques u t i l i z ing  high 
i frequency impedance neasurmonts a3 provided by mechanical 
, driviiii; system and steady dsplacmlents procficed by the  
' application of vacuum cups 'arc dcvclopcd. b s u l t s  from 
I these techniques j u s t i Q  furi;hw investigation. 
--  -.- 
I .- 
' J.S. Arnold 
I ';JiJ)C Td 54-231, Part  2 p w  1955 
; Stanford Research Institute 
i 
j J.S. Arnold 
: ',JADC Tri 54-231, Part  3 
, Stanford dcsearch Inst i tute  
Apr 1955 
X F ~ A  u/s impedance sensing technique (Stubmeter) was used 
t o  riensure the strengtn 02 acihaoivt, 'bonds. Signal corral- 
a t ion curvas u i t h  flatwise tensile and shear strangths waa 
si&ficant;  disbonds were also detected, 110 attexpt was 
mde t o  detect opposite side disbontis i n  honeycomb sandwiches. 
I 
I 
1 A rmtliod of tes t ing metal hoonejcornb Panels was investigated 
; ubi l iz ing  a vacuum cup-opkical interference system. It was 
found to be capable of voids in the panels but gave marginal 
data  concerning bond strength and quality. 
; 
I 
HA-ea13 
DLV.Pl*;JJT OF iJOiD&!IjCTIV. T S T S  m ~ t  S L X U C ' ~ A L  
A i x € s I V &  ijOlJDs 
X 500 kc ranee Fld u/s im?edru?ce bensing technique was used 
to measure adhesive bond strength and t o  detect  disbonds, 
Tho technique showed s omo signal-strength correlations and 
readily detected "near side" disboilds 'in bonded honeycomb i 
1 i s t ruc twes .  Detection of opposite s ide disbonda was not 
1 atteKpted. A di.scusoion of theoret ical  transducer behavior 
I-- - 
1 
' and structural leading i s  presented, . -- 
An u/s technique f o r  evaluation of bonds is devsloped and 
tested.  
observad fac t  tiat the behavior oi a le r roe lec t r ic  transducer, 
tiiien meci.lanicd.& coupled t o  a test  specinen, is affected by 
the s t m c t u r a l  properties of tile t c s t  apocirran. I n i t i a l  data 
provided improved means of clioosi.nG o p t i m  frequency $ages.  
Operation of t h G  iiisZru.ici1-L is Lmcd on the empirically 6 
I 
6 , - - _ _  
J.S. h o l d  & C.T.Vincent 
KAN TA 54-231,. Pmt 6 
Stanford  Research Institute 
Dec 1957 
A 500 kc 3i.i u/s impedance sensing techriique was used t o  
~ e u u r c  adhesive bond f a u l t s  and t o  detect  disbonds i n  
c o q o s i t e  structures.  A l l  f a u l t s  ijere detected but the 
nsisumnen~ s were or" mrGnal usefulness i n  several  cases. 
.in esperimentdl technique and t e s t s  resu l t s  a r e  presented 
for studying the dynamic behavior of a transducer. 
L J 
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1 
. 
! 
J D S ,  Arnold 
XADC TR 54-231, Part 7 
Stanfwd Research Institute 
Laboratory work klith the  ncchuiical l o a d i q  or' the transducer 
has lod t o  a bet ter  undcrstanuing of tho relationship between 
bond quality and the indications tliaraor' that ara provided 
by u/s'instrune&ation. As a resul t ,  it has been possible t o  
construct simplified apparatusD,.far production testing. 
.iVALUKi'IOIJ OF ULTRASOIJIC TLST DLVICISS FOii CI'SPLC'IIGN OF 
AdICsSIVL BONDS 
V o H .  B O n f f  
a lOgU-10 ( k u a r t e r b  P r o j e s s  iizport IO) Jan 1962 
F i r t i n  k i e t t a  Co. 
Apr 1962 
I 
. 
IGote: See RUSE for earlier reports. 
_ -  
c 
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1 NG/W Report No. &O-378 
i 
1 -  
7 -  - .-.- .__ . 
! 
R.A. Burkley T.J.Roller 
F i n a l  Iteport No. ll00 
Automation Industries, Boulder, Colo. 
Ze13ort describes the applica'kion and f i i i i ta t ion af comer- 
c i a l l y  available u/s I U T  ec;uip,?;ent fo r  nondestxctive eval- 
uation of the quali ty of T i b z r g h s s  cased s o l i d  propellant 
rocket motors. Included is a description of tho develop  
ment of a low frequency u/s LisTection system aiqd special  
transducer assemblies for use in kispcc'don of subject i ten.  
I h r  1963 
1 
I 
' 
-. -- I ; _ _ _  _ - - -  -- - -- - - 
! 
G.. Cieelc 
U, i /UD PDL Report iJo. CD-3343 . Oct 1955 
3-23 
1 
i 
Sept 1963 
Progress t o  date i s  reported on devslopment of a continuous 
wave through-transmission u/s technique that i s  applicable to 
quality verification o f  03 i:Qosite honeycomb materials. 
- - _---- _____--- - ----- - 
I 
MEANS FOR TESTIN0 BOND S!L'REX@Ei 
1 U.S. Patent No. 3,014,364 _ _ _ _ _  ._ _-- .------- - December 26, 1961 ~ 
1 
TKE MEASUREMENT OF DYNAMIC Y2DTTLUS IN ADHESNE JOINTS AT U/8 
FREQUENCIES 
1 
' A.G.H. D i e t z  e t .  al. 
', ASTM 
1 
I 1950 
.', pp 1414-1426 __ - - . - 
I . 
, Coxnerce Dqt. (FAA) 
: QC Digest No. 5 
I aureau of Flight Standard8 
( 
I July 1960 
I 
ULTRASONIC INSPECTION METHOD 
M. E. Cram e t  a1 
U.S. Patent No. 3,11517'70 
\ 
December 31, 1963 
FLAW DETECTION APPARATUS 
t L. D. Furon 
i 
--. L U.S. Patent No. __ 3,0u,339 ^__--  - 
I 
ACOUSTICAL ANALYSIS OF FIL\i*LIJ'f '.QLiiJD POLAHIS CWiEERS 
1 A.T. Green e t  al ! 
Bi-Lontlily Pmg. Report IJo. 3 
ileport No. 0672-01 BL3 b Jan 1963 
. __-------- ' 1 I Aerojet - General - Gorp. 
I 
. A.Tb Green& al . 
I aeport Ro. 0 6 7 2 - 0 ~  
1 Aarojet General corp. 
Sept 1963 
I 
I 
I 
I ' F i n a l  report submitted i n  f i l f i l l i x n t  of Contract NOW 62-100'7~. 1 ~ - - -  ---- -- 
Sheet Netal Industries 
I 
June 1955 I 
I c 
,' ; 
.II 
L' 
S.D. Hart 
TbL22l-1 
Naval aesearch Laboratory 
Jan 1963 
Includes a report of D .C. ai*&m on limar zodulated F&i 
pulsed wave which was capable of  resolving Tlaws 1/4- to 
3/8-in. belaw the  surface. 
a t e s t  in which loca l  heatla: bj hi-pomred ultrasound, 
which displayed a d i f f e r e l k  acoustic i q e d a x e  i f  imperfect- 
ions  existed wi th  therrral p r o p r t i e s  other tdian those of 
the par t s  under t e s t .  
Also S.D.Hwt1s description of 
___ - - - -  - 
Several u/s explorations undei-tdten i n  the :>ast t v o  years 
are retraced; trro arrent u/s piWblcr;is Ixntioned, and 
a general pat tern o f  attac:; fa* tile ;:ti;' of subject mat=- 
iiote: 
\ is discussed, 
(I 
I 
See also report  20. A-61-3, Avco Corp. 
- - _-  --- - 
COdONA rGi3 i-iICiiOS;AVd 1d';f:O.X FOd TFd DLYLCTiOX OF VOIDS 
July 1964 
HA-65-813 
. _  
I .  . 
Y . - 
C. C. ICaxaerer 
AS% STP-276 pp 47-51 
Symposium on IJDT in tha lJssile industry 
Application of Innb wavc: tacL.lique t o  ~ u d i k y  control insp 
ection of boaded honqcor.u st,-uct.ual assc:idi.es. Describes 
use of the Sperry iieflectoscope a i d  Sonaz'ax inspection unit. - L _ _ ~ _ _  --- - - 
K. i.;anamaru, et al 
1960 
I . 
A dirsct, quali tative xstiiod fo r  neasuiing adhesion of 
organic coatings to both n e t a l  mci nometal  substrata is 
described, using an e1ectxd;manic s p t m  f o r  producing 
longitudinal u/s vibrations i n  a netal c;r?inder. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - -  
I ,  
1962 
I 
I- - 
C.B. Norzis, et al 
Dec 1956 
! 
i 
I 
I 
A nethod is described for  neasurment of  tensi le  s t r a i n  
i n  a t h in  acihesive bond bcti;aen n e t d l i c  adherends, by 
neasuriig the  change i n  the e l ec t r i ca l  czpacitance of 
the.specinen. - -- L-.- --- 
. Bri t i sh  Plastics, Vol 37, Lo. 2 pp 63-67 1964 
4 A survey of iJDT mthods tha t  can be uosd on plastics. 
200 kc, GJ system was used to detect disbonds t h o u &  three 
inches of rubber. 
CX frequencies t o  obtain bonding infornation from the 
opposite side of 4-3/4 in.-thick honeycomb panels. , 
A 
Ijiscusses fws ib i l i t y  o f  using si- 
! 
LA-- _ _ _ _ _  - -  - -- - -  
I 
Bi2 109U-1 (Lnarterly Prog. aeport) 
. hiartin Larietta Corp. 
Oct 1959 
. . -- I 
~ __._-.__.-- -. -.- I .  
iii lOqll-3 
iart in  1;arietta Coo 
(quarterly Prog. Report 3) b r  1960 
j 
1 ! :Jete: See EOSUFF for reports -. -10 _- & -U. 
HA-65-813 
J.P. Reese, e t  al 
I 
! 
d '  
July 1960 
J.P. liecse, et al 
~i 10911-6 jaarterly frog. deport 6 )  Dec 1960 
r a r t i n  Xarietta Co. 
t 
i 
I 
i 
Note: See 30FiUFF f o r  reports -10 & -U. 
~ -___ - -- 
I 
NA-65 -813 
.I. iiesnick 
Proj. Fiepart KO. 1, Lab 2roj. 6193 Sop t  1961 
izitl. La'o., X.Y. ;:aval Siii2ymd I 
Ultrasonic tac!iniques i;erG ailonz tile six L;ethods used t o  
t e s t  r'omed-in-place resins. 
f a i l c d  t o  transrit the energy. 
frequency and watx rras uscd as t he  muplant. It Was 
believed tiat Uie i r d v i a u a l  ce l l s  acted as flaws and 
dissipated 'ihe 6ncrm. 
It ~ J S S  found tlat the resin 
1 iic was the  opzrating 
The method was rejected as a 
_ - -  . _  -- possible tec'nniqus - - -. for SDT. . - .  
c 
J. ScWjve 
Aircraft LnGneering pp 269-271 Sept 1958 
Describas a nethod of assessi lx  ais quality of  adhesive bonded 
structures using an u/s rcsonaace ap?aratus norinally used 
f o r  thichess measurement s . I 
.I 
Li;frLYSiS Ut' A P.;OiiOSbD AiXUIVL TLST 
K.J. Sherrer 
I 
I 
J * k i t c i d . S  lies 6: Stds PP 125-l.31 1965 
\ 
Presentation of a detailed tiisore-Lical alalysis of a 
proposed crSiesivs test ,  to be.terz;iro accurate values of 
Y.0u.c:'~ radulus and *d.d siross of acihesives using a 
s i r ~ l e  specizrm and easi ly  coniuctod test. 
1 
0 
0 
, -- 
D.r'.Srith & C.V.Cagle 
Paper presented at SOC. :5T, kr 16-20-1964 
(i!u&es &crL% Co.) 
Procedures for fabricatiyg t e s t  spciaens and developing 
correlation curves are described for both over-lap type and 
1ionGpmii sandasich bonds. 3ata a m  presented showing tho 
s ta t i s t i ca l  re l iabi l i ty  of t h e  nondsstructivs predictions 
of  bond strength. ___ _ -  
I 
O.F. Smith 
HuEhes Pmc. Spec. HP 6-24 
Iiughes Aircraft Co 
. 
NOV 19k 
Specification covering u/s :.ilT of olrad ad!-iesiva bonded 
. -  joints  usingthe Fokker bond Tester. - - - ._ -  
Ka l'honpson G; X.T.Josling 
_ _  - -  
Adhesives Age, pp 18-35 
133 
NA-65 -813 
1957 
Nat . i l ec t ronics  Conference 
Proc. Vol l.4 pp 951-960 
1958 
I 
. j
I 
I 
I 
i 
j 
, 
2.L.J. Vogel g: O.€t.Gericlce 
T1t 63-16 Oct 1963 
;.kLer t own Arsenal 
Tile andings of a a n t i n u %  projcct ... +cludus a des- 
cr ipt ion of a small iniers ion tad: foi* l aoora tor j  axper- 
e 
irsantntion, an evaluation of c ~ r t a i i i  Zocusad hiersion 
<rassaucers, a d  a portrayal or' bond f l a ~ r s  detected in 
1a-Liatio:is of na tz r i a l s  having p e z Q y  dissinilar s c o u s t ; i d  
proparties. 
' 
I . . .- -. 
i 
, 
I 
f 
I 
.I 
I .  --- 
i 
i 
, 1 
NA-65-813 
D.S. Dean 
A discussion on the applica5on of u/s t o  finding ciisbonds 
bekreen the propellant and t h e  h a t  resistant l iner ,  and 
betvrecn the l i ne r  ancl t h s  ILOLCE' casiix. 
of dctecting ciisbnds wei-e also consides-sd. 
nethods mnsi dered i i iduded thc p.lise-mho tschnique, 
Foicker 'bond tes ter ,  and t4h ultra-sound i rx~sa  camra. 
?adiolo@cal m e a  
Ultrasonlc 
--+ .. . . . .--- . - - -  - ~ -_ _- 
a i u i & J T s  tam A SaUD??ApiGJT ICOliS'I'IC OSCILLATOR 
J.F. W e r  
JournalJ V O l  2 130. ? 22 1279-a Julr 1964 
Direct nisasure,cnt of the u b u r n t  1enL"ch of the propellant 
as a function os" t i m s  was ;.add wi th  a hi$ frano rata motion 
p i c a r e  carera and a V~uarc i  ~xLt;l;r'zer. 
is described in which acocstic oscills'uions i n  presQmre, 
r i t h  frequencies of 1500 t o  2000 cps is.ld ariiplitude of 18 psi  
a r e  supriniposed upon a slowly osci?lating man p e s s u r e  of 
no;.;inal value 200 psia. 
A f in ica l  e.qeriob3nt 
i 
S.N. Foner, o t  al 
AIAA J d J  V O ~  2, NO. 6 pp U23-29 June 1964 
An acoustla o s d l l a t o r  technique designed t o  study tho 
acoustic response of stable  propellant systems is de* 
cribed, 
of acoustic energy t o  excite t he  osci l la t ions and afford8 
a d i r e c t  m e a m  for measuring the margin of system s t aMUtp .  
The method developed uses an external saarco 
! 
UTC 2OI.5-QP-l June 1962 
United Tech. Center, Sunnyvale, Calif. 
- Mrst quarterly report subzitted for Contract AF 04(611)-80U. 1 
DLVUPI.ZAXT OF NDT TdCHNIQUiS FOR LUG SOLID PROPiiIUNT 
ROCUT YOTORS 
c. Harria I 
UTC 2015-QP-2 Sept 1962 
United Tech. Center, Sunnyvale, Calif. 
Second quarterly report subnitted in fulfillment of 
I 
. I  
i 
i Contract kF 04( 6U)-8018. __--J 
I 
1 
1 
- --- - 
c. Harris 
United Tech. Center, Sunnyvale, Calif 
Final report, 1 June 1962 thru 31 Jan 1963 
\ 
UTC 2015-pa 
j 
' 
Apr 1963 
1 
UTC 20I5-@4 
United Tech. Center, Sunnyvale, Calif 
. 
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1 , 1 
t 
APPLICATION OF U L X W N I C S  TO SOLID ROCKET SYSlWS 
! 
, Rag. K l O i n t ,  a t  .1 
1 Supplement to iinal report abmitted for Contract AP Of+(&Il)- 
I 0018. 
WHAT TO U P S C T  FRON ULTRASONICS IN TESTLNG SOf i ID P R O W  
HOCILET PfmIBS 
Proc. 4th Annual Symposium on NDT of A/C and %aslo 
Conponeate, Sen Antonio, T e x a s  1963 
PP 139J5r 
NA-65 -813 
ASD-TDR~62-886 
S p e r r y  Producta, Danburg, Cotan. 
1 
J u ~  1963
43 BRAZED BONDS 
BRAZING TITANIUM SANDWICH 
I 
~ V A U J A P O N  OF PW ECHO U L ~ N I C  IIUSPACITON TSCHNIQW I 
FOR DET&MINING T U  FILLET BA% W I D T H  DIIWSION OF Caas 
TO FACd F'XLLETS ON BRAZED HONEYCOMB STRUC- t 
' R, Anderaan 
I : NAA/LAD Report . No. CD-3743 . -  - 
I 
- _-- 10 Oct -1960 .- .-
I 
PRdIJMTNARY W A U A P O N  OF T€E OINDA-SCOPd FOR THE NON- 
DESTIIUCTIV8 INSPECTION OF S T A w t z s s  S- BRAZU HONEYOOHB 
STRUC- 
B. Anderson 
NAA/LAD Report No, CD-3738 
I 
1 
I I
U, Oct 1960 
' ULTRASONIC XVALUAPON OF BRAZED HONSTCOMB S T R U C T I R B  kJXm 
TAFWUD FACINGS"8 6 
R.E. Anderson 
I 
, NU/W Report No, Cb3728 Juls 1960 
. 
PRODUCTION 'ES'I1[NG OF B O N D 0  &AT- rJITH ULTRASONICS 
GOBo Bwmeister 
1 ASTM W e t i n  206, pp 50-53 Feb 1953 
t Data correhting the various parameters d t h  the extent of 
ultrasonice for the detection of lack of bond are presented, 
, unbonded area, and typical industrial applicatioone of 
__ - -  
1- -- 
FLUOROSCOPY PR0Vr;S FAST MTHOD IN CKdCaJNC HOIUYCOMB PANELS 
W.Ro Bear & W.S*WeN 1 
I 
1 
'. G. Boyce, e t  a1 
1 
, NAA/W Report No. CD-3739 JUAO 1961 
~ __ -. -.--.-I- - _ _  - -. -. - __ .. . - . . ._-- __ . - - 
DiiVLLOPlTGNT OF ULTRASONIC TdCHNIQUS i?OR THE &VALUAIIIOl4 
OF*BRAZUI JOINTS 
K.V. Cook, e t  a 
. 
1 
I 
Lamb wave technique vs ringing and contact-resonant ultra- i 
I_ ' * --- I 4 
J Welding Research Supplement 
vox a, No, 9 PP 4.04549 
eonio techniques and their &,,:,UO~~~OA to  uvalutbn uf 
Wt 1962 
! 
varioue type8 of brared jo in t r .  
I 
* 
140 
' .  
t e-. 
' 
---- I 
1 
i t  
I 
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF BizAzr;D SisNDXLCH 
FmJ. Fillgpi 
I 
- -  .. - j 'J. NDT PP 39-45 __ - _ _  i 
'I 
A- ._ - 
ULTRASONICS IN BRAZE; INSPECTION 
P. coddes 
kcraft/HLesilea Ekuf.  pp 16-16 
I 
Sept 1959 
1 
! Pulse echo techniques, using a focused beam, show brame integrity of th in  atainless sandwich; equipment gives h d -  
L-iate, penmnent record o f  tests. _ _  ~ -- 
I 
' D.G. Graver i 
"LAD Report No. cP3Bo0 
--_ - &-- . -  
, SONIC EUCTilOFAGNZTlC INSP 
' OF BRAZSD HONEYCOMB 
I D.B. Graves 
I 
i 
1 NAA/LAD Report No. CD-3801 24 Apr 1964 
~ . . . . . ... . -  1 - 
I N W T I G A T I O N  OF ULTizAsOXIC =CAN EdCORDINC OF L4P 
BRAZr;D JOINTS 
D.J .  Hagemaier 
NAA/iioCketdyne Lab Report NO. RD 62-1, 
Diaoontinuitiea v isua l ly  apparent i n  fractured braze joints 
showed pod c o r r e l a ~ o n  with the C-scan facsimile recordbg 
provided t e s t  parameters ware established at controlled 
nessitivity levels. 
15 June 1962 
i i ! 
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J 
. 
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NA-65 -813 
iSSTABW[S"T OF A PROCZS SPLCIFICkTION M)R NDT OF 
ADHXSIVA B O N W  JOINTS 
Hughes Aircraft Co. 
Report No. B-65-7 1965 
Technical discussion of a proposal to conduct tes ts  .ad 
prepare test specifications for use of the Fokker Bond 
Tester, using approximately 6 adhesives, both coupon 
shear ami tensile tests ,  and HCP tensi le  testa with corral- 
I ' 
I ation to tond quality. 1
1 ' 
- _  --- __. - - ~ -  - 
THE SUIIFACZ TmSION ME;THoD OF VISUALLY INSF'ECTWC 
HONXYCOMB SANDMAXI P U T S  
1 
s. icatwff 
i 
1 
NDT EVALUATION OF VACUUM W D  SUPM-ALLOY AND FWRACTOBY 
HONEYCOMB SANDWICH PANdIS 
W.J. sed 
The I4i~ti.n Company, BaltLmore, Me 
,f 
ii 
1 Thie paper describes the problems peculiar to the brad= 
technique a d  presents several NDT for verificatLon of 
panel quality. _ -  7- i - _ _  - ---- - ----- 
'I 
E V U A T X O N  AND CORRELATION OF NDT XETHODS HIR BRAZGD 
E. Lauchner & D . F . w  
HONEYCOMB, P h  C. . / 
I .  ,' 
NAA/LAD PDL Report No. CD-36924 
22 Sept 1959 
Part  C, Inveetigation of the Bondcheck BC-2 f luid repulsion 
paint method 
HA-65-813 
Stee l  Magazins it 
*Xqnaflux Corp, Reprint,Bulletin BK-2 
By use of thermographic f l u i d ,  panela as large .L) 5 x 10 fi 
a m  inspected a t  a rate of 1600 sq ft an hour, 
Hay 1960 
, 
* S t e e l  Magazine, Vol U+6 pp 134-136, - -  23 May 1960 
... A SIMPU TGT FOR OPEN, FA= HONISXOMB 
Stee l  Magazine, Vol U8, p-132 A3 Mar 1961 
__ - - -  
i -- _- 
I- : 
! 
_. -~ 
TZSTING CXFWEG~TJU lBAZE3 
44. DIFFUSION BONDS 
UL?WLSONIC SXAMNATION OF IEADSTUL BONDING 
i ' E.J. Bo& i 
j 
Sperry &cts ReprM 50-882 Jan 1958 
Procedure for the use of  the Sperry UR Refbctoscope far 
the u/s examination of bad-steel bonding, 
? I ' 
' 
1 
i 
ULTRASONIC COrJlRoL OF THL ADHLSION OF BABBXT TO THE FA= 
OF SACTIONAL B U S H B  AND LARc2 E#UUNGS 
L.M. Iablonik 
Zavodskaya Laboratoriya, Vol 24 PP 181483 Feb 1958 - 
(English translation) 
Beview and t e a t  02 tiie -.is of t hc  E,'S dsfiettascqm tep 
inspa cti on 03 babbit lined components; results  indicate 
the method i s  capable of detectillg diabonds. J 
145 
I 
.. 
i 
45 9 
WELD INSPECTOR SEES WITH SOUND 
L. J. Aham8 
Steel December 5, 1955 
Reprint No. 50-884 
Use of Speezy Reflectoscope for inspection of weldea SAE 
-
l@O tub-. 
I 
i J. E. Bobbirr 
i 
, SperryProducts 
; Reprint No. 50-883 
1 I 
1959 
1 
~ h e o r y  and practices concerning application of U/S tcchniquer 
--to-.weld inetmction. __- _____I- 
I *  
! 
1 
i U/S WELD mSPECTION - A STATUS mRT 
. i  ': John E. Bobbin 
i .  { n m r  May - June 1960 
i 
pp 200-202 
I 
_1 
Dimcursion o f  thb factore related t o  various propowd 
rpecificetionm end reference t o r t  pl.8-r. - --_.- - - i -___ -_- ----- 
I 
I 
I 
1 i 
U/8 WELD mSPECTmN*AT WORK I 
John E. Bobbin 
! Discueeion of practices techniques end results in tbb application of ultrasonics to weld inspection. I 
I 
I 
i - - _ _ _ - _  
. 
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INViiSTIGfLTION TO DETLELU F I U T  B&d JAG DIYZNSIONS FROM 
INDICATIONS P i l O D U U D  BY b0NDCtir;CK E1c-3, ULTill\soIJIC, AND 
X-RAY USPLC'EON MliTK)DS 
! 
WADD Ti3 60-393 
Ohio State University 
Sept 1960 
Final report on Contract No. AF33(616)-63&, surr~arieing' 
results of a one year study of NDT methods for exadnation 
of brazed and welded joints in complax shape. 
SUMNARY OF T M  SNP SYU'OSIUM ON S T A I N L E S S  S'EEL BRAZED 
HONEYCObB S!DUCTURES 
R.C. McElsster . 
. _ _  .- . L - . -  
r 
,' 
1 
J J e  NDT pp 263469 SePt-Oct 1959 
I 
i 
. . ._ 1 -_____ 
NEW N O N E S T i L U C T I V .  T S T  F I N D S  r"LAws FAST I N  HONEYCOMB 
' sANaacH PANEIS 
Metalworking Magazine, Vol 18 pp 35-36 Feb 1960 
1 
I '  
I 
r 
I 
A method of test ing honeycomb panela for defmemed cores, 
lack of braze, excessive braze, etc. aonsista of c o a u  
panel w i t h  a heabaffected f lu id ,  heating the panel so the 
core partitions act as heat sinks, alloang panel to w, 
and observhg resultant patterns. 
panel c a ~  be accorPpllshed in approx 7 ndsutea. 
Inspection of a 10 x 20 f i  
-I___- - - -  -- 
~ D I C A ( Z E ;  MEASURB%NT OF FACING SHZdT ~ ~ K N i B S  ON B W B D  
HOiVEYODMB P m  
Feb 1963 
.- 
PWIUNARY INVS'IZGATION D i T L R " S  FILLET BASE I&G 
DIEUSION FBON INDICATIONS PR0DUG-D M BINDCHECK BC-2, 
ULTRASONIC, AND X-RAY USPiCTION MSTHOLS 
W.J. Paul  
CONPNUATION OF I N V . T I G A T I O N  !lD D.iSTL€t"E FIILET BASE I S G  
DXiXXSION FRON INfzI. CAPONS PTiODuCD 8Y B0NDCHr;CK PROCBS 
UTIKZWG Tffi BC-4 FUIID,kh'D CDIP~SON MTH ULTRASONIC 
AND X-RAY INSPJSPON lG3THODS 
144 
I 
EVALUATION REPOW OF EUROPEXf TECBNIQUES ON NON-DESTRUCTXVE 
TESTING AND WELDING MANUFACTilziINC PROCESSES 
K. M. Boekamp 
General Dynamic s/Astronautice 
Description of NDT techniques and process i n  use in 
Report no. GDA63-0304 &Y 1963 
European countries. __ - .- -__ __- ___- __ - ---- 
1 I -g. 
I 
OPHIATING MANUAL FOR THE ULTRASOKIC ANALYSIS OF PLUG WELDS 
,! .R. J. Botsco 
t 
"EELTRAZVYYKOVOY KONTROL KAGESTRA K 0 D " O Y  TOGmNa 
Y GOVNOY SVARKY" 
i 
' C. T. bzarov and G. P. P ~ O V  
Phyzyslcye Metodl Yssledovanyr 
NO* 10 pp 1214-1217 
TRE INFLUENCE OF MICROSTRUCTURE Om TEE U/S WINATTO10 OB 
STAINLESS STEEL.- 
J. Iron and Steel April . 
PP 283-290 
The separate difficulties encountered i n  U.  S inspection of 
austenitic steel welds are  defined, a d  where -possible, 
accounted for in  terms of metallurgical structure. 
CAT: 45 I i 
NA-65 -813 
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I 
THE ~T'LIJE" OF MICROSTRUCTURE IN TEE U/S 
MAMINATION OF STAINLESS STEEL WELDS 
E. Bolmee and D. Beasley b 
J. I ron  & Steel Inst (London) 
V O ~  200 pp 283-90 April 1962 
The diff icult ies  encountered i n  U/S inspection of austenitic 
s tee l  welds are defined and, where possible, accounted for in 
terms of the metallurgical structure.-.. _ _ _  - 
_L 
U/S WELD TESTING IN EUROPE, & THE ATPI"UDE OF 
TECHNICAL C O r n O L  AJTEORITns 
Dr. J. Krautkramer 
m September-October 
1962 _ _  - PP 319-324 - 
TESTING OF WELDED SEAMS IN BOILER CONSTRUCTION, ESPECIALLY 
C E 3 C I R m I A L  SEAMS BELOW 4 IN. DIAMG?IER 1 
H. fiautkramer 
B r i t .  Weld. Jl V. 11 No. 12 December 1964 
Description of an U/S testing & recording system used for 
! 
i 
I 
I 
ARE STANDARDS OR CODES PRACRICU FOR U/S EXAMINATIONS cn;\ METAL 
' ANDWEtDME"L1s 
L 
I 
Frank C. Parker 
I 
U/S News 
pp 12-l6 
Discussion of pressure vessel and machinery failures resulting 
from inadequate inspection, and preventative measurne possible 
through application of periodic u/S inspection. 
. 
148 
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i 
VIS WELa\.IEmT INSPECTIONS CURKENTLY ITJ USZ 
Frank C. Parker 
m 
PP 387-393 
Purposes and advantages gained from use of ultrasonics for 
piping and pressure vessel inspection are enumerated; equipment 
accessories and typical oscillograph patterns of welding flaws 
are presented. 
I 
U/S MAMINATION OF .wELDMENS & TEE ESTABLLSEIMENT OF rsAplie 
ACCEPTABLE L m S  FOR DWECTS 
Frank C. Parker 
m 
pp 12-20 . 
January 1953 
A review of a variety of defects discoven?d by meane or 
U/S inspection and a discussion of present and f’utura ’ 
’ standards for U/S inspection. 
i 
U/S INSPECTION OF WELDS ON LARGE CQMPONENTS 
I ‘ 
B. M. Pe tm,  e t  a 
November 1960 Zavodsksya Laboratoriya 
pp 1425-28 (English) 
I 
Development of 8 method for esi;&>lis>L= a l i s t  of stendsrd 
defects for use ae standards i n  U/S inspection of welds. 
Rocket dyne 
&cess Specification Xo. IwO115-126 July 1964 
Specification containing m t h e m t i c e l  ard schematic pro& 
and procedures to deternine test  parameters for  U/S 
inspection of welded joints. 
. 
BlANUAL ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF FUSION WELDS 
Rocketdyne 
Process Specification No. RAO115-127 June 1964 
Specification covering de ta i l s  and requirements f o r  manual 
U/S t e s t i n g  of complete penetration and f i l l e t  fusion welds, 
for plate thickness over 3/16 inch. 
i 
IXSPECTIOX OF suBMARm STEEL 
N. A ,  Sinclair  and M. Me Nan& * 
ND!r 
PP 56-64 
Jan.-Feb. 1961 
Results of 8 laborstory investigation t o  develop U/S inspection 
t ech iques  for but t  wel&en-ls i n  ship plate  are presented. 
Attempts were made t o  e s t a j l i s h  tecative acceptace' standards 
which would be approx. equivalent t o  standards established for 
radi ographi c imp? c t ion. 
. . -- . . - . I  
1 
i 
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k'%D DSP3CT103 BY ULTRASONIC WAVeS 
A. De Sterke 
Yaterials Evaluation January 1964 
PP 18-25 
The use of ultrasonics for  examination of wclds i n  plates Over 
2 inches thickness, and inspection of T-joint welds i s  reviewed. 
EquipEent calibration and use of standard reference blocks is 
discussed. 
DISPECTION OF WEDS BY MUMS OF ULTRASONICS 
A. De Sterke 
J. soc NDT V O ~  15  NO. 5 
PP 305-307 
Sept . -0ct . 1957 
, ULTRASONIC WED INSPECTION 
The \:elding &gineer (rcagazine) 
Sperry. Products Reprint No. 50-885 yay 1949 
Application sf tkYe Beflectoscope to seld i n s s c t i o n  ma& 
comparison of results with radiogmphs.8 
Leo Adam6 
Aoerican b c h i n i s t  September 12, 1955 
PP 134-136 
Description of a n  ultrasor.ic Inspecticn setup b u i l t  i n  line 
w i t h  a resistance-weld tube m i l l .  
..- . . - 
U/S €'ULS3-ECEO 'E22HNIQLES FOii EYALUATIXG THXCKhZSS; 
BONDIXG & COXROSION 
Donald Erdman 
J. soc m v. 18 NO. 6 Nov.-Ilec. 1960 
. _ _  _- - PP 408-410 ____--___ - .  
Sngineering Magazine 
PP a5-846 
I 
I 
19 June 1964 
Description of a rcethod developd t o  provide continuous 
U/S inspection of tubes togsthzr with a mans f o r  recording 
thickness, diameter and laminations. 
I 
H. Fuss 
Application of U/S tes t  mtkod,  usins nul t ip le  transducers, 
to inspection of he l ica l ly  welded pipes. 
i 
. .  
152 
Sperry Products Company Reprint 50-810 
ISA Proceedings, Pittsburg 'Section, 1960 Conference) 1960 
Description of ultrasonic contzct er.2 witer Imersion inspection 
uxiits used f o r  inspection of e l ec t r i ca i  resistance welded pressure 
tubing. _______. - . . - -. - - __- ~- 
' 
AUTOF'ATIC U/S IXSPECTION OF RESISTAKCE 'WEWXI TUBES 
R. Gerstner I 
Vlterial pruf 
- - - - -- _- 
e 1 -- pp 320-322 - - .  _-- V O ~ .  6 NO. 9 _- 
TUBE TESTING 
Light Metal Age (magazine) I June 1960 
T. Yknis and W. M. Smith 
Sprry Products Reprint 50-812 1960 
(ISA Proceedings, Pittsburg Section, 
1960 Conference) 
I 
Eechanical arrangecent u e d  ir.  G / s  inspactior of pipe;is 
discussed in  detail; the rzathcd is cor.side;-;d unique 1x1 
t t a t  axy tzovemnt of the p i p  rcsy be followed. ___- - _- . - _. . -- -- . . --- - ._ - _--- ---- - 
Automation Industries, Inc Iieprlnt 50-&1 
1 153 
M. Z. Nan&, e t  al 
k s c r i p t i o n  of veldir,g teeY-iiqJe <eveloped t o  eliminate use of 
backing rings fo r  p i p  we125 9; the  C S i  Creek Power nant, and 
hkte r i a l  s Eveluation 
PP 315-320 
July 1964 
U/S inspection r e su l t s  of 55 brazed specimns were compared 
with those of visual inspectLon of peeled joints t o  determine 
accuracy of inspection procehres .  
was accurate t o  approximately plus or  mlnus 155 of true bonding 
of the Joint. 
The iz i ssc t ion  process 
DZ'JEL0P;ENT OF RADIOISOTOPT: IXT3SUX E 3  ICES FOR INSPECTION 
OF BRAZED JOINTS IN SMALL DWZi'ER TUBES 
c. w. Phill ips 
W/LAD PDL Report 0-3805 June 1964 
W. A. Pollock I 
Velding Journal 
(Sperry Reprint 50-888) 
October 1955 
I 
NOLDESTXJCTIVE 'ESTS OF C&.,"B:X;TS OF E D - I ,  CCRZ N 
R. H. Selner, et al 
Am-663 October 1963 
Argo& Xational Laboratory 
Use of U/S and etiw current tes t ing  c;ethoi~s for reactor 
components. 
I - -  
corn 
I 
f 
i 
i 
ULTRASOfJIC INSDZCTION 
Rocketdyne 
Process Specification 
OF W I X G  OR PIPE 
A p i l  1964 
! 
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T&E EFFECT OF FAE3ICATIOiV Oi? EXLUSION TYPE DEFECTS AND !THEXR 
u/s RGSPOISE 
G. J. Biaczewski 
J. NDT Vol 18 Yirch-April 1960 
PP 93-98 
1 
5 .  U/S APPLICATION TO QC 
F.. k'. Armstrorig 
I 
I t  
J. NM' Nov.-&c. 1957 
PP 342-345 
I Discussion concerning use of conventional U/S techniques for testing solid m t a l l i c  materials. i 
1 J. E. Bobbin 
i 
i 
I Staaford, Corn. 
1 
June 196l Brawon Instruments, U/S Testing Div. 
General discuseion of the theory and technique of U/S - ln6pectiOno 
- . - - . -- _ _  ---- -_ __- I 
U/S F L A W  DETECTION 
D, G. Chriatie 
I 
' British Power En8lneerlW 
I Vol 3 No. 4 PP 34-39 
September 1961 
L 
Principles underlying flaw Zetection easurersents by the pub8 
echo techniqce are presented in detai l .  
! 
1 . 
1 
L__3. J - d . r - - " . - - _ _ _  - - .-. _ _ _  I ~ -- 
I 
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s 
Commerce Department (cAA) 
Quality Control Mgert No. 3 
Government Rlnting Office IVovombor 1958 
A digest presenting basic operating theories and procedunr 
used i n  U/S flaw inspectjon and in evaluating U/S flaw 
detection technlqueo. 
-- - --- . -- 
PREsIFlJT & "RB APELICk?IONS OF ULTRASONICS f14 BIOMEDICIKE 
Otto R e  &ricka 
J* HDT , '  
PP 335-338 
Sept.-Oct. 1961 . i  
! 
Rote: 
A report of an investigation of pulse-delay techniques and 
the development of 'slethode for practical 'Gpplicatlonr. 
Also appears In Applied Mech Rev. #6b9 
PP 5,335-338 9-10/61 
I 
i ___  .- . 
U/S DI6PECTI010 OF REFRASE B m  
! 
i 27 September 1962 J 
I 
157 
---I__. 
! 
TBE PCPORTANCE OF ULTRASONICS D? TBE 3;1JSPECTION OF THE COWAIR 
880 HAD 600 JET LINERG . , 1  
A. 1. Hnnnvrr 
J. MIT Novo-Dec. 1960 
(Comment: 
Conventional UfS techniques are applied to  the inspection o f  
sol id metallic materials used i n  aircraft manufacture. 
Solid metallic materials and conventional techniquer) 
- - _---___ - - ---- - - - -  
Harris and B. Meddox 
Flight International 7 March 1963 
(English public) - 0 ~ 
TEE ULTRASONIC !l!E3TING OF B.66 COMPRESSOR BLADES 
Aircraft Efigineerlna 
-(English Public ) 
i ,  
I 
I 
October 1963 I 
1 
1 
Utilization of the ultrasonoscope and Rayleigh wave mode t~ 
detect fatigue crack6 i n  compressor blader. 
I 
1 - _-- - --c - 
u/s DETERMINATION OF SIZE OF F'LAwS 
J. fiautknmer 
Archiv Sur des Eisenhuttsnveeen 
V O ~  30 pp 693-703 
( m - 4  
! November 1959 I 
I 
i' 
i 
--F; ULTRASONICS IN CG~~ICATIONS PRODJCTICP~ _ _  c----c- 
1 
Warretn P. Maeon 
Electronic s 
'PP 33-39 October 18, 1963 
A survey of ultrasonic techniques was presented, Included were 
sonar, inspection devices, delay l i n e s ,  filters, high amplltub 
applications and tmnsducerq. - ___ -.*r--.- . 
.- 
NONDESTRIICPIVE TESTmG D?SPECTIm - pn2OLYTIC GRApHfiE 
L* 8. MC(t0llua 
MBI 228.05 
Lockheed Mieeilea and Space Company June 1962 
I Final =port describing methods used and basic concepts related t o  apparatus and techniques, including representative studiee of aome epecimenr, - - -- .- - - - 
ULTRASONIC METHOD OF T m  INSPECTION I 
W. E. Morrie, et al 
The Review of; Scient i f ic  Instruments 
PP -9-734 
December 1952 
Principles of detecting internal defects in t i m e  by 
attenuation of transmitted U/S waves i s  discussed. 
used- for tire inapection is described. 
E q u i m n t  
I_ -- --_ _-___-__ __- 
i 
THE NONDESTRUCTIVE MEAsuReilENTS OF SURFACE CONNE(;"IgD 
DISCONTINUITIES 
n. L. Gheitoii I 
NASA Repoh IV 63 &173 I I 
i 
A review of work i n  process concerning the application of the 
penetrant inepection process. i 
159 
c 
I .  
-* ---T 
-- ~ .-. - -- 
UL?ERASONICG 
Steel (magazine) 
I 
September 28, 1964 
i pp 80-81 
A brief revlex of various applications of ultrasonice by 
~~ 
~ ~- 
NONDESTRUcTIVE TESTIPJC OF ROCKFT COMPONENTS USING MICROWAVES 
AND U X J - ~ U E I ~ C Y  ULTRASONICS 
R. C. Stinebrlng and R. E* Earrlson 
Supervisor of Nrm, Atlantic Research Corp. 
Alexandria, V8. 
1QAsA Report X64-12032 
(Classified mport) 
Microwave treatment good, capable of determining adequate cum 
ti*, aging effects ,  some defects. Sonoseismic t e s t e  used 
through transmiasion, wi th  Branson Inst .  and magnetostrictive 
transducer; same propefrties cbecked as above, fair  cormlat ion.  
- ----- ._-- ._ 
U L W O N I C :  F'LAW DETECTION IN THE AIRCRAfi  INWSTRY 
R. Tymr and D. C. Hollamby 
Ultraeonice Oct -DSC .t 1963 
pp 211-219 
Artlcls concerning aspects of technique and standardization 
i n  U/S flaw detection. . 
__--- I- --- -- 
U/S INSPECTION OF TuRBm & COMPRESSOR R m R  BLADES mR 
CRACKS AND OTIIER FLAWS 
Jens Gert Raemuessn 
I May-June 1958 , 
. 
This paper describes the use of eurface wave techniquee for i 
rotor blade inspection. 
and Infomation about the U/S equipment used is present8d 
Basic principles for probe construction 
I , 
1 
160 
~ 
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e 
A new method is described for evaluating the  intenei ty  of 
cavitation in an U/S processing tank. 
ie the a b i l i t y  of U/S Cavitation t o  depolarize electrode# 
i i n  galvanic o r  e lectrolyt ic  cel ls .  
h s i s  of the evaluation 
__ -.- - -.-. -- --_ -.-_____________- 
52. CORROSION 
hSRASURII?(3 CQRROSIOIQ WITH U/S GAGES 
AN EDDY CURRENT GAUGE FOR M3ASURING ALUMINUM CORROSION 
. 
I 
March 1961 
A modified version of Doe's gauge is  described, and operation 
and i l l ue t r a t ive  data are presented. I 
1 
- - _ _  _--__ _ _ - 
Article describing use Vislgauge and- U[S thickness gauge. - __ 
_I___- -.-- 
A NEW WAY Tb MEASURE U/S CAVITATION IYTENSITY 
Benry A. Goldsmith and R. C, H e l m  
Metals Engineering Quarterly 
V O ~  2 NO. 1 PP 62-66 
February 1962 
Zavodskiya Laboratoriya Vol. 1 
PP 69-71 (6nglish) 1% I I 
Article concerns use of shear waves t o  reveal the  i n i t i a l  stages 
of intercrystal l ine corrosion i n  metal components, and the 
depth of corroeion i n  samples which have undergone standard t e s t a  
I 
i f o r  corrosion tendency, by means of U/S surface waves. 
161 
I 
NONDESTRUCTm FLAW AND CORROSION TESTER 
Process Control & Automation 
Vol 6 No 5 PP 213-15 
h Y  1959 
A description of the operation and application of the 
under license and marketed by the S p e r r y  Gyroscope Co. 
I Introqiew N/D Flaw and Corrosion tester rnal;lufactumd 
t 
1 DEVELOPMENT OF ULTRASONIC INSPECTION TECHNIQUES AND EQJIPMENT 
TO RESOLVE CORROSION CONDITIONS IN NAVY AIRCRAFT 
J. B. Ramssy 
Automat ion fndu s t ri e s o~-ib-814 5 54 
I U S A  facsimile No. N63 10084) 
Report describing use of standard available equipment, and the 
results of investigations t o  develop U/S inspection equipment 
1 and technlquee for determining corrosion condition i n  Navy aircraft 
I 
I Materials Protectid $(1963):8, 72, 74-76 
NA-65 -813 
U/S TESTING BY SONIC IRRADIATION AND IMPULSE ECHO METHO 
, E. Krainer and E. Shiner 
. 
1 53. FORGINGS 
I'  
U/S INSPECTION OF LIQUIB PROPELLANT ROCKET MOTOR COMFONETlTS I 
R. e E. Kleint aL C. M. Johnson 
J. NDT 
pp 418-kl 
f 
' DETERMINATION 08 DEFECT SlZE IN FORGINGS BY MEANS OF 
I, ULTRASONIC8 
1 Paul Ope1 and Gunther Ivene 
Archiv Fur Das Elsenhuttenweeen, Vol 33 No 5 
i' 
p 311-316 Mey 1962 I 4 
HA-65-813 . 
. 
A TECHNIQUE FOR U/SITESTIE LARGE FORGINGS WITH RELATIVELY 
T H g  W A L L  SECTIONS 
G i l b e r t  6. Ronca 
, May- June1960 
-- ------PI __ _ -  _-. - - 
INF'LkCE OF GEOMETRY UPON AN U/S DEFECT SIZE D m T I a  
1 IN LARGE ROTOR FoR13DJGS 
I Steven Serablan 
A 
J. NDl 
pp 18-21 
THE TESTING I N  SITU OF JET ENGINE COMPRESSOR BLADE8 
Ultrasonoscope Co. 
Appllcatlon Report 
AR 90 
1963 
INVESTIGATIOZS OH TEfE W S " E N T  OF SOUED ATTENUATIolV Ateb 
U/S DETERMINATIQN OF DEFECT SIZE 
W. Knorr and H. 0. Ricken 
I 
! 
I 
Archiv Fur das Eisenhattenwesen 1962 
Vol 33 No 5 PP 37-25 
c 
164 
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.. 
I I OF CAST ACLOYG ULTRASONIC TECHNIQUES FOR THE NONDESTRUCTNE EXAMINATIQIO 
C. J. Abraham8 and 8. D. .'Lavender I 
t 
I 
i '  I 
I 
I 
I 
1 rz7;ish Founclrymarr February 1965 
I The detection o r  specific casting defects is illustrated and 
the impofiance of the selection and training of operators is 1 emphasized. 
I 
! 
_ _  - - ^---.-I..---- --  --- -- - __ 
! 
SONIC TESTING OF MZ'DAL CoMpONENTS PI. I & 11 
I 
! Metal Induetry Vol 130 No. 7 
1 pp 220-222 
I' 
I Part I: 
i properties of castings. 
8 Part 11: 
Resonant frequency meaaurements to  evaluate the 
Extending the use of this  technique to metal 
\ 
I 
sorting and flaw detection. 
EVALUATI0I.X OF GURFACE DEFECTS BY NMI 
W. A .  Black 
CONTRIBUTION A LIESTPATIOX DE L'DPORTANCE DES DEFAUTS 
LES PRODUXTS SIDERURGIQUES P a  L'EXAMEN AUX ULTRA-SONS 1 
I M. Ferrem anb Pa RaYtzz6 
Revue de Metallurglu 
f m n c h )  
P 445-4v 
ANdWiLBS IN THE U/S INSPECTION OF STEEL 
w.,-c. h m n  
Mscueeion concerning reasons for  caution in adopting rigid 
epecificatione and standards for the U/S inspection of eteclr'.--- 
---- -.- - 
I 
QUALITY CC"R0L IN THE FOUDDRY BY UL'lRAs@?Tc$ 
. . .  
J.A.F. Jarvia 
Progress i n  Applied Materials Research Vol. IV pp 148-1n 
Gordon & Breach, -Science A s .  Inc. N. Y. - - - - - -_ _- - __ - . . -. - - - 
Sob3 PRACTICAL APPLICATIaYS OF THE ULTRASOgVIC EXAMINATION OF 
STEEL CASTINGS 
J. D. Lavender 
Journal BSCRA NO. 59 April 1961 
, .  
SQNIC SYSTDI SPOTS STEn INCLUSIONS 
Mil & Factory (magazine) 
PP 13 
May 1965 
166 
0 
I 
John C. Smack 
USE OF EATURAL RESONANCE TO EXALUATE S T R U C W  AND STBENGm 
OF CASTINGS 
' 
Producticm Technology (magazine) 
PP 19-194 
J. Mn! 
PP 85-87 
! Article concerning the use o f a a t u r a l  resonance t o  evaluate 1 st ructure  and stllength of castings. 
NATURAL FRE&uEIpCIES OF VDRATION OF FMEDrFMED SANDWICH BEAMS 
Me E. Ravllle, e t  al I 
September 1961 . 
!! The prbbleh of the determination of the natural  frequencies of 
f vibration of fixed-fixed sandwich beams is analyzed by an 
energy approach i n  which the lagrangian multiplier methda I s  
' u t i l i zed  t o  satisfy the boundary conditions of the pmblem.' 
March-April 1959 
1 A test problem is  described which shows a solution for immersed 
1 type transducer f o r  close-up immersed testing i n  confined aretao. 
I 
I j U/S t ee t ing  of a casting f r o m  the  center hole, using a new 
ARSENAL DOUBLE CHECKS X-RAY WITH ULTRASQNICS 
Stee l  (Magazine) 
0 
s 
l 
*$ ab-- 
I 
I 
I 
i I' 
1 
i 
I 
I 
55. kXOUC€€I' PRODUCTS 
U/S TESTING OF TUNCSTEN AND KOLYBDENUM PRODUCTS I 
ULTRASONIC IXSPECTION OF m m s  25 BAU B E A R ~ S  
A, E. Brown and Be Le Dunegan 
Materiale Evaluation . January 1965 
PR 46-47 - _  . -_ ---- __-- - - . 
A NEW =ARCH TECHNIQUE FOR U/S D E P E C T I O N  OF SHEET S!CEEL 
L, C. Cardinal and 6. D. Hart 
NASA (Confidential) Report No. X64-12040 
Yechanical impedance i e  defined as the complex ratio of the 
effect ive force t o  the resulting effective linear velocity: 
' % P F/V - or 2 = W F/A 
F = Driving sinusoidal force 
V = Sinusoidal velocity 
w = &dial Frequency (2 i) 
' A = Sinusoldal acceleration 
I _  -.- 
i 
i 
1 The force generator i s  attached to I the .--steel motor case. -. - ___-I 
NA-65 -813 1 
. - c ---- -_-- x___ _ _  - I. . - _* 
! W I R E  TESTING BY ULTRASONICS 
W. Lehfeldt 
I 
I 1  
I 
wire 
PP 113-1133 
September 1960 
Article describing the uae of an ultrasonic technique t o  detect I 
i n t e r n a l  flaue in w i r e .  
. - ---* __ . .--- - _ _  -. - - - ---- 
I 
ULTRASONIC USPECTION OF FERROUS ADD NICKET.--i3ASE WROUGg RAW 
STOCK 
NAA/LAD PDL Memo l% 11-1-19 IJovember 1961 
THE =SED U/S INSPECTION OF METAL PUTE 
i 
I R. W. M c C l ~ a g  
ULTRASONIC " E S S  TESTm 
September 1965 
___ _ _  - - -  - -- 
Production MBg. 
P 301 -- 
- -- _--- - 
ALL-OUT IXSPECTTOIf 
September 1965 
c n 176- 
Brief review of QC methods used by Timken Roller Bearing CO. 
n 
I 
I 
NAA/LAD QC Spec. NO. XQO501-006 May 1960 I 
! 
Y. Yu 
J. of Aero/space Sciences 
pp 272-202 
April 1960 
cmmous TESTING MADE possmu BY ULTRASONES 
I 
W. A, Richards, Jr. t 
I 
I 
i. 
October 1963 
, 
I 
1 
_ _  - - -  4_-- - -- 
I 
' A review of the Lehfeldt U/S Wire Testing Unit and i t 8  
' application to a continuous test ing process. I 
b 
I 
NA-65 -813 ,' 
John F. Judge 
8 
I 
1 I ' 
I NONDESTRUCTIVX TESTING OF LARGE SOLID PROPELLANT CASE 
BOIlDZD ROCKET MmRS i 
John 8. Cusick 
I J. SOC NDT Vol. 18 Mo. 3 
i PP 195-199 
I , An analysis of the tangential radiographic method is given and 
1 U/S t e s t  nethods of bond t es t ing  are discussed. 
I are delineated and handling apparatus i l lustrated.  
Tes t  procedures 
. - --. __-- . - - -  ------ 
! - - - - -  
I 
1 STATIC DEFOliMATION OF A PIEZOELECTRIC PLA'IIE VIBRATING AT ITS 
XATURAL FREQUENCY 
B. A. Finagin 
Soviet Physic8 - Acoustic8 April - J' 1963 
Vol. 8 No. 4 PP 356-359 
Nmerical resu l t s  and interference photographs are given for 
plates  vibrating i n  these (subject modes. 
I 
I NOIJ TEST FOR GLASS FILAMENT WINDINGS 
' Missiles and %ckets 
I 
I PP 26-28 
I 
October 1962 
I 'Discussion of the use of an e lec t r i ca l ly  conductive t race 
i element wound in  structure. 
R. D. YeKown and R. R, Fbwand 
n 
NA-65-813 
quality control of materials. 
I 
i Contract .AF 33a616&-7069 
I ASD-TDR NO. N64-17U6 July 1963 
Experimentation was described which attemp;ted t o  use ultzaeonlc i examination t o  determine the physical condition of several speci- 
1 mens similatlng both binder and prop6llant materials is various 
f conditions of aging. It was folmd tha t  velocity measurements of 
, e i t h e r  longitudinal or  shear waves was not adequate t o  determlne 
s t ructural  changes due t o  aging, that shear wavebattenuation v8. 
temprature measuremnts yield SORE degree of information, an& 
that measurenent of re la t ive acoustic impedance ul t rasonical ly  
I 
'y ie lded sow correlation with aging condition. 
, theoretical  discussions on velocity, attenuation and acoustical 
Some good 
: impedance &*--presented in--this a r t i c l e  . -  . - --_. . 
I 
' 
' MICROWAVES AND LOW-FREQUENCY UL!iXASONICS 
NONDESTRUCTIVE 1'ESTIE OF ROCKET COMPOIZXTS USING 
R. C. Stinebring and R. H. Harrison 
1 Materials f ieluation j PP 17-22 J==-Y 1965 
172 
r 
.. 
FORCED FLEXURAL VIBBATIOIG 
Y i  Yu 
J. Appl. Mechanics 
PP 535-540 
OF S A i i W I C H  PLATES Is? PTJm STRAIN 
September lw 
The problem of geceral forced flexural vibration of sandwich 
pla€es in  the plane-strain case i s  solved, using the classical 
method of separation of variables combined with'the Mlndlln- 
Goodmnn procedure for treating time-dependent boundary c'ondltlonr. 
I 
' MEASUREMENTTlME 
t 
I 
Magnaflux Corp. 
1 yeafacts vel. i ~6 
Use of Magnaflux 
parte . 
REDUCED ... 
13 NO. 3 Summer 1965 
Sonizon for QC i n  manufacture of jet engine 
I 
I 
1 1 
J. Kacprowski & J. bll -Nardzewski ,  J. 
Acustica 
v o l , p p  76-88 I 
A general descrlption of an acoustic measuring method and an i 
electroacoustic measuring eq*xipnsnt designed f o r  current qual i ty  ! 
t e s t s  of ceraaic l in ing  plates  i s  given. The method is based on I 
the physical. re lat ions which ex i s t  betxecn the acoustical  
parameters of the plate excited i n  mechanical vibrafion and it8 ' ! structural  and mechanical. properties. - 
I 
I 
ULTRASONIC MJ3lXODS FOR NOiDESTRUCTIIQ EYALUATION OF CERAMIC 
COATINGS 
W. E. Iawrie 
WADD T.R. 61-91, Part 1 
Armour Research Foundation 
The use of ultrasonics t o  detect flaws and bond strength in 
ceramic-metal bonds was investigated. 
were rejected in favor of trms-sission measureaents. Two trans- 
ducer systems using longitudinal and surface wave modes were used 
and described. Intermodulation techniques were tested,  and a 
charge scanning method of deternining the potent ia l  a t  the back 
of the receiving crystal  proved effective f o r  increasing the 
resolution of the scanning system. It was concluded that the 
sensi t ivi ty  of these methods i n  detecting f b w s  j u s t i f y  their 
further development . 
Apri. 1961 
Reflectance meaeurementr 
. -  - - -  - 
U/S ME"Z9DS FOR ND EVALUATION OF CERAMIC COATINGS 
W, Iawrie 80 A. M. I3aumani8 
W A D D - T R - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ,  part 11 Feb. 1963 
Arnour Research Foundation 
This =port describes investLgations into the use of ultra- 
sonic techniques t o  deternine t h e  strength and in-grity of 
ceramic-metal bonds. An acoustic imge converter ~ystem was 
used successfully t o  obtain a television type display of 1/32 
in .  d iGeter  laminar defects i n  a z i rcmiun oxide-inconel bond. 
Schlieren optical and acoustic l e n s  techniques w?re used to 
visually investigate de ta i led  properties of ultrasonic fields 
I and the  interaction of  ultrasonic energy with a sol id .  %'be l 
+ b n  . ~ n r  nf- Dnw>d&- . -- ?*--%---- ~ _-- - - - - 
D 
U'S MFI'HODS FDR ND ZVALUATION OF CZRAKIC COATINGS 
W Laurie & A M Baumanis 
WADD-TR-~~-Q~ 'part III 
A n m u r  Research Fqundati7n Mar 1~63 
This rep-r t  describes invest i_Wtims int? techniques t ,  
deternine t h e  strength and i n t e g r i t y  7f ceramic metal hmde.  
Primary emphasis was placed on techniques f o r  examining 
diffusion Coatings a l though work continued on flame-sprayed 
coatings. Extensive investigations of Rayleigh wave technique6 
have been made. F'urther work was done using the Schlieren 
opt ica l  method, and thema1 e f f ec t s  were investigated i n  
relat ion t o  the Schlieren results. Investigations of an i n t e r  
ferometric method for  measurements of e l a s t i c  constants have 
shown the metliod t o  have low accuracy. Neither d e s t r w t  nor 
nondestructive methods have been found t o  succeeefully meSam 
&&id strength of dirfusion coatings. Preliminary lnveetlg& 
tione have been made of thermal, e l ec t r i ca l ,  and nuclecu: 
i 
- - - -  
I l l i n o i s  I n s t ,  Of Techn010p;y 
I 
NEWS OF TBE ADHESIVES W O R D  - NON-DESTR'XTIVE TESTING i 
R e  L. Nyers and C. 1. Knauss 
Adhesive8 Age 
I 
I 
P 43 Apr. 1965 
' (Abstract8 of papere) __ _ _  _ _  i -I ~ ___.___-I.--  _I - - - _ .  
ULTRASONIC MEASuRMENT OF NICKEL PLATE T H I C i i  
J. Uaughton 
C 
NA-65-813 , . 
i 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
i 
\ 
I 
1 
. 
J. Maughton and R. Botsco 
PDL Lab Memo No. "-4-4-10 
- 
Apr. 1964 
uL!rRAsoNIc m c m a c  COATINGS 
R, R. Whymark, UG E. LBwrle 
WADD TR 60-157 
h o u r  Research Foundation 
Optical Schlieren detection system, intermodulation techniques, 
surface waves, and image converter systems were considered 88  
methods f o r  deterninhg bond strength and detecting defects In 
ceramic-metal bonds. 
I 
_c_ - . _-  ~ - 
SiMPLIFIED VIBWTIOTT AXALYSIS 03 ELASTIC SANTNICH PLATES 
Y. Yu 
J. of Aerospace Sciences 
pp 89-900 Dec. 1960 
Simplified treatrzznt of the vibration problem for low frequency 
ranges and for ordinary sand~sich plates that  have very t h i n  
face layers i s  discussed. S i q l e r  Squtious of motion of sand- 
wich plates are introduced and t he i r  rccuracy is determined by 
comparison with previous more con2lete equations . I' 
0 
I 
0 
NA-65-813 
J. NMI ! PP 21-23 May 1953 
I 
1 Tnis paper presents refinexents i n  equipent  end technique, to  
' obtain thickness measurements within 1/2 percent of actual 
dimensions, f r o m  oae s ide ,  with U/S resonance instruments. 
PORTABLE ULTRASONIC THlCKNEsS GAGE 
-- . - 
I 
N. B. Branson 
1 Electronics Jan. 1948 
! 
, 
I PP 88-91 
I 
1. - ._ 
, 
Description of operation and epplication of the Audigage. 
STAXDING WAVE TECHNIQUE OF T3ICICNESS NEASLJRR4ENTS 
f 
I J. B, B u t l e r  & J. B. Vernon 
J 
J. Acoust. SOC. h e r .  
Vol. 18 No. 1 pp 212-215 
July 1946 
Use of the reflectuscope fo r  detemining thickness of varioue 
types of steels is discussed i n  de t a i l ,  including test data 
resulting f 'rom the use of various c r y s t a l s .  
1 ELASTIC INSTABILITY OF RECTAXLZAR SAiliWICH P f i i  OF ORlXOTROPIC 
/ CORE WITE D I m  FACE TiTTC-fiIL'ESS AND WTiZRIm 
C. C.  Chaw and I. K. Ebcioglu 
1 
1 
1 Trans. ma 
1 2p* 474-480 
! 
\ The ins t ab i l i t y  of rectangulsr smdvich p n e l s  T.rith nonisotropic 
e x e c  End faces of different r,ateytcls o r  thickness. 
core shear ins tab i l i ty  i s  ae-iemiiii-d ccd discussed in detai l .  
X u m e r t a  examples are presented t o  i l l u s t r a t e  application of the 1 
analysis. 11 
A zone of 
I 
177 
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1 
I 
I 
! 
i 
Comerce Dept. 
Q u a l i t y  Control Digest #l 
Civil Aeronautics Admin. 
TBICKNESS llEAs&mT BY U L W O : u ? C  RESONAX'CE 
E. G. Cook & H. E. VanValkenburg 
J. Acoust . SOC . of America 
Vol. 17 No. 3 pp 564-569 
A P ~ *  1957 
YAY 1955 
A mathematical analysis i s  nzde of the acoustic system o f  
resonance-type instruments :sed fo r  thic'kness measurements 
from one s i d e  only. The appoach cen be used t o  evaluate any corn- 
binations of test sanple, cou2lant end driving c rys ta l  provided 
t h e i r  acoustic .properties are known. . _- - 
Bo L* Elliot 
Electronic Engineerlag 
Vol.  35 pp 738-41 
N o v ,  1963 
A simple experinental transistorized U/S thickness measuring 
instrument i s  described. A ne:r ap7roach to the presentation 
of the thickness information.has been adopted, employing binary 
dividinn circui ts .  - - _ _  -. -- 
THE SONIGAGE 
MEAsuRRmT 
A S ' i E S O ! W  CONTACT INSTilDIENT FOR ! l X l k  
W. S. Erwin 
Resear&--Laboratories Division, General Xotors Corp. - _. - 
U/S TKiCiJpSS l4EASWvmm WITH LAKE \ ! A m  
C.  L. Frederick & D. C,  Worlton 
J. NDT Jan-Feb 1962 
PP* 51-55 
-. . 
Presents a technique for  zccurc te  thic3zzZss neasureIzents without 
necessity of close contzct ?xtv?er, t e s t  heed and inspected 
s u f e c e .  The discussioc en;ghas:ses besic theoret ical  pr inciples  
mderlying the test  and presents theoret ical  d a t a  t o  support 
I .  
J. Aerospace Sciences 
pp* 405-410 
Yay 1961 
Xonlinear equations of notion f o r  a honey-coab sandwich beam are 
derived. Solution of nonlinear p r i o d s  is detemified for  a bean 
with hinged, irmovable ends. 
fo r  sandwiches with aluminum a l loy  facings and aluminum foi l  
honeycomb cores. 
Nucerical exasples are worked out 
ULTRAS6NICS CUT NOSE-CONE GAGING TlME. 
Doxi Paisley 
Aircraf t  80 Missiles 
PP 30-32 
8 
Feb. 1960 
The Vidigaee is  used t o  measure t h i c b e s s  of filament-wound 
plastic nose cones. 
. . -. . , _ _ _ _ _ _  ~ . 
H .  Krmer Kraut 
hterials hraluation 
pp* 404-408 
Sept. 1964 
A review of various methods i n  use for contirAous testing of 
strip and plate materials,  pointing out strer@'as and weaknesses 
of  each. 
-- - . - - _ _  - - - -  -- 
EFFECT OF FREQiTENcy VARIATIG;; iIFJiT "E LDPA3Z?Z RESISTIVITY OF 
TBIS GAGE NON-FkRROUS ALLOYS 
R. R. Jones & D. B. Hunter 
The Martin Company 
I 
! 
I 
i 
i 
I 
:. 
I 
1 i 
D 
6. U/S APPLICATIONS, NOT CY2 
I 
NA-65-813 
&sign considerations in preparation of plastic produeto for 
V/8 W e l d i q .  
1 
c . . - _ .   - - _ -  A 
B. et. Al. m n e c k e r  
h - 8 8  April 1964 
pp. 9-101 
A general discussion concerning the application of macroeound 
in deepdrawing, lronlng and wiredrawing processee, and ae a 
potential for industrial  8pp~C6tiOIU 
U/S MEJ!AL FOIMING INCHING TOWARD FULL SmP STATIB 
Steel Weekly . April 26, 1965 
Pp*4&.50 9 
ULTRASONIC ENER[Fy AIDS TURMCNG, GRINDING, MACHINING 
Stee l  Weekly 
PP* 58-59 
July 12, 1965 
The Iron Age 
pp* 75-77, June 24, 1965. 
H. Dearae 
Flastice World 
pp. 74-76 
181 
I 
Magnafacte, Val. 13 No. 3 1 P- 3 Summer 1965 
1 Use of ~ a g n a f l u x  pulse V/S system to inspect railroad car a l e e .  _ _  _. -- ------ - - 
I 164. WEIDING 
August, 1964 
pp* 17-20 
Boduction Welding of Plastic Parts Accomplished by Ultraeonic 
Sealing a -- . -  .- ----- - -- 
DEXEXOFlbEXl! OF ULTRASONIC WELDING WITH EE;piFAsIS ON FRODUCINI) 
EEmETIC SEAIS 
J .  B. Jones et.al. 
Final SumrnaryReport 
No. RR-61-69 
AeroproJecta, Inc 
Septa 1963 
- 
uniformly reproducible V/S ring and continuous seam weld8 of 
hermetic-seal quality were produced in  several alloy6 of 
different gages and in various geometrlee. 
- -  _ _  I -- 
SONOBOND ULTRASONIC KELDINa UNIT 
Welding Research 
P* 93s 
Nav. 1963 
Descriptive brief on Sonobond Model W-260-TSL 
I 
1 
182 
AS?M (Reprint) Meeting held June 1964 1964 
COMMONLY USH) SPEXXE'ICA!TIONS 8o STANDARDS lQR ND!P. 
J. NDT. March-April 1961 
Pp* 1s1b 
.-  
- -- --- -~ 
A STUDY ON GREATER UITLIZATION OF INDUSTRY IN TBE PREP-OH 
OF SF'ECI~CA!IZONs AND STANDAKDS 
1 Publication6 
I Dir. of Technical Publications and 8pecificatione Systems 
' Engineering G r o u p  
I 
'I 
I Research, and Technology Division 
1 WAFB 
I 
_ _ _  I 
Fkb. 1@ 
..' 
I 
I 
C .  J. Adems and J.  W .  Morris 
CONTACT 
AslM - - - _ -  Adopted - 1N3 -- 
mm METHOD FOR ULTRASONIC CONTACT INSPECTION OF WELD- 
A8m 
i 
I 
Designation: E 164 - 62 T Issued 1960 
- - -  Revised-1962 4 - -- 
TENTATIVE RECOi4bfENDED P ~ c ~ c ~  ,"OR = mNG AM> CSECKICM) 
&marim m y  ULTRASONIC STpirvpARD REFER3JcE BIDCKS 
Asm . Issued 199 
Revised 1961 d _ -  _- 
-- - - 
(paper) 3rd Pac .Area N e t  Mtg. of Am. Soc. for Testing 1 Matls. (San E'ranclsco) oct .  12, 1959 
L -  
Tm*m pRAcTIcE m J W N I C  TEs- By 
-D 
Issued 1955 
Asm 
I 
1- 4 
STRucruREs 
C. M .  Adams - E.  H. Radtke - J. D. Klein a I ML !3!DR 64-117 
I 
.* 
_._- /- _. _ -  _ _ _ -  --A- 
70-s EFE%CTS OF TEST SPEED ON mmisorac FLAW DEIWTIOIV 
FEUABILITY 
John P. Bacon 
2. NMI Vol. 20, No 6 Nov. ,  Dec. 1962 
p.- 380-382 
Test p m c e d p s  and results of ultrasonic inspection immersion 
tests using a quartz and a lithium sulfate transducer to 
determine effects  of the transducer movement speed on flaw 
detection re l iab i l i ty .  
versus receiver dynamic range, transducer s ize  and f l a w  size. 
Analysis of transducer sensing width 
- . - - .- ._ _. - - - - _ _ _  __ .- 
STANDARIZATION AND APPLICATION OF ULTRASONIC SURFACE WAYg 
INSPEXTION 
' 
Ultrasonic surface waves are discussed as a re l iab le  and 
economic method of detecting surface discontinuities.  
which influence t e s t  results were considered. It was concluded 
tha t  the method i s  effective for  cases i n  which the detection 
aspect is of prime importance, but i s  not applicable to detection 
and evaluation without a c r i t i c a l  analysis of factors  which 
af fec t  surface propagation. _ _  
Factore 
L- - 
A PRIMARY ULTRASONIC STANDARD 
S, Boghosian and J. W. Orner I 
Dec. 1961 
Watertown Arsenal Iaboratorier 
A method i s  suggested by which the respose obtained f'rom 8 steel 
ball i n  water can be uti l ized fo r  accura-tely defining aay 
desired leve l  of instrwnent sens i t iv i ty  Acceptance levelr 
can be specified i n  terms of parameters which ca be strictly 4e fined for spe c i  f icat  ion: purpoBes -._- - . _c1 
__c_ __-- - . -  - 
I 
NA-65-813 . 
I 
0 
- I . - --_-_ u.i--- ---. ------ ,.- 
i’ STANDAIIDIZA!TION IN U/S TESTING 
C. W. Cline and J. B. Morgan 
J. SOC NDT Vol. 13 No. 4 
p .’ 23-27 
~rogress t o w t i  standardization of operetion of U/S equipment 
i s  disCUS6ed,  including use of refercnce blocks, electronlo 
checking equipment and - monitors. -_ - -- - - - - - - - 
RESEARCH & DEVELOR.IENT LEADING To THE ESTABLISI”!l OF U/S TEST 
S W A R D S  FOR AIRCRAFT MATERIAL8 
0 .  L. Cross, et&.  
1rADC - TR 59-466 ‘ Feb. 1960 
AJ? Materials Laboratory 
f i e  report contains resu l t s  of a four phase study of mate r ide  
and techniques concerning the evalua t ion  of internal flaws by 
ultrasonic means. 
material variables a f fec t  the transmission of ultrasonic compree- 
sional waves i n  certain a i r c r a f t  materials? What material and 
geometrical variables a f fec t  transmission of shesr and surface 
waves i n  th i s  sheet materials? 
when al ter ing the beam diameter by collimation? and, what 
correlation exists between the ultrasonic and mechanical 
properties of materials which contain quant i t ies  of minute 
The four questions studied were; what 
What are the quantit ies involued 
_ _  _. _ -  -- - - -_ _._------ I , bi.pj-- porositJr* OF CwJTLy AVAILABI;E SPECIFICATIONS & PRocmm mR 
THE u/S XNSPlXTION OF STEXL * 
Edward T. Graboski 
I 
1 J. NMI 
pp. 245-247 
* Paper presented before the 20th 
17 Oct . 1960, FkLladelphia, Pa. National - 
Ju ly  - AW. 1962 
Conv. of the Society, 
-_-.- 
. _____ ---- 
I ’  
! 
I 
0 
1 
i 
I 
J. D. Lavender and R. M. Pilgrim I 
j V. S. Grebelmik, et.al 
Zavodskaya Lab0rrrd;oriya 
I 
voi. 29 NO. io 
pp. 1181-1186 
O c t .  1963 
Journal B.S.C.R.A. No. 75 Oct. 1963 
Standards adopted by the a1w.inu.n industry In B r i t i a n  and the 
USA are reviewed and a standard cast  steel t e s t  block, which tb6 
s t e e l  industry may find useful, is described. 
I 
- - . -  - _ _  L - _ _  
u/s TESTING PROCEDURES 
Results obtained from U/S inspection of approx. 1% zx&srszee 
blocks prepared from stainless  s teels ,  too l  s t ee l s  and high 
temperature alloys are presented. I 
! 
NA-65-813 
1 F. C. Panian and H. E. Van Valkenburg 
J. NDT I PP. 45-57 Jan. - fib. 1961 
Iron Age Vol. 186 No. 17 
DD -9b-.%---.- - t- Oct. 1960 - - . . . - . . . - . . __ __ 1 INERSED ULTRASONIC 1 m S F " I O N  BY C-WAN FACSIMILE RECORDING 1 Rocketdyne 
i Proceee Specification: No. RAo115-125 *Y 1964 
t N / R  
9 ,- ... .-.- 
I 
~. .. . - -. _. . . 
i 
RECONMENDED U/S ACCEPI'AKCE STANDARDS FOR AIRFRAME ALWI" AUDY 
PLATE, FORGIIGS, & MTRUSIOAXS 
SNT Airframe Committee Report No. 1 (revised) 
U/S (unidentified) 
H. E. Van Valkenburg 
4 September 1963 
MILGTD-196A 
I 31 August 1964 
' FED TEST METHOD STD NO. 406 I 5 October 1961 
DITRODUCTION To S'IIATISTICAL ANALYSB 
W. J. Mxon and F. J. Msesey, Jr. 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. 19, Y. 
I 
I 
I 
1951 
* 
8. iiGNZYCOMB MATERIALS 
- -~ _.__ ._ .- -I-- 
J 81. PROPERTIES 
a- - .- . 
NA-65-813 
I 
HEN G R I P  OI? HOLWCOMB 
Aircraft  &Missiles November 1959 
Use of Z i n c i l a t e ,  water soluble surface protective agent, 
t o  hold honeycomb during Icachining operations. -_ . _- _. _---____ - 
M E C M I C A L  PROPERTIES AM) TESTS 
J. B. Campbell 
Materials & Methods 
( repr in t )  m u d  NO. 106 
JdY 19% 
Glossary ____ of the -..I--- common-engineering materials - - - __ __ - - - -- 
NATUR;J, FREQUENCIFS OF HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES 
R. H. Grissom 
Product Engineering Vol. 31, p. 83 February 1960 
BOh9 STRESSES IN A RANDOMLY VIBRATlXG SANDWICH PLATE: 
SIXGLE MODE TBEORY 
D. J. Mead 
J. Sound & Vibration Vol. 1 No. 3 
PP 258-269 
1964 
The method of generalized harmonic analysis is  applied t o  the 
estimation of bond stresses noimal t o  the surface of a honey- 
comb san&ich plate which i s  subjected t o a  randomly varying load 
such as Je t  noise pressures. 
t o  a single principal mode of flexural vibration. 
Motion of the p la te  is matricted 
NA-65 -813 
-- ~ _ _  I__ -__ _ -  
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--- _-- . - -  .--- - -  .-- L - ~ - -  
“ON NETHODS AXD DATA RECJJIRZD FOR E A T  SEIELD CALCULATIONS” 
0. Mounle 
NASA TT F-294 
NASA Technical Translation from Sub-Aviation, 
Doc. No. 68.5;15/64 - - -  - . _ _ - -  
DEVELOFNENT OF FORMIX’C AND JOINING ~ l € N I & U E s  PDR 
CORRUGATED SANDWICH STRUCTURG 
E. Smallen and R. P. R o m a i n e  
Welding Journal April 1960 
The development of forming and joining techniques for 
fabrication of an engine exhaust duct fmm corrugated 
sandwich structure is  described. 
manual and automatic fusion welding, resistance spot 
and tungsten-arc spot-m-lding. _. - __ -
Vol 39 pp 31-21 
Included are rolling, 
__ -.- . . 
SANDWICH DESIGN . . .~-7 0 SPURS WIDER USE OF 
PART I. 
Parch 1961 
I 
Space/Aero Vol 35 
PP 50-55 
March 1% 
i 
March 1961 
P. J. B. Stevens,and L. M. Polentz 
I 
i 
, Materials in Design Engineering 
' pp 123-126 
April 1960 
"BRASIKC REA- 41 ROh'EYC0,NB SAADWICH STRUCTURES" I 
A. 0. Vanaman and J. W. Greagor 
Welding Research Supplement August 1963 
PP 353s - 358s 
Techniques are developed f o r  brazing san$wich panels using 
I 
I 
i Mn-Ni-Co-B braze alloy and a n  argon atD06phere. 
I 
EXCITED SANDWICH PANELS" 
NA-64-413 
MEC,%iICAL TESTING i ' ' 0  
TRE SBUR MODULUS OF H O W C O M B  CORES 
i 
1 Hlroshi maga0 
I 
1 9th Japan National Congress for Applied Vechanics, 
The apparent shear modulus of hexagonal honeycomb C O ~ S . . .  
used in  aircraft construction is  investigated by 'theoretical 
Proceedings, 1959 p. 97-100 1959 
I 
snelysia 
ACOUSTICAL TESTIh'G OF POXFXCOXE STRUCTURES FROM ONB 
ACCESSIBLE S D E  (RESOI?AiCE TECHNIQUE) 
NAA/LAD Report No. CD-3804 June 1964 
193 
. 
1 
i "MEANS AND METHOD FOR TESTIhTG OF CQXPOSL"ITE SANDWICH STRUC'IURES" 
R. A. Davis, et.' al. 
U. S. Patent Office #3,008,029 
"METHOD AND APPARUTUS FOR IXSPECTIXG HOXEXCOMB PANEIS" 
A. L. Klein and G. G. Grim 
I 
i 1 
I 
I 
' U. S. Patent Office No. 2,782,632 February 26, 1957 
i '  
I 
h e r  i c an Machinist 
pp 116-117 
September lD 1952 
0 
I 
I 
84. ADHESIVES PROPERTIES , I 
, 
ADHESIVES-STILL LOTS OF POTENTIAL FOR AEROSPACE STRUCTURES 
i 
Aircraft  and Missiles February 1960 
PP 34-37 I 
A general review of adhesive types and characterist ics,  
including des- t ips .  
ADRESIVE BONDS FOR SANDWICH CONSTRUCTIo?lS 
George Epstein 
Adhesives Technology 
Vol 6 No. 8 PP 30-33 
August 1963 
An analysis of the factors ' to  be taken into consideration when 
designing adhesively bonded s t rac tures  was presented. 
impact, fatigue, core-to-skin facing bonds, strength w e r e  
discussed as factors  t o  bemted. 
tioned and splicing of cores considered. 
Creep, 
Strengthehings devices w e r e  men- 
ELAs'romxc STRUCTURAL ADBESNES 
Martin M. Grover and John Rowick  
Adhesiveo Age November 1963 
PP 3 e 3 3  
The application, use, ana charuc'ei3stics 0 elastomeric 
adhesives are b r i e f ly  discussed. 
adhesives have t o  be carefully cured i n  order t o  obtain u l t i m a t e  
strength and performance. 
It i s  mntioned that these 
i 
n 
I 
NA-65 -813 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! 
I 
, 
I 
I 
i 
P R E S ~ - S E T ; S ~ ~ I V X  mHzsrm: WHAT m s  THEM STICK? 
Charles W. Hock 
Adhesives Age 
PP 21-25 March 1% 
The rcorphology of various r e s i n  and rubber film was 
investigated with the aid of the electron microscop. 
The ef fec t  of resin concentration was discussed. D 
Neoprene adhesives were considered. 
. 
PROPERTIES & TESTING 
0. A. Iikka 
HIGH STZNGTB ADIIESIVES 
Metals Engrg. Quarterly 
Vol 2 No. 2 PP 30-34 
b y  1962 
Compositions of several t y p e s  of high-strength adhesives and 
various tests for strength pro,prties are described, and 
comparisons of strength properties f o r  various types of 
adhe eives are made. 
EFFECT OF LOADIXG RATE Oh’A2EESIVE STRENGTH 
Frank Moser and S. S. Knoell 
ASTI4 Bulletin No. 227 
pp 60-63 
January 1958 
Significant differences betveen loading rates, testing 
machines and adhesives are presented. 
STRUCTURAL ADEESIVES FOR CXYOCDJIC APPLICATIONS 
B. Pascuzzi and J. R. Bill 
I 
Adhesives Age 
PP 19-26 
March 1965 
Four adhesives were evaluated with the objective of developing 
a simple adhesive bonding process for 2219 aluminum. Tensile- 
shear and vibration fatigue were used for preliminary 
scRening tests, followed by a variety of subsequent t e s t a  at 
various temperatures. 
i; 
1 ADBESNE BOIDNG OF TrmANIUM I 
i 
I 
I H. E. Pattee, e t  a l  
vol 49 PP 96-99 
Review of available adhesives, surface treatments and & a m  
f ac tors. 
e 
~ s t e r i d s  i n  Design Engineering February 19% I 
1 
AmLSIVLs I 
1 L.B. Sharpe, e t  al 
i 
1 
Int. Science SC Technology pp 26-37 
1 
I 
Golecular t heo lv  of nciiiesion i s  q l o r e d .  &mples of 
cd-mivs api i ica t i  on ~ 2 2  ahuactc,-istics sup9orting 
the  theory are prussntaa; b.dustdal us8 o f  adhesives 
and f i ture needs are reviewed. 
I 
I 
- --..-I _ _  - _ _  . _-___)__ -. ---------- I 
i 
BE1JEFITS OF ADHESIVES HIRGE ON SHIFT TO APPROACEBS 
Steel 
pp 40-43 
January 18, 1965 
i 
I 
li I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1' 
I 
i 
I 
i 
, 
i 
I 
i 
! 
I 
I 
ASTM I 
Adopted 1956 
Revised 1961 . 
TENSION "EST OF FIX' SATDWICH CONSTRUCTION IN FLATWISE PLANE 
ASTM C 297-61 
PP 3-2-15 . . -___I_-. . 
Adopted 1955 
Rev. 1961 . --- 
S!CREEGTH PROPERTIES OF ADEESIVES IN SHFAR BY TENSION 
LOADING (METAL TO METAL) 
ASTM 
ASTM k S  : 111002-64 Adopted 1964 
_ _  Revised 1964 - - - . - - 
STREKGTH PilOPE3TIES OF ADH%?IVXS D? S : W  BY '?ENSION 
LOADING (KETAL TO METAL) 
P E E L I E G  FORCE OF ADHESIVE JOINTS 
F. S. C. Chang 
M a s .  of SOC, of Rheology N 1960 
- ._- _ _  - PP 75-89 _ _ _  
A PURE SKEAR TZST FOR ADHSSIVES 
L. B .  Clougherty and D. M. Teague 
F03 'IXS?II;G ADZSNE BO.WS IIt SAXI'JICII A l i i  METAL "0 
ETAL CONSTilUCTIOXS" 
I 
i E. W. Eickner and F. Werrea 
WADC TOR. 56-386 September 1956 
Fater ia ls  Laboratory W-P AFB .---d 1 1  - -  
I 
PEEL ADBESION - PART I PIENOHEXOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF T B  TEST I 
I 
J. L. Gardon 
J. Appl Polymer Sci 
V o l  7 pp 625-641 
Peeling force variation with the peeling rate and adhesive layer 1 
thickness is  shown. The nature of the var iab i l i ty  of the 
steady-state force when all t es t ing  variables are held conatant 1 
J 
PEEL ADHESION - PART If A TIiEOXETICAL ANALYSIS 
J. L. Gardon 
J. App Polymer Sci 
Vol 7 PP 643-665 
1963 
The rate-independent adhesive failure data are discussed 
in terms of a newly developed theory. 
dependence of the peeling force upon the thickness of 
adhesive layer  I s  teras of such pararceters as the moduli of 
the substrate and the binder, the thickness of the substraw, 
etc e 
In  t h i s  theory, the 
__ __-_--- - ----- -_ -,-. ~ _ - -  -- 
Progress i n  NM', Vol.  I1 
Gordon & Breach 
Science Publishers, Inc. N. Y. 
n 
Xi3TAL A D E S I O N  TECBNIQUES 
A. Patting 
Elektrotec, U. Maschinenbvl 
Vol 75 pp 83-84 (Geman) 
Effect of U/S waves on strmgthening adhesive forces. 
I 
1 
1 
KECFANICAL TESTIXG OF ADEZSIVES IN A C F E P  FURNACE AT 
T!X:MpERA?URES TAXGIXG FRON 250 t o  2400F 
A. E. Slobodzinskl 
Tech bmo. 1061 
Feltlran Research Laboratories, 
Picatinny A r s e n a l ,  . 
Dover, 19. J. 
PERFORMNCE OF hZ?AL-ADESNE JOINTS 1 
K. Wellinger and U. Rembold 
VDI Zeitschrift  100 
pp 41-46 (German) 
. .  
i ___- 
i I
I 
I 
September 1962 I 
January 19% 
0 
1 DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH STREXGTH, LOW DmSITX CQMpoSllg 
MATERIALS FOR SATURN APPLICATIONS 
J. W. Euffban 
IM/LAD NA-63-13s13 J-ury 1965 
, ~ n n u d  summary =port 1 October 1963 to 3 December lw, 
1 Caltract NA-58-lllo8 
- __ - _  - k 
4 TI33 PROMISE OF COMPOSITE8 
Materiale & Design Engineering (magazine) i September 1963 Spec. Report NO. 210 
General structural characteristics of coxnposi~a are outlined 
and it l e  shown how thle morphology can be the baaia of a 
simpie s c b m  fnr deecriptive classification and for predlctiDg 
behavior. 
1 
e 
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I S!i!ATE OF THE ART, FLAKE-GLASS LAMINATES 
Allen M. Shlbley 
OTS PB 161947 October 1960 
Picatinny Arsenal, P las t ic  Report #1 
Achievements in the production of glass flake and glass  
flake laminates a re  presented, including manufactux and t ee t ing  
of glass flake, coating w i t h  resin binders, and properties 
and fabrication of glass flake laminates. 
92. PROPERTIES 
DEFGCTS OF lMPORTAIVCE IN THE SPECIFICATION OF 
REINFORCED PLASTICS PRODUCTS 
R. F. Barnet 
NAVORD Report 2797 
U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory 
white oak, Maryland 
March 1953 
A discussion of the visual characterist ics and varloue flaws 
t o  be found in g l a s s  reinforced plastics is presented. 
THE FATIGUE RESISTANCE OF REINFORCED PLASTICS 
J. W e  Davle, e t  a1 
- h t e r i a l s  i n  Design Engineering 
PI? 87-91 . 
December 1961 
Data on fatigue properties of reinforced p las t ics  a r e  presented 
and It  $8 shown haw behavior can be controlled by proper choice 
of fibere, resins and laminate orientation. 
i 
202 
I 
A TELEVISION X-RAY INAGE E I Y L A E G m  SYSTEM 
NOIKESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF F D E R  GLASS REINFORCm 
PLASTIC'MISSIU CAEE MATERIALS 
MECHANICAL TESTING 
MUUATIOIJ OF GLASS FABRIC REINFORCED PLASTIC LAMINAlgs 
F. R. Barnet 
mAVORD Report 2669 1 U. S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory Janwry 1953 
li 
i MATERIALS IN FILAMENT AND COMPOSITE lV€W 
',' W. J. Clark, e t  al 
I 
1 EVALUATION OF HIGH STRENGTB AND MOD~TIJJS B R ~  
I 
I. 
Stds. for Filament Wound Reinforced Plaetlce 
i pp 146-163 
Standards for Filament-Wound Reinforced Plastic8 I PP 287-299 
June 1962 
I .. 
D E V E L O F ” T  OF lVM’ METHODS FOR “EX EVALUATION OF THIN AND 
ULTRATHIN SHEET MATERIAIS 
G. Schmitz, e t  al 
ML TDR 64-278 
Central American Transpor t  Corp.  
for AF Materials Laboratory 
September 1961 
This report describes ac t iv i ty  on t h e  subJect program for the 
first  year including a survey of l i t e r a tu re ,  equipment, mseerch 
ef for t s ,  and nondestructive tes t ing  needs. As a resu l t  of th i s  
survey, the second portion of the first year’s ac t iv i ty  was 
directed toward the development of th in  sheet nondeectructive 
test instrumentation in the f ie ld  of high frequency eddy current 
equipment, Lamb wave ultrasonic techniques, and elcctroetatic 
tes t ing techniquee. 
I 
i 
TENSIIX STRERGTH OF ADHESIVE BONDS IN SANDWICH W I T E  
AUIMIhWM FACIXGS AM) ALuMDii HONEYCOMB CORES 
V. C. Setterholm, et 83. 
I 
WADD TR 56-239 
Forest Products Laboratory June 19% 
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PATENTS 
14 July 1959 
ELEC’IXO-ACOUSTIC T3KYSD’UCER FOR ONXIDIRECTIONAL =ARCH 
E. 0, Benecke 
U.S. Patent No. 2,961,636 
_ _  
ACOUSTIC IXPXDANCE ELEMENT 
T. F. Burke 
‘J.S. Patent No, 2,754,925 
ACOUSTIC INPEDAiiE iEASUEIIhG APPARA!I!US 
S. A. Caldwell 
U.S. Patent No. 2,837,914 
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTi\L VD,uIuTINc MEANS 
B. Carlin 
U.S. Patent No. 2,448,352 
- - - - . . __ -. . . -  * . -  
PIEZOELECTRIC CaYsTAL Y O u i r n  “S 
- B. Cmiiii 
U.S. Patent No. 2,448,352 
November 22, 1960 
i 
1 
I 
I 
! 
1 
i 
i 
I 
I 
i 
i 
.. -1 
I ’  
j 
August 9, 1948 
C O A X I A L  CRYSTAL I4OuNT 
E. Rafner 
U.S. Patent No.  2,891,177 June 16, 1959 
, 
L .  _____ 
IEEDAKCE YA'ICHIG 1GAXS FO!? EC4A.XICAL WAVES 
C. W, Hansel1 
U.S. Patent No, 2,430,013 November 4, 1947 
U L ~ S O N I C  S Z m T G  READ 
G, A. Klatchko 
U.S. Patent  NO. 3,121,326 February 18, 1964 
- - - - .__ - - -- - - - - _ _  - __ __ 
VAilIABLF: mu uL!rRAsOIac mssDucER 
W. E. &ah 
U.S. Patent No. 2,602,101 July 1, 1952 
- - 
H. Pollack I 
U.S. Patent No. 2,956,184 October 11, 1960 i 
I 
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J 
I 
__ 
I 
ULTRASONIC BEAM SHAPING DEVICE 
b 
December 9, 1952 
I 
I 
! 
! 
! 
I 
.- 
I 
I , 
, 
c. 
, 
! 
ULTRASONIC BEAM SHAPING DEXICZ 
VARIABLE ANGLF: ULTRASONIC SEARCH IJ" 
H, E.  Van Valkenburg 
U.S. Patent No, 2,709,760 MsY 318 1955 
_ _  - __-_ --- -- . _- -- - - .- - -  
. _ _  +-.- 
ELZCTROACOUSTIC DEVICE 
A, L. w. wil l iams 
t 
’U.S.  Patent No. 2,632,634 March 24, 1953 
I .  
c 
I 
1 
I 
, __---- 
I 
* 
ULTRASONIC XNSPECmON APPARAWS 
J. V. C m  
U.S. Patent No. 3,121,324 
- -- . - - -  
SUPERSONIC TESTING APPARATUS 
T. M. Berry e t  al 
U.S. Patent No. 2,527,208 
ULTRASONIC FLAW DETECTQR 
D. C.  ErdmM 
U.S. Patent No. 2,593,865 
SUPERSONIC INSPECTION DEVICE 
F. A. Firestone 
U,S. Patent NO. 2,398,701 
.. 
I 
I 
February 18, 1961 1 
P I  
I 
October 24, 1950 
_. 
April 22, 1952 
- 
April 16, 19u 
. 
e 
-_- - -_ ,- - - 
A??ARATUS FOR D E T E i i m G  FESONAXX' FFGQUENCIES 
A. Stewart 
U.S.  P a t e n t  No. 2,576,423 November 27, 1951 
I 
r 
0 
- __ --- -_ - 
24 
SWERSONIC ?1EsI?NG 
B, C a r l l n  
U.S. P a t e n t  No. 2,527,986 . October 31, 1950 
. _  _ _  ----- - - -  
I 
. . . ._- . . . . . . . _- . ...___ . :-
November 21, 1961 
APPAMTUS FOR LX>CATIIE DEFECTS 
$ 
W. Grcrbendorfer 
U.S. P a t e n t  No, 2,846,875 
" E O D  AND APPARATUS FOR ULTR SONIC SXXMWAVE INSPECTION 
E. A. Henry 
U.S.  P a t e n t  NO. 3J115Jn1 1 
* 
December 31, 1963 
-- - - -  - r -  
L.S. h t e n t  i!o. 3,036,329 I2 June 1962 
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